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Introduction
Introduction
Motivation of our research is originated from the problems with large surfaces and interfaces
confined in comparatively small volumes. These types of problems are found in a wide variety
of disciplines in the fields of physics, chemistry, biology and engineering. Examples occurring
in many applications include, but do not restrict to, hydraulic fracturing in oil well, catalytic
converters, physiological membranes, dendritic branching and nano-structured solid surfaces.
In this class of problems with rich boundaries, particular challenging are those problems in
which both the surface and the surrounding space possess nontrivial physical characteristics.
The feature of our research consists in considering large surfaces with fractal nature, which
allows for additional scaling features in the model while maintaining the characteristics of
large surfaces and small volume, as required by many of the applications mentioned above.
Our research focuses on both analytical and computational aspects of the problems in do-
mains with large surfaces and irregular boundaries having a fractal nature.
This dissertation is organized into the following three parts.
Part I.
In the last two decades, fractals have been used to model various physical phenomenon. The
first part of the dissertation is devoted to describing the constructions of the fractal sets
that will be studied in this thesis. The term “fractal” was first introduced by Mandelbrot in
1975. The property enjoyed by most fractals is self-similarity, the first general description of
which was given by Hutchinson [20]. In Chapter 1, we begin with introducing the iterated
mapping system used to construct certain self-similar fractal sets, such as the Koch curve, the
Sierpinski gasket and Snowflakes. These three types of fractals belong to a family of so-called
nested fractals, which were first described by Lindstrøm [41]. Nested fractals – for which
physicists call finitely ramified fractals – are self-similar bodies that can be disconnected by
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a finite number of cuts. In Chapter 1, the reader will clearly see how we construct the fractal
sets iteratively and what are the distinguishing characteristics of those three types of fractals
mentioned above.
In the mathematical physics literature, the main interest is not only in regular fractals
– that are strictly self-similar – but also in more irregular objects which are believed to
exhibit more realistic fractal properties. In Chapter 2, we construct objects by applying a
general iterated mapping system, which may have different scaling factors at each step of
fractal iterations. We name so-constructed irregular structures by “fractal mixtures”. Either
from the constructive procedure or from the geometrical structure, it can be seen that frac-
tal mixtures become more complex and wild. However, they still preserve some self-similar
properties as regular fractals do. These phenomenon can also be intuitively observed from
all examples and figures produced in this part.
Part II.
The second part of the dissertation mainly focuses on the asymptotic analysis of singular
boundary value problems in domains with highly conductive layers of certain (pre)fractal
type. We model the problems of lower-dimensional highly conductive materials intruding
into a higher-dimensional material with lower conductivity. As these layers are thin materials
possessing intrinsic properties, the total energy of the system results from the sum of the
bulk energy plus the energy contribution stored in the layers. The latter is of a singular
irregular type, since the layers are lower-dimensional and with complicated geometry. The
motivation of our work comes from modeling real-world applications by allowing surface
energy to play an enhanced role. The origin of the idea comes from the research done by
Cannon and Meyer [9], Pham Huy and Sanchez-Palencia [19] and Attouch [5], in which
the problems with smooth layers were studied from the perspective of homogenization in
a general sense. One consequence from their work is that the highly conductive region
is better modeled as a lower-dimensional surface, on which certain nonstandard boundary
conditions must be satisfied. More recently, a series of paper by Lancia, Mosco and Vivaldi
[26, 29, 35, 36, 49, 50, 31, 51] contributes to the study of highly conductive thin layers of
certain fractal type, such as the Koch curve and the Sierpinski gasket in R2. Due to the
construction of the fractals considered therein, the dimension of the highly conductive layer
can be adjusted to vary continuously between one and two.
More specifically, we will investigate a few examples of singular BVP problems of three
2
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different types in this part of the dissertation.
The first problem we studied is a singular model in a planar domain with highly conduc-
tive layers of pre-fractal Sierpinski type. As shown in Chapter 3, the pre-fractal Sierpinski
curve, denoted by Sn, is embedded into a triangular domain Ω, where n is the number of
fractal iterations. For any fixed n, a family of 2-dimensional shuttle-like layers is suitably
constructed as an -neighborhood of Sn. A weight function wn is then well defined consoli-
dating both the geometric and physical characteristics of the layer. This function is singular
at the angular boundary points connecting any two consecutive pieces of layers. Associated
to this weight function, a family of weighted energy functionals are defined as
F n rus “
$&%
ť
Ω
wn |∇u|2 dA if u P D0rF n s
`8 if u P L2pΩqzD0rF n s,
whereD0rF n s is the domain of F n . We study, in a homogenization framework, the asymptotic
of the energy functionals F n as the thickness of the layer vanishes and the conductivity of
the layer approaches infinity.
Our main result is the M-convergence (see Definition 3.1) of these weighted energy func-
tionals as stated below (see [13]):
Theorem 1: For every fixed n, the functionals F n M-converge in L
2pΩq to the functional
F n as Ñ 0. Here the limit energy functional F n is defined as
F n rus “
$&%
ť
Ω
|∇u|2 dA` c0
ş
Sn
|∇τu|2ds if u P D0 rF ns
`8 if u P L2 pΩq zD0 rF ns,
where D0 rF ns is the domain of F n and c0 is a constant.
We refer the reader to Section 3.2 for details of the proof. This part of my research is joint
work with Dr. Emily Evans and is a natural progression from the earlier research done by
Lancia, Mosco and Vivaldi.
The second problem we studied involves 3-dimensional BVP models of hierarchical highly
conductive layers in either unit cubes or unit tetrahedrons. In these models, the 3D body,
the 2D faces and the 1D sides – denoted by Q, Σ and S respectively – are distinguished by
three different materials. The object under study is a sequence of hierarchical singular energy
3
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functionals defined in the cube (or tetrahedron), with singular terms along lower-dimensional
layers around its faces and sides. We study the homogenization-type asymptotic of the energy
functionals as the hierarchical thin layers simultaneously approach to 2-dimensional faces and
1-dimensional sides. Studying this phenomena requires suitably constructing the geometry
of the composite materials, as well as adjusting the analytical singular conductivities in the
coefficients to the geometric cascade of the thin layers. To this purpose, we introduce a
weight function w, associated to which the family of weighted energy functionals is defined
as
Frus “
$&%
ţ
Q
w|∇u|2dV, if u P DrFs
`8, if u P L2pQqzDrFs,
where DrFs is the domain of F.
Our main result is the following (see [39]):
Theorem 2: The functionals F M-converge in L
2pQq to the functional F as  Ñ 0.
Here the limit energy functional F is defined as
F rus “
$&%
ţ
Q
|∇u|2dV ` αť
Σ
|∇u|2dA` β ş
S
|∇τu|2ds, if u P DrF s
`8, if u P L2pQqzDrF s.
where D rF s is the domain of F and α, β are constants.
We refer to Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 for the details of the geometrical construction and
the proof of the result above. It should be noted that the construction is not trivial. In order
to clearly demonstrate this procedure, we are going to begin with the simplest case, where
only pure layer is considered (see parts 1 and 3 in Section 4.1). Then the case of hierarchical
layers naturally follows (see parts 2 and 4 in Section 4.1).
The third problem we are concerned with is the singular homogenization problem for
the pre-fractal Sierpinski in R3. Different from the previous situation, the 3-dimensional
pre-fractal domain Qn is constructed by introducing a new scaling factor n on the unit tetra-
hedron. As shown in Section 4.3 (see also Section 1.2), the domain Qn will converge to the
Sierpinski fractal set when the iteration number n Ñ 8. Again, we build up hierarchical
highly conductive layers around the faces (Σn) and the sides (Sn). Although we have the
iteration number n be fixed, it requires further adjusting the singular conductivities in defin-
ing the weight function wn , since we must take into account the effect caused not only by the
4
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parameter  but also by the factor n. A family of weighted energy functionals F n is defined
analogously as before. Our main result reads (see [39]):
Theorem 3: For every fixed n, the functionals F n M-converge in L
2pQnq to the func-
tional F n as Ñ 0. Here the limit energy functional F n is defined as
F nrus “
$&%
ţ
Qn
|∇u|2dV ` αť
Σn
|∇u|2dA` β ş
Sn
|∇τu|2ds, if u P DrF ns
`8, if u P L2pQnqzDrF ns.
where D rF ns is the domain of F n and α, β are constants.
The proof of the result above is presented in Section 4.3.
A further development of our hierarchical singular homogenization models consists in the
asymptotic analysis as nÑ 8 and Ñ 0 simultaneously. This case will be more complicated
than the one of pre-fractal domains. Readers interested in this point are referred to the
research done by Mosco and Vivaldi [49, 50], in which the authors consider the Koch curve
and Sierpinski fractals in R2. The thickness  of the conductive layer is made dependent on
the fractal iteration number n such that pnq Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8. This technique innovated by
Mosco and Vivaldi could be employed in our 3D case with necessary modifications.
In the end, we point out the important byproduct of our results. On one hand, the
M-convergence allows to obtain the strong convergence of the solutions (minimizing solu-
tions) and of the spectral resolutions in real applications. On the other hand, our research
also indicates a way to carry out singular homogenization for other (pre)fractal layers with
suitable geometric structures. Analogous asymptotic results can also be extended to higher-
dimensional Euclidean spaces.
Part III.
The last part of this dissertation contributes to the study of 2-dimensional second order heat
transmission problems across highly conductive interfaces of pre-fractal type. In general,
transmission problem describes a natural or technical process in which a material transport
phenomena takes place across a layer – called “interface” in our context – dividing the domain
into multiple subdomains. A mathematical model of such a problem is builded up by one
partial differential equation for each subdomain, together with appropriate assumptions on
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boundary conditions, transmission conditions and continuity conditions for the solution on
the interface. The motivation of this part of our research is from modeling certain diffusion
phenomenon across disordered and wild media in natural and industrial processes, such
as the diffusion of sprays in lungs (e.g. [18]), the current flow across rough electrodes in
electrochemistry (e.g. [55], [15]), the heat cooling system of electronic chips (e.g. [10, 53, 60,
42]) and the heat transfer in fin-like heat exchangers. It turns out that these phenomenon are
modeled by an elliptic or parabolic boundary value problem with transmission condition on
the interface of order zero, one or two. From the geometrical point of view, many irregular
media are believed to exhibit fractal features. In particular, fractals can provide a useful
tool in all those applications in which one wants to enhance the absorption effects of the
layer by increasing its surface area, in general in all those problems with large surfaces
confined in small volume. Therefore, we introduce a new level of complexity in the problem
by considering fractal or pre-fractal structures for the interface.
To our knowledge, the “classical” model of second order transmission problems with
smooth highly conductive interfaces was first treated by Pham Huy and Sanchez-Palencia
[19] in 1974. In their research, the boundary condition on the interface involves a (second
order) tangential Laplace operator, which allows diffusion processes to occur inside and along
the interface. This dynamical interface phenomena – deduced by the tangential Laplace
operator – will not happen if the interface is only endowed with Dirichlet, Neumann or
Robin boundary condition. More recently, second order transmission problems across highly
conductive (pre)fractal interfaces have been studied in a series of paper [27, 28, 35, 36, 59, 6]
for the steady case, and in [33, 34] for the unsteady case.
Most of the research done so far was focused on interfaces of Koch curve type. Readers
are also referred to the research by Achdou, Deheuvels, Sabot and Tchou (e.g. [1], [2],
[12]), where analytical and numerical methods are studied in domains with tree-like fractal
boundaries.
The main focus of this portion of the dissertation will be on building up numerical
approximations to solutions of heat transmission problems across irregular interfaces of Koch
mixture type. Although we can no longer consider a fractal interface because it cannot be
fully realized by the finite precision of a computer, the fractal curve can be viewed as the limit
of a suitable sequence of pre-fractal polygonal curves. Thus, for all of the numerical work, we
study the transmission problem with a pre-fractal interface. The numerical approximation
to a special class of pre-fractal Koch transmission problems was studied by Vacca [59] and
Wasyk [61] in the elliptic case, and by Lancia-Vacca [32] and Lancia-Cefalo-DellAcqua [30]
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in the parabolic case. We will expand their work by allowing for a larger collection of more
irregular pre-fractal curves, namely, the Koch mixtures. (See Cefalo-Lanica-Liang [44])
To achieve our goal, we need to illustrate the following four aspects: existence and
regularity of the solutions; discretizations in space (Finite Element Methods) and in time
(Finite Difference Methods); error estimates; and numerical simulations.
Specifically, we deal with the heat transmission model problem, formally stated as:
pP q
$’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’%
Bupt,xq
Bt ´∆upt, xq “ fpt, xq in r0, T s ˆ Ωi, i “ 1, 2, piq
Bu
Bt ´∆τu “
“Bu
Bν
‰` f on r0, T s ˆ Σ, piiq
upt, xq “ 0 on r0, T s ˆ BΩ, piiiq
u1pt, xq “ u2pt, xq on r0, T s ˆ Σ, pivq
upt, xq “ 0 on r0, T s ˆ BΣ, pvq
up0, xq “ 0 in Ω. pviq
where
- Ω is the rectangular domain p0, 1q ˆ p´1, 1q in R2,
- Σ denotes the polygonal pre-fractal interface dividing Ω into two subsets Ω1 and Ω2,
- ui denotes the restriction of u to Ωi, i “ 1, 2,
- ∆τ denotes the piecewise-tangential Laplacian defined on Σ,
-
“Bu
Bν
‰ “ Bu1Bν1 ` Bu2Bν2 is the jump of the normal derivatives across Σ, νi being the inward
normal vector to the boundary of Ωi, i “ 1, 2,
- fpt, xq is a given function (heat source) in some suitable space.
The weak formulation of Problem pP q reads:$&%For each t P r0, T s, find uptq P V pΩ,Σq such thatd
dt
´
uptq, φ
¯
` Epuptq, φq “ pfptq, φq, @φ P V pΩ,Σq,
where V pΩ,Σq “ tu P H10 pΩq : u|Σ P H10 pΣqu and Ep¨, ¨q is the symmetric bilinear energy
form defined on V pΩ,Σq.
In Chapter 5, we detail the existence and regularity of the weak solutions which were
first studied by Lancia and Vernole [33] using a semigroup approach. The following spacial
regularity results will be taken into our consideration (see [44]):
7
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Theorem 4: For fixed time t, u1ptq P H2,µ1pΩ1; r1q, µ1 ą 2θ1pi`2θ1 , and u2ptq P
H2,µ2pΩ2; r2q, µ2 ą θ2pi`θ2 , where θi denotes the largest reentrant angles in Ωi. Moreover,
uptq P CpΩq and uptq|Σ P H2pΣq.
The definition of weighted Sobolev spaces H2,µipΩi; riq is given in Section 5.1. It can be seen
that the solution u exhibits a singular behavior in the vicinity of those reentrant corners along
the pre-fractal interface, resulting in a solution that does not possess H2-regularity. In order
to obtain an optimal rate of convergence of the discrete solutions, we develop an efficient
mesh refinement algorithm creating suitable triangulations of the domain with pre-fractal
interfaces. The refinement algorithm is designed in Section 6.1.3, while the properties of the
triangulations are presented and proved in Section 6.1.4. The main results can be summa-
rized as the following (see [44]):
Theorem 5: By our mesh algorithm, we are able to generate a family of nested trian-
gulations tThuh that is conformal and regular. In particular, each triangulation in the family
satisfies the conditions formulated by Grisvard [17]:
(a) hT ď σh
1
1´µi for every T P Th with at least one vertex at a reentrant corner of Ωi,
(b) hT ď σh infxPT rripxqsµi for every T P Th with no vertex at reentrant corners of Ωi,
where i “ 1, 2, hT “ diampT q and σ is the regularity constant of Th.
Based on the mesh created by our algorithm, we proceed to the spacial discretization
by using the well-known Galerkin method, in which we approximate the weak solution u by
solving the semi-discrete problem:$’’’&’’’%
For each t P p0, T s, find uhptq P Vh Ă V pΩ,Σq such that´
Buh
Bt ptq, vh
¯
` Epuhptq, vhq “ pfptq, vhq, @vh P Vh,
and uhp0q “ 0.
where Vh is a finite dimensional subspace of V pΩ,Σq to be well-determined. In the aspect
of time, we apply the finite difference method with uniform discretization. The standard θ-
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scheme is employed, which replaces the semi-discrete problem with the fully-discrete problem:$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
For each k “ 0, 1, ..., Nt ´ 1, find ukh P Vh Ă V pΩ,Σq such that
1
∆t
`
uk`1h ´ ukh, vh
˘` E `θuk`1h ` p1´ θqukh, vh˘
“ pθfptk`1q ` p1´ θqfptkq, vhq , @vh P Vh,
u0h “ 0.
It should be noted that the θ-scheme is unconditionally stable when 1{2 ď θ ď 1. More-
over, we obtain approximation error estimates in weighted Sobolev spaces. These results are
presented and proved in Section 6.1.5 and Section 6.2.1, which can be summarized as the
following theorem (see [44]):
Theorem 6: Let f P Cδpr0, T s;L2pΩqq, with 0 ă δ ă 1. For each t P r0, T s we have
}uptq ´ uhptq}2L2pΩ,Σ,dmq `
ż t
0
}upτq ´ uhpτq}2V pΩ,Σq dτ ď C1h2
ż t
0
}fpτq}2L2pΩ,Σ,dmq dτ,
where C1 ą 0 is a constant independent of h. Let 1{2 ď θ ď 1 and assume that BfBt P
L2pr0, T s ˆ Ω, dtˆ dmq. Then for each k “ 0, 1, ..., Nt
››ukh ´ uhptkq››L2pΩ,Σ,dmq ď Cθ∆t
˜
}fp0q}2L2pΩ,Σ,dmq `
ż T
0
››››BfpτqBτ
››››2
L2pΩ,Σ,dmq
dτ
¸1{2
,
where the constant Cθ ą 0 is independent of Nt,∆t and h.
We finally investigate some simulation results in Chapter 7. In these numerical tests, we
consider two different types of thermal sources, combined with diverse pre-fractal interfaces.
Our results clearly show the effect of the highly conductive pre-fractal Koch interface. This
part of our work is original and convincing. It is also a starting point for further inves-
tigation in numerical simulations, especially in the aspects of controlling the temperature
distributions and enhancing the effect of heat absorptions.
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Basic Fractal Constructions
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Chapter 1. Iterated mapping system
Chapter 1
Iterated mapping system
In this chapter we will introduce examples of fractal sets which belong to a larger class of
self-similar fractals studied by Hutchinson in [20]. In particular, fractal objects to be studied
in this dissertation include the Koch curve, the Sierpinski gasket. For each of these type of
fractals we are going to introduce notations and constructions related to the sets.
Based on Hutchinson [20], we can proceed our construction of fractal by employing a
system of iterated maps.
Let ψ “ tψ1, . . . , ψNu, N ě 1 be a family of contractive similitudes in R2 with contraction
factor α. By Ψ we denote the set-to-set mapping for any subset G Ă R2.
ΨpGq “
Nď
i“1
ψipGq, (1.1)
and by ϕn for n P N, the composed set-to-set mapping in R2
ϕn :“ Ψ ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝Ψlooooomooooon
n
(1.2)
with ϕ0 “ Id.
Let Γ be a non-empty compact subset of R2 such that Γ Ă ΨpΓq.
Let Wn “ bni“1 t1, . . . , Nu be the set of all n-tuples of indices i|n “ pi1, i2, . . . , inq with
1 ď ik ď N , 1 ď k ď n. We denote ψi|n “ ψi1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ψin and Gi|n “ ψi|npGq for arbitrary
i|n P Wn.
13
1.1. Koch curve
We put V 0 “ Γ and define for every integer n ą 0
V n :“ ϕnpV 0q “
ď
i|n
V 0i|n and V
8 :“
8ď
n“0
V n. (1.3)
Finally we define the self-similar fractal set K by
K :“ cl pV 8q “ V 8. (1.4)
It can be easily seen that K satisfies the self-similar property K “ ΨpKq. In addition, the
sequence tV nun has the nested property
V 0 Ă V 1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă V n Ă V 8 Ă K, (1.5)
when Γ is taken to be the set such that Γ Ă ΨpΓq. We are also interested in considering
different type of the initial set Γ. In particular, we will refer to a family of pre-fractal curves
constructed by finite iterations with the initial set Γ being polygonal curves. In the following
sections, it will be seen how the shape of pre-fractal curves varies with different values of
contraction factor α.
1.1 Koch curve
For arbitrary α P p2, 4q, the Koch curve in R2 is constructed in the following manner:
Let z P R2. In complex notation, z “ x ` iy. We consider a family of 4 contractive
similitudes ψ “ tψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4u defined by
ψ1pzq “ z
α
, ψ2pzq “ z
α
eiθ ` 1
α
,
ψ3pzq “ z
α
e´iθ ` 1
2
` i sinpθq
α
, ψ4pzq “ z ` α ´ 1
α
, (1.6)
where θ “ cos´1 `α
2
´ 1˘.
We choose Γ “ tA,Bu, where A “ p0, 0q and B “ p1, 0q. Applying the iteration of maps,
we obtain the following examples of Koch curves with different contraction factors α. See
Figures 1.1, 1.2, 1.3.
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Figure 1.1: α “ 2 with first 3 iterations
Figure 1.2: α “ 3.5 with first 3 iterations
Figure 1.3: α “ 2.2 with first 3 iterations
Remark 1.1. In the figures above, only the vertices of the polygonal curve should be consid-
ered. In order to observe the feature of the construction and the fractal set, we connect the
vertices in a prescribed manner. We call the so-created polygonal curve the nth–generation
Koch pre-fractal with contraction factor α, which is denoted by Σn. We note that as αÑ 2
the curve becomes space filling in a two-dimensional triangular domain and as α Ñ 4 the
curve approaches a flat segment.
1.2 Sierpinski gasket
Let α “ 2 and N “ 3. We consider a family of N contractive similitudes ψ “ tψ1, . . . , ψNu
defined by
ψipzq “ zi ` 1
α
pz ´ ziq, i “ 1, . . . , N, (1.7)
where z1 “ p0, 0q, z2 “ p1, 0q and z3 “ p0,
?
3
2
q.
We put Γ “ tz1, z2, z3u. Applying the iteration of maps, we obtain the Sierpinski gasket
with contraction factor α “ 2 in Figure 1.4.
We can perform a similar construction by considering α “ 3. Now there are 6 contractive
similitudes in the family ψ carrying the unit triangle with vertices Γ into each one of the
6 “upward facing” triangles obtained by deleting the 3 “downward facing” triangles. See
15
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Figure 1.4: α “ 2 with first 3 iterations
Figure 1.5. As in the dyadic case, the fractal set so constructed is also a Sierpinski gasket
with contractive factor α “ 3. Again, only vertices of triangles should be considered in these
figures. As in Remark 1.1, we denote by Sn the nth-generation Sierpinski pre-fractal.
Figure 1.5: α “ 3 with first 3 iterations
In fact, we can construct a whole family of Sierpinski gaskets for integers α ě 2 in R2, by
using N “ αpα ` 1q{2 contractive similitudes which map the unit triangle into N “upward
facing” triangles with side length α´1. Similar constructions can be carried out in RD for
D ě 2. See Figure 1.6.
Figure 1.6: α “ 2, D “ 2 with first 3 iterations
1.3 Snowflake
The Snowflakes are first introduced by Lindstrøm [41].
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Let α “ 3, N “ 7. We consider a family of N contractive similitudes ψ “ tψ1, . . . , ψNu
defined by
ψkpzq “ zk ` z ´ zk
α
, k “ 1, . . . , N, (1.8)
where zk “ pRepei 2pik6 q, Impei 2pik6 qq for k “ 1, . . . , 6 and z7 “ p0, 0q.
We put Γ “ tz1, . . . , z6u. Applying the iteration of maps, we obtain the snowflake with
contraction factor α “ 3 in Figure 1.7.
Figure 1.7: α “ 3 with first 3 iterations
We can perform a similar construction by considering α “ 5. Now there are 19 contractive
similitudes in the family ψ carrying the unit hexagon with vertices Γ into 19 smaller ones.
See Figure 1.8.
Figure 1.8: α “ 5 with first 3 iterations
In fact, we can construct a whole family of snowflakes for odd integers α ě 3 in R2, by
using N “ p3α2 ` 1q{4 contractive similitudes which map the unit hexagon into N smaller
ones with side length α´1.
1.4 Comparison of three fractals
In this section, we give a brief discussion for the three fractal sets, i.e., the Koch curve, the
Sierpinski gasket and the Snowflake.
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Obviously, these three fractals have different geometrical shapes. An essential character-
istic can be seen by investigating the initial sets Γ, which are listed in Figure 1.9 respectively
for different fractals. Notice that we mutually connect all points in Γ by segments. As can
be seen from Figure 1.9 (a) and (b), the paths between any two points in V 0 “ Γ have no
intersections, and hence there is no intersection of paths among vertices in each cell V 0i|n.
However, in the case of snowflakes, we observe that there are several intersections between
the paths in V 0, and so intersections will occur in each cell V 0i|n. This phenomenon affects
the applications of homogenization for (pre)fractal sets which will be discussed in Part II.
(a) Koch curve, (b) Sierpinski gasket (c) Snowflake
Figure 1.9: Initial sets with paths between vertices
Another feature can be seen with respect to the pre-fractal sets. Figure 1.1 (Figure
1.7) shows that the pre-fractal sets of the Koch curve (Snowflake) do not satisfy the nested
property. However, Figure 1.4 shows that the Sierpinski pre-fractal does preserve the nested
property, namely, Sm Ă Sn for all m ă n.
We will see later in Chapter 2 that these characteristics of the three fractals also hold for
corresponding fractal mixtures.
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General iteration of maps
We will construct fractal mixtures by employing the general iterated mapping system (see
[47], [48]).
Let A be a finite set of real numbers greater than 1. Associated to a factor α P A, we
consider the family of Nα contractive similitudes
ψpαq “
!
ψ
pαq
1 , . . . , ψ
pαq
Nα
)
. (2.1)
We denote by Ψpαq the set-to-set mapping in R2 for G Ă R2 such that
ΨpαqpGq “
Nαď
i“1
ψ
pαq
i pGq. (2.2)
Let Ξ “ AN be the set of sequences ξ “ pξ1, ξ2, . . .q in A. For n P N, we define ϕpξqn as a
set-to-set mapping in R2 by
ϕpξqn “ Ψpξ1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝Ψpξnq (2.3)
with ϕ
pξq
0 “ Id.
Let Γ be a non-empty compact subset of R2 with Γ Ă ΨpαqpΓq.
For ξ P Ξ, let W pξqn “ bni“1 t1, . . . , Nξiu be the set of all n-tuples of indices i|n “
pi1, i2, . . . , inq with 1 ď ik ď Nξk , 1 ď k ď n.
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We set V
pξq
0 “ Γ and for every integer n ą 0
V pξqn “ ϕpξqn pΓq “
ď
i|n
´
V
pξq
0
¯
i|n
and V pξq8 “
8ď
n“0
V pξqn . (2.4)
Then the set of fractal mixtures Kpξq associated with ξ is defined by
Kpξq :“ cl `V pξq8 ˘ “ V pξq8 . (2.5)
Note that the set of fractal mixtures Kpξq is not strictly self-similar, but Kpξq does satisfy
the property for fixed ξ P Ξ and each n P N
Kpξq “ ϕpξqn
`
Kpϑ
nξq˘ , (2.6)
where ϑ is the left shift operator on Ξ, defined by ϑξ “ pξ2, ξ3, . . .q for ξ “ pξ1, ξ2, . . .q.
2.1 Koch curve mixtures
Let A be a finite set of real numbers α P p2, 4q. We consider a family of 4 contractive
similitudes ψpαq “
!
ψ
pαq
1 , . . . , ψ
pαq
4
)
defined by
ψ
pαq
1 pzq “ zα, ψ
pαq
2 pzq “ zαe
iθ ` 1
α
ψ
pαq
3 pzq “ zαe
´iθ ` 1
2
` i sinpθq
α
, ψ
pαq
4 pzq “ z ` α ´ 1α (2.7)
where θ “ cos´1 `α
2
´ 1˘.
We choose Γ “ tA,Bu, where A “ p0, 0q and B “ p1, 0q. Applying the general iteration
of maps, we obtain the following examples of Koch curve mixtures with different sequences
of contraction factors. See Figure 2.1.
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(a) ξ “ p2.2, 2.2, 3.5, 3.5q (b) ξ “ p2.2, 3.5, 2.2, 3.5q
(c) ξ “ p3.5, 3.5, 2.2, 2.2q (d) ξ “ p3.5, 2.2, 3.5, 2.2q
Figure 2.1: Koch mixtures with first 4 iterations
As in Remark 1.1, only vertices of the polygonal curves should be considered. We denote
by Σξn the nth-generation pre-fractal Koch mixtures with the sequence of contraction factors
ξ. It can be seen that the shape of pre-fractal mixture curves significantly changes, even
though we consider sequences of contraction factors with only two different elements. This
fact allow us to control the geometry of the pre-fractal mixtures by taking into account
distinct combinations of contraction factors. In other words, we are able to prescribe both
locally and globally how the curve “grows”.
2.2 Sierpinski mixtures
Let A be a finite set of integers α ě 2. We consider a family of contractive similitudes
ψpαq “
!
ψ
pαq
1 , . . . , ψ
pαq
Nα
)
:
ψ
pαq
i pzq “ zi ` 1αpz ´ ziq, i “ 1, . . . , Nα, (2.8)
where z1 “ p0, 0q, z2 “ p1, 0q and z3 “ p0,
?
3
2
q, which carries the unit triangle into each one
of the Nα “ αpα ` 1q{2 “upward facing” smaller equilateral triangles with side length α´1.
We put Γ “ tz1, z2, z3u. Applying the general iteration of maps, we obtain the Sierpinski
mixtures with different sequence of contraction factors in Figure 2.2
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(a) ξ “ p2, 3, 2q (b) ξ “ p2, 3, 3q
(c) ξ “ p3, 2, 2q (d) ξ “ p3, 2, 3q
Figure 2.2: Sierpinski mixtures with first 3 iterations
2.3 Snowflake mixtures
Let A be a finite set of odd integers α ě 3. We consider a family of contractive similitudes
ψpαq “
!
ψ
pαq
1 , . . . , ψ
pαq
Nα
)
:
ψ
pαq
k pzq “ zk `
1
α
pz ´ zkq, k “ 1, . . . , Nα, (2.9)
where zk “ pRepei 2pik6 q, Impei 2pik6 qq for k “ 1, . . . , 6 and z7 “ p0, 0q, which carries the unit
hexagon into each one of the Nα “ α2 ´ 6 smaller hexagons with side length α´1.
We put Γ “ tz1, ..., z6u. Applying the general iteration of maps, we obtain the snowflake
mixtures with different sequences of contraction factors in Figure 2.3
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(a) ξ “ p3, 5, 3q (b) ξ “ p5, 3, 5q
(c) ξ “ p3, 3, 5q (d) ξ “ p5, 3, 3q
Figure 2.3: Snowflake mixtures with first 3 iterations
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Singular Homogenization
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In this part we consider the problem of domains with highly conductive layers in both
R2 and R3. The motivation of my work originated from modeling real-world applications by
allowing surface energy to play an enhanced role. The 2-dimensional problem was previously
studied in a general sense by Cannon and Meyer [9], Pham Huy and Sanchez-Palencia [19] and
Attouch [5]. They studied the problem of an infinitely conductive layer from the perspective
of homogenization. One consequence from their work is that the highly conductive region
is better modeled as a lower-dimensional surface, on which certain nonstandard boundary
conditions must be satisfied. This is unusual because it couples a second order problem in a
higher dimensional space with a second order problem in a lower dimensional space. More
recently, a series of paper by Lancia, Mosco and Vivaldi [26, 29, 35, 36, 31, 51, 50] focus on
the problem of highly conductive thin layers of certain fractal type, such as the Koch curve
and the Sierpinski gasket in R2. Due to the construction of the fractals considered therein,
the dimension of the highly conductive layer can be adjusted to vary continuously between
one and two.
The first part of my research is joint work with Dr. Emily Evans. In Chapter 3 we
consider the problem of a domain in R2 with highly conductive internal layers of pre-fractal
Sierpinski gasket type (i.e., the iteration number n is fixed). This is a case not yet considered
by Lancia, Mosco and Vivaldi. In [50], Mosco and Vivaldi consider the case of the Sierpinski
gasket fractal, where the thickness  of the conductive layer is made dependent on the
fractal iteration number n, namely, pnq Ñ 0 as nÑ 8. Mosco and Vivaldi then study the
convergence as the iteration number n increases towards infinity. More recent research on
thin fractal layers can be found in [51]. In Chapter 3, we study the homogenization-type
asymptotic as the thickness of the layer vanishes and the conductivity of the layer approaches
infinity, as in [31] where conductive layers of pre-fractal Koch curve type are considered. Our
work is a natural progression from the earlier work done by Lancia, Mosco and Vivaldi.
The second part of my work is to study the problem in R3 with hierarchical highly con-
ductive internal layers. In Section 4.1, we first study hierarchical singular homogenization
problems on the unit cube. The object under study is a sequence of hierarchical singular
energy functionals, defined in the 3-dimensional unit cube, with singular terms along thin
layers around its faces and sides. Although the layers are not irregular in this case (i.e.,
neither fractals nor pre-fractals are considered), it should be noticed that the thin layers
approach to 2-dimensional faces and 1-dimensional sides simultaneously. This phenomenon
requires suitable constructions of thin layers both around the faces and around the sides.
Another difficulty consists in adjusting the analytical singular conductivities in the coeffi-
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cients to the geometric cascade of the thin layers. In order to give a precise and explicit
proof of certain asymptotic results, we divide Section 4.1 into 4 parts:
1. Pure layers on one face.
2. Hierarchical layers on one face.
3. Pure layers on multiple faces.
4. Hierarchical layers on multiple faces.
It can be seen that we begin with the simplest case and extend our results to the complex
cases. In Section 4.2 we consider similar homogenization problems in the case of unit tetrahe-
drons. We mainly focus on the construction of layers around faces and sides. Corresponding
convergence results can be easily proved as been done in Section 4.1. Finally, we consider
in Section 4.3 the homogenization for the pre-fractal Sierpinski gasket in R3. Although the
fractal iteration number n is fixed in our case, applying the contractive similitudes and the
change of coordinates requires further adjusting the singular conductivities in the coefficients.
The main result of this portion of the dissertation is the M-convergence of certain energy
functionals as stated in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.1. As in [31], we will introduce a coef-
ficient function w (w
n
 ) which consolidates both the geometric and physical characteristics
of the thin layer into a single function. As in the previous work this function is singular
at the angular boundary points between subdomains. We show that the energy functionals
F (F
n
 ), associated to w (w
n
 ), M-converge to an energy functional F (F
n) that is singular
and has support within the (pre-fractal) conductivity layers. The approximating problems
refer to weighted second order elliptic operators on 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional domains.
Additionally, our result implies strong convergence of the solutions to the energy-minimizing
solution of the limit problem. The M-convergence of energies also implies strong conver-
gence of the resolvents, semigroups and spectral resolutions associated with the bilinear
energy forms. These properties are not addressed in this dissertation. We refer to [45] and
[46] for more details. Finally, it is worth to point out that in [13], the authors have also
considered the corresponding steady transmission problems with Sierpinski pre-fractals and
proved the regularities of the solutions.
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Chapter 3
Singular homogenization for
Sierpinski pre-fractals in R2
3.1 Notations and main results
We begin by describing the notation used in this paper and then will state our main result.
We define a large triangular domain Ω with vertices D “ p1{2,´?3{2q, E “ p3{2,?3{2q, and
F “ p´1{2,?3{2q. Inside this larger domain we inscribe a smaller equilateral triangle with
vertices A “ p0, 0q, B “ p1, 0q and C “ p1{2,?3{2q. In this smaller triangle we construct
the Sierpinski gasket in the usual manner with contraction factor α “ 2. Here we use the 3
contraction similarities defined in (1.7):
ψ1pzq “ z
2
, ψ2pzq “ z
2
` 1
2
, ψ3pzq “ z
2
` 1
4
` i
?
3
4
.
We wish to consider the nth-generation Sierpinski pre-fractal in this section. By i|n we
will denote arbitrary n-tuples of indices where i|n “ pi1, i2, . . . , inq P t1, 2, 3un and similarly
define ψi|n “ ψi1 ˝ ψi2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ψin . Then for any set G pĎ R2q, we denote by Gi|n “ ψi|n pGq .
With this notation we describe the nth-generation Sierpinski pre-fractal Sn as:
Sn “
ď
i|n
S
i|n
0 . (3.1)
Here S0 is the collection of segments AB, BC, and CA. We recall the Sierpinski gasket
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can also be constructed by taking the closure of the set of points V 8 in R2, where:
V0 “ tA,B,Cu, V n “
ď
i|n
V
i|n
0 and V
8 “
`8ď
n“0
V n.
We will also need to refer to a single segment of S0, so by Kl, (where l “ 0, 1, 2) we
denote the segments AB, BC, and CA respectively. Moreover we denote the -neighborhood
of each of the segments denoted by Σl,. For l “ 0 the -neighborhood, Σl, is the polygon
with vertices are the points A, P1, P2, B, P3 P4, where
P1 :“
´

c1
, 
2
¯
, P2 :“
´
1´ 
c1
, 
2
¯
,
P3 :“
´
1´ 
c1
,´ 
2
¯
, P4 :“
´

c1
,´ 
2
¯
.
Here c1 “ tanppi{12q and 0 ă  ď c1{2.
Occasionally we will subdivide Σl, into the union of three parts: a rectangle Rl, and
two triangles Tl,j,, j “ 1, 2. For the case when l “ 0, R0, is the rectangle with vertices
P1, P2, P3, and P4; T0,1, is the triangle with vertices A,P1, and P4 and T0,2, is the triangle
with vertices B,P2, and P3.
We now define the associated -neighborhood of S0:
Σ “
ď
i“0,1,2
Σl,,
and the -neighborhood of Sn
Σn “
ď
i|n
Σi|n .
We now wish to define a weight wn which will consolidate both the geometric and physical
characteristics of the the layer into a single function. For some i|n and some l, we let P be
a point on the boundary of Σ
i|n
l, and P
K be the orthogonal projection of P onto the segment
K
i|n
l . Denote by
ˇˇ
P ´ PK ˇˇ the Euclidean distance between P and PK in R2, and let c0 be
a fixed positive constant. If pξ, ηq belongs to the segment PPK, we set with our current
notation:
wn pξ, ηq “
$’’’&’’’%
2`c21
4|P´PK|c0 if pξ, ηq P T i|nl,j,, j “ 1, 2
1
2|P´PK|c0 if pξ, ηq P Ri|nl,
1 if pξ, ηq R Σn .
(3.2)
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(Recall c0 is a fixed positive constant).
Given the weight wn , the associated Sobolev spaces are
H1 pΩ, wn q “
"
u P L2 pΩq :
ż
Ω
|∇u|2wn dξdη ă `8
*
(3.3)
and H10 pΩ, wn q, the latter being the completion of C80 pΩq in the norm
}u}H1pΩ,wn q :“
"ż
Ω
|u|2 dξdη `
ż
Ω
|∇u|2wn dξdη
*1{2
. (3.4)
The associated weighted energy functionals in L2 pΩq are
F n rus “
$&%
ş
Ω
wn pξ, ηq |∇u|2 dξdη if u P D0rF n s
`8 if u P L2pΩqzD0rF n s,
(3.5)
where D0rF n s “ H10 pΩ, wn q.
In defining Sobolev spaces on our polygonal boundaries Sn, we have followed Definition
2.27 in Brezzi and Gilardi [8]. More generally, for s ą 1
2
, we have
HspSnq “ tv P CpSnq : v|
K
i|n
l
P HspKi|nl q for all subsets Ki|nl Ă Snu. (3.6)
Assume now Q is an open polygon in R2 with N vertices Pj and N sides lj, j “ 1, 2, ..., N .
Pj and Pj`1 are the endpoints of lj for j “ 1, 2, ..., N ´1. lN is the side from PN to P1. Let Γ
be the boundary of Q with length L “ řNj“1 Lj, where Lj is the length of lj. The orientation
of Γ is counterclockwise. Let φj : r0, Ls Ñ Γ be the parameterization of Γ by arc length such
that φjp0q “ Pj, j “ 1, 2, ..., N .
For s “ 1
2
, we define
H
1
2 pΓq “
"
v P L2pΓq : v ˝ φj P H 12 p0, Ljq andż δ
´δ
|v ˝ φjpLj ` tq ´ v ˝ φjpLj ´ tq|2
|t| dt ă 8 for j “ 1, 2, ..., N
*
, (3.7)
where δ “ mintLj, j “ 1, 2, ..., Nu.
For 0 ď s ă 3
2
, the Sobolev space HspSnq can also be defined in a piece-wise manner as
above (see Theorem 2.23 in [8]).
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We now define the Sobolev space H10 pSnq on the pre-fractal polygonal curve Sn as
H10 pSnq “ tv P C0pSnq : v|Ki|nl P H
1pKi|nl q for all subsets Ki|nl Ă Snu, (3.8)
where C0pSnq is the set of continuous functions vanishing at A, B and C.
We denote by ∇τu the tangential derivative of u along each segment of Sn.
Finally we recall the definition of M-convergence of functionals, introduced in [45] (see
also [46]).
Definition 3.1. A sequence of functionals Fm : H Ñ p´8,`8s is said to M-converge to a
functional F : H Ñ p´8,`8s in a Hilbert space H if:
1. for every u P H there exists vm converging strongly in H such that
limFm rvms ď F puq , as mÑ 8, (3.9)
2. for every vm converging weakly to u in H
limFm rvms ě F rus , as mÑ 8. (3.10)
Having introduced our notation, spaces, and the definition of M-convergence, our main
result is as follows. (See Theorem 1 in [13])
Theorem 3.1. For every fixed n, the functionals F n M-converge in L
2pΩq to the functional
F n as Ñ 0, where
F n rus “
$&%
ş
Ω
|∇u|2 dξdη ` c0
ş
Sn
|∇τu|2ds if u P D0 rF ns
`8 if u P L2 pΩq zD0 rF ns
(3.11)
where
D0 rF ns “
 
v P H10 pΩq : v|Sn P H10 pSnq
(
. (3.12)
3.2 Proof of Theorem 3.1
We begin by constructing a reference domain D Ă Ω and a larger layer Σ2, such that
Σ Ă Σ2 Ă D. (See Figure 3.1). By D0 we denote a subdomain of D corresponding to the
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segment K0 which has vertices A,G “ p1{2,
?
3{6q, B,H “ p1{2,´?3{6q. (A and B are as
defined previously.)
D
EF
A B
C
G
H
LM
P1 P2
P4 P3
Q1 Q2
Q4 Q3
Figure 3.1: Σ, Σ2, and D
For every 0 ă  ď c1
2
, (recall c1 “ tanppi{12q), we define the set Σ0,2 to be the quadrilateral
domain with vertices A,Q1, Q2, B,Q3, Q4. Here:
Q1 :“
´

c1
, 
¯
, Q2 :“
´
1´ 
c1
, 
¯
,
Q3 :“
´
1´ 
c1
,´
¯
, Q4 :“
´

c1
,´
¯
.
We define the sets D1, D2,Σ1,2,Σ2,2 in a similar way by replacing K0 with K1 and K2.
Moreover the domain D is the union of D0 YD1 YD2, that is the hexagonal domain defined
by the points A,H,B, L, C,M where L “ p1, 1{?3q, and M “ p0, 1{?3q. We also define
Σ2 “
ď
l“0,1,2
Σl,2.
Obviously, S0 Ă Σ Ă Σ2 Ă D Ă Ω. (See Figure 3.1).
For a given l the segment Kl divides both the set Σl, and the set Σl,2 into two pieces.
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The first piece lies within the triangle A,B,C and will be denoted by Σ`l, (Σ
`
l,2), and the
second lies external to this triangle and will be denoted by Σ´l, (Σ
´
l,2). For every point
px, yq in Σl,2 we denote by pxl, ylq the orthogonal projection of px, yq onto Kl. By Pl,˘ “
Pl,˘px, yq “ pxˆl,˘, yˆl,˘q P BΣl, we denote the intersection of the line connecting px, yq to
pxl, ylq and the boundary of Σl,. Likewise by Ql,˘ “ Ql,˘px, yq “ px˜l,˘, y˜l,˘q P BΣl,2 we
denote the intersection of the line connecting px, yq to pxl, ylq and the boundary of Σl,2. As
before the ` sign refers to points internal to the triangle A,B,C and the ´ sign refers to
points external to this triangle.
We define the operator G : C
1
`D˘Ñ LippDq for a given function g P C1pDq, by setting
g “ G pgq where the function g px, yq is defined for px, yq P D as:
g px, yq “
$’’’&’’’%
g px, yq if px, yq P DzΣ2
g pxl, ylq if px, yq P Σl,
g pxl, ylq bl,˘ ` gpQl,˘qp1´ bl,˘q if px, yq P Σl,2zΣl,
. (3.13)
Here
bl,˘ “ |y˜l,˘ ´ y| ` |x˜l,˘ ´ x||y˜l,˘ ´ yˆl,˘| ` |x˜l,˘ ´ xˆl,˘| .
By construction, g is equal to g in DzΣ2, and on each segment Sl, defined as the segment
obtained as the intersection of Σl,2 with the orthogonal line to Kl at the point pxl, ylq, g
is a piecewise affine function which is equal to gpxl, ylq on S X Σl, and equal to g at the
intersection of Sl and BΣl,2. Using the notation of the first section we put Di|n “ ψi|npDq
and
Dn “
ď
i|n
Di|n.
Finally for every function u P C10pΩq and each n and , we define:
un pξ, ηq “
$&%u pξ, ηq if pξ, ηq P ΩzDnG `u ˝ ψi|n˘ ˝ ψ´1i|n pξ, ηq if pξ, ηq P Di|n , (3.14)
where G is the operator defined before.
Remark 3.1. We note that un pP q “ upP q for every P P V n. Moreover we note that when
u P C10pΩq by construction un is continuous on Ω.
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1. Proof of “lim sup” condition:
Step 1: We suppose u P C10pΩq.
Proposition 3.1. With the assumptions of the Theorem 3.1 we have that for every u P
C10pΩq,
lim
Ñ0F
n
 run s “ F n rus (3.15)
where un is defined as in (3.14). Moreover, u
n
 converges to u in L
2pΩq as Ñ 0.
Proof. We begin by observing that for any n, two hexagonal domains Di|n and Dj|n with
different indicies (i.e i|n ‰ j|n), may share vertices or entire sides but the interior of the do-
mains never overlap. Moreover two distinct quadrilateral domains ψi|npDlq, ψj|npDmq (where
l ‰ m or i|n ‰ j|n) also do not share interiors. A similar observation holds true for Ki|nl
and K
j|n
m for these two copies intersect only at most vertices (and these vertices belong to
the larger set V n, and also the sets Σ
i|n
l,2 and Σ
j|n
m,2 (with l ‰ m) meet at most at vertices in
V n).
As a consequence of these intersection properties, the functions un belong to LippΩq. We
note that by construction the sequence un converges to u in L
2pΩq as  Ñ 0. We split the
integral F n run s into three terms according to the definition of the weight function wn ,
F n run s “
ż
ΩzΣn2
|∇u|2 dξdη `
ż
Σn
|∇un |2wn dξdη `
ż
Σn2zΣn
|∇un |2 dξdη.
Since the 2-dimensional Lebesgue measure of Σn2 goes to zero as Ñ 0, we conclude that
lim
Ñ0
ż
ΩzΣn2
|∇u|2 dξdη “
ż
Ω
|∇u|2 dξdη. (3.16)
Then in order to prove Proposition 3.1 we must only show that:
lim
Ñ0
ż
Σn2zΣn
|∇un |2 dξdη “ 0, (3.17)
and
lim
Ñ0
ż
Σn
|∇un |2wn dξdη “ c0
ż
Sn
|∇τu|2ds. (3.18)
We have ż
Σn2zΣn
|∇un |2dξdη “
ÿ
i|n
ż
pΣ2qi|nzpΣqi|n
|∇un |2dξdη.
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(Note that the number of elements on the right hand side is equal to 3n.) For a fixed n-
address i|n the domain pΣ2qi|n z pΣqi|n can be decomposed into the union of six rectangles
and twelve triangles. We split the integral (3.17) according to this decomposition, and write
ż
Σ
i|n
2 zΣi|n
|∇un |2 dξdη ”
2ÿ
l“0
R`l `
2ÿ
l“0
R´l `
2ÿ
l“0
6ÿ
j“3
Xl,j,
where
R`l “
ż
ψi|npR`l,q
|∇un |2 dξdη,
R´l “
ż
ψi|npR´l,q
|∇un |2 dξdη,
and
Xl,j “
ż
ψi|npTl,j,q
|∇un |2 dξdη, j “ 3, 4, 5, 6 and l “ 0, 1, 2.
HereR`0, is the rectangle of vertices P1, P2, Q2, Q1, R´0, the rectangle of verticesQ4, P4, P3, Q3,
Xj the triangle of vertices A,Ph, Qh for j “ 3, 6 and Xh the triangle of vertices Ph, Qh, B for
j “ 4, 5 and h “ j ´ 2. The rectangles R`1,, R´1,, R`2,, R´2,, and the triangles T1,j,, T2,j, are
defined in a like manner.
We prove that
lim
Ñ0R
˘
l “ 0 l “ 0, 1, 2. (3.19)
We will prove the equality for R`0 , the proof for the other rectangles being analogous. By
using an appropriate change of coordinates pξ, ηq “ ψi|n px, yq we get
R`0 “
ż
R`0,
|∇g|2dxdy. (3.20)
We recall that gpx, yq “ u ˝ ψi|npx, yq and on R`0,, yˆ0,`pxq “ 2 , y˜0,` pxq “ , xˆ0,` pxq “
x˜0,` pxq “ x P0,` “
`
x, 
2
˘
, Q0,` “ px, q and hence
b0,` “ |y˜0,` ´ y| ` |x˜0,` ´ x||y˜0,` ´ yˆ0,`| ` |x˜0,` ´ xˆ0,`| “
|´ y|

2
.
Thereby we obtain
gpx, yq “ 2y

pgpx, q ´ gpx, 0qq ` 2gpx, 0q ´ gpx, q, (3.21)
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and ż
R`
pgq2ydx dy “ 42
ż 1´ 
c1

c1
dx
ż 

2
pgpx, q ´ gpx, 0qq2dy
ď 4
2
2
2
ż 1´ 
c1

c1
dx
ż 
0
g2t px, tqdtÑ 0,
(3.22)
as g P H1pDq and the Lebesgue measure of R`0, Ñ 0 as Ñ 0.
Similarly we consider the term
ş
R`0,pgq2xdx dy (as

2
ă y ă q has a behavior of the type
c

2
ż 1´ 
c1

c1
pg2xpx, 0q ` g2xpx, qqdxÑ 0 as Ñ 0.
Hence we have shown (3.19) (since g P C1pD)).
Now we show that
lim
Ñ0Xl,j “ 0 j “ 3, 4, 5, 6 l “ 0, 1, 2. (3.23)
We consider only the term X0,3, since the other Xl,j’s are analogous. By a suitable change
of coordinates pξ, ηq “ ψi|npx, yq we get
X0,3 “
ż
T0,3,
|∇g|2dxdy,
where gpx, yq “ u ˝ ψi|npx, yq and g is defined in (3.13). On the triangle T0,3, we have
yˆ0,` “ c1x2 , y˜0,` “ c1x, P0,` “ px, c1x2 q, Q0,` “ px, c1xq and
b0,` “ |y˜0,` ´ y| ` |x˜0,` ´ x||y˜0,` ´ yˆ0,`| ` |x˜0,` ´ xˆ0,`| “
|c1x´ y|
c1x
2
.
Thereby we obtain
gpx,yq “ 2y
c1x
pgpx, c1xq ´ gpx, 0qq ` 2gpx, 0q ´ gpx, c1xq, (3.24)
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and ż
T0,3,
pgq2y “ 4c21
ż 
c1
0
dx
ż c1x
c1x
2
pgpx, c1xq ´ gpx, 0qq2
x2
dy
ď 4
c21
c21
2
ż 
c1
0
dx
ż c1x
0
g2t px, tqdtÑ 0
(3.25)
since the measure of Tl,j, Ñ 0 as  Ñ 0. In a similar manner the integral
ş
T0,3,pgq2xdxdy
contains terms either of the type
c
ż 
c1
0
dx
ż c1x
c1x
2
pgpx, c1xq ´ gpx, 0qq2
x2
dy
that can be calculated as above, or of the type
c
ż 
c1
0
c1x
2
pg2xpx, c1xq ` g2ypx, c1xq ` g2xpx, 0qqdxÑ 0 as Ñ 0
(as g P C1pDqq. By combining the estimates we arrive as the proof of (3.17).
We now turn our attention to Equation (3.18).
As before we split the integral on Σn in the same of the 3
n integrals on the copies of the
n-generation
ři|n
 . These copies we split into the union of three rectangles and six triangles
and we evaluate the corresponding integrals by means of an appropriate coordinate change.
We write ż
Σ
i|n

|∇un |2wn dξdη ”
2ÿ
l“0
Rl `
2ÿ
l“0
2ÿ
j“1
Xl,j,
where
Rl “
ż
ψi|npRl,q
|∇un |2wn dξdη,
and
Xl,j “
ż
ψi|npTl,j,q
|∇un |2wn dξdη, j “ 1, 2 and l “ 0, 1, 2.
Here R0, is the rectangle with vertices P1, P2, P3, P4; T0,1, is the triangle with vertices
A,P1, P4 and T0,2, is the triangle with vertices B,P2, P3. The rectangles R1,,R2, and the
four triangles T1,j,, T2,j, (j “ 1, 2q are defined analogously.
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We note that for pξ, ηq P Σi|n , pξ, ηq “ ψi|npx, yq and wn pξ, ηq “ 2n`´1 pxq c0 where
`pxq “
$’’’&’’’%
 if 
c1
ă x ă 1´ 
c1
2pc1´c1xq
2`c21 if 1´

c1
ă x ă 1
2c1x
2`c21 if 0 ă x ă

c1
.
We continue the calculation in terms of R0 and X0,1. By taking (3.13) into account (and
with gpx, yq “ u ˝ ψi|npx, yq) we have
R0 “ 2
nc0

ż 1´ 
c1

c1
dx
ż 
2
´ 
2
g2xpx, 0qdy “ 2nc0
ż 1´ 
c1

c1
g2xpx, 0qdx.
Here the last term
2nc0
ż 1´ 
c1

c1
g2xpx, 0qdxÑ 2nc0
ż 1
0
g2xpx, 0qdx,
as Ñ 0 and
2nc0
ż 1
0
g2xpx, 0qdx “ 2
n
2n
c0
ż
ψi|npK0q
|∇τun |2ds.
Suppose now that pξ, ηq P T i|n0,1,, then the weight wn pξ, ηq is equal to c02n p2`c
2
1q
2c1x
and
X0,1 “ c02
np2` c21q
2c1
ż 
c1
0
dx
x
¨
ż c1x
2
´ c1x
2
g2xpx, 0qdy
“ c02
np2` c21q
2
ż 
c1
0
g2xpx, 0qdx as Ñ 0
since g P H1pS0q. All of the other terms Xl,j (l “ 0, 1, 2 and j “ 1, 2) can be evaluated in an
analogous way.
Finally, we see from the proof above that un P D0rF n s Ă H1 pΩ;wn q for every  and n.
The proof of Proposition 3.1 is complete.
From now on, we suppress the super index n by writing simply u, u, w, F, F and similar
expressions.
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Step 2. The goal of this step is to remove the previous assumption that u P C10pΩq
Proposition 3.2. For any function u P D0 rF s there exists a family of functions u˚ P H10 pΩq,
such that $’’’&’’’%
u˚ Ñ u in L2pΩq
and
limÑ0 Fru˚ s ď F rus.
(3.26)
Proof. From the density results there exists a sequence of functions um P C10pΩq such that
F rus “ lim
mÑ8F rums.
By proceeding as in Step 1, we prove that for each fixed m
F rums “ lim
Ñ0Frum,s.
We now proceed by applying the diagonal formula of Corollary 1.16 in [5]. This Corollary
shows that there exists a strictly increasing mapping Ñ m pq such that limÑ0mpq “ `8.
If we denote by u˚ “ umpq, we arrive at proof of (3.26) and of Proposition 3.2.
2. Proof of “lim inf” condition:
Step 1. We suppose v P C10pΩq.
Proposition 3.3. Let v P C10pΩq, v á u in L2pΩq, then
F rus ď limÑ0Frvs. (3.27)
Proof. In order to prove inequality (3.27), it is not restrictive to assume that limÑ0Frvs ă
`8. According to the Definition 2.3.1 in [46], the family of functionals F n is asymptotically
compact in L2pΩq. Therefore, it is not restrictive to assume that
v Ñ u (3.28)
in L2pΩq. Moreover, up to passing to a subsequence, which we still denote by v, we may
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also suppose that for every  $&%}v}2H10 pΩq ď c˚,Frvs ď c˚, (3.29)
for a constant c˚ independent from .
If pξ, ηq P Sn, then pξ, ηq “ ψi|npxl, ylq with pxl, ylq P Kl, for some index l “ 0, 1, 2 and
some n-address i|n. We then set
v˜pξ, ηq “Mpv ˝ ψi|nq ˝ ψ´1i|n pξ, ηq, (3.30)
where the operator M : C1pΣq Ñ LippS0q is defined in the following way: for h P C1pΣq,
let h˜ “Mphq be the function which we now describe. In the same notation of the previous
section, for each l “ 0, 1, 2, let Sl, denote the segment obtained as the intersection of Σl,
with the straight line orthogonal to Kl at the point pxl, ylq P Kl. Let γl, be the length of
Sl,. If pxl, ylq P KlzV0, define
h˜l,pxl, ylq “ 1
γl,
ż
Sl,
hpx, yqds. (3.31)
Then for every px, yq P S0, we put
h˜px, yq “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
h˜l,px, yq, if px, yq P KlzV0,
h˜0,pAq “ h˜2,pAq “ hpAq,
h˜0,pBq “ h˜1,pBq “ hpBq,
h˜1,pCq “ h˜2,pCq “ hpCq.
(3.32)
Clearly, h˜ P LippS0q.
By ∇τ v˜ we denote the tangential derivative on each side of the polygonal curve Sn, then
we have
c0
ÿ
i|n
ż
S
i|n
0
|∇τ v˜|2ds “ c0
ż
Sn
|∇τ v˜|2ds ď
ż
Σn
|∇v|2wn dξdη
“
ÿ
i|n
ż
Σ
i|n

|∇v|2wn dξdη. (3.33)
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Recall that S
i|n
0 “
Ť2
l“0K
i|n
l . First, we estimate the term relative to K
i|n
0 . Our aim is to
prove that
c0
ż
K
i|n
0
|∇τ v˜|2ds ď
ż
Σ
i|n
0,
|∇v|2wn dξdη. (3.34)
By changing coordinates pξ, ηq “ ψi|npx, yq, and setting α “ 2, we find
1
αn
ż
K
i|n
0
|∇τ v˜|2ds “
ż
K0
|∇xh˜px, 0q|2dx, (3.35)
where h˜px, yq for px, yq P K0 is defined according to (3.32). To simplify notation, we put
hpx, yq “ pv ˝ ψi|nqpx, yq. Then we have,
ż
K0
|∇xh˜px, 0q|2dx “
ż {c1
0
˜
1
c1x
ż c1x{2
´c1x{2
hpx, yqdy
¸2
x
dx
`
ż 1´{c1
{c1
˜
1

ż {2
´{2
hpx, yqdy
¸2
x
dx
`
ż 1
1´{c1
˜
1
c1p1´ xq
ż pc1´c1xq{2
pc1x´c1q{2
hpx, yqdy
¸2
x
dx
“X1 `X2 `X3. (3.36)
Here X1, X2, X3 are the integrals on the intervals r0, {c1s, r{c1, 1 ´ {c1s and r1 ´ {c1, 1s
respectively. We first evaluate X2. For x P p{c1, 1´{c1q, xˆ0,` “ x and yˆ0,` “ {2. Moreover,
on ψi|npR0,q we have wn “ αnc0{. Therefore,
X2 ď 1

ż
R0,
h2xpx, yqdxdy ď 1αnc0
ż
Ri|n0,
|∇v|2wn dξdη. (3.37)
Now we evaluate X1 (X3 can be evaluated in an analogous way). We have xˆ0,` “ x and
yˆ0,` “ c1x{2. Then we have
X1 ď
ż {c1
0
1` c21{2
c1x
dx
ż c1x{2
´c1x{2
rh2xpx, yq ` h2ypx, yqsdy
ď 1
αnc0
ż
T i|n1,
|∇v|2wn dξdη. (3.38)
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The desired inequality follows. The terms relative to the sets K
i|n
l for l “ 1, 2 can be
estimated similarly. Therefore, we find for every 
c0
ż
S
i|n
0
|∇τ v˜|2ds ď
ż
Σ
i|n

|∇v|2wn dξdη, (3.39)
and so the inequality (3.33) follows by summing up the 3n terms. We deduce from (3.33)
and (3.29) that ż
Sn
|∇τ v˜|2ds ď c˚{c0. (3.40)
Up to extracting a subsequence, which we still denoted by v˜, we have that
v˜ Ñ v˚ in H10 pSnq weakly. (3.41)
We now prove that
v˚ “ u|Sn . (3.42)
From (3.29) and the compact imbedding of H1pΩq ĂĂ HspΩq for 1
2
ă s ă 1, we obtain
that there exists a subsequence, still denoted by v, such that
v Ñ v˚˚ in HspΩq strongly (3.43)
for some v˚˚ P HspΩq with 1
2
ă s ă 1. Since v Ñ u strongly in L2pΩq, thus we have u “ v˚˚.
By trace results, we get
v|Sn Ñ u|Sn in L2pSnq strongly (3.44)
and thus we only need to show that
lim
Ñ0 }v|Sn ´ v˜}L2pSnq “ 0. (3.45)
In fact,
αn
ż
K
i|n
0
|v ´ v˜|2ds “
ż
K0
phpx, 0q ´ h˜pxqq2dx “ X1 `X2 `X3 (3.46)
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where X1, X2, X3 are integrals on the intervals r0, {c1s, r{c1, 1 ´ {c1s and r1 ´ {c1, 1s re-
spectively. We have
X2 ď 
2
ż 1´{c1
{c1
dx
ż {2
´{2
h2ypx, yqdy Ñ 0, Ñ 0. (3.47)
Similarly, we have
X1 ď 
2
ż {c1
0
dx
ż c1x{2
´c1x{2
h2ypx, yqdy Ñ 0, Ñ 0. (3.48)
The term X3 can be evaluated analogously as X1. Note that results for K
i|n
1 and K
i|n
2 can
be shown in a similar manner. Then we have
lim
Ñ0α
n
ż
S
i|n
0
|v ´ v˜|2ds “ 0. (3.49)
It follows that Equation (3.45) is achieved by summing up all 3n terms and hence (3.42) is
proved. From Equations (3.28), (3.29), (3.41) and (3.42), we have
c0
ż
Sn
|∇τu|2ds ď limÑ0c0
ż
Sn
|∇τ v˜|2ds ď limÑ0
ż
Σn
w|∇v|2dξdη, (3.50)
and ż
Ω
|∇u|2dξdη ď limÑ0
ż
ΩzΣn
|∇v|2dξdη, (3.51)
thus accomplishing the proof.
Step 2. We remove the assumption v P C10pΩq.
Proposition 3.4. For any v weakly converging to a function u in L
2pΩq, we have
F rus ď limÑ0Frvs. (3.52)
Proof. Up to extracting a subsequence which is still denoted by v, we can still suppose that
(3.29) holds and in particular: c˚ “ limÑ0 Frvs. We have that v Ñ u weakly in H10 pΩq.
Combining the density of C10pΩq in H10 pΩ;wn q, we construct a sequence v˚ P C10pΩq by a
diagonalization procedure such that
v˚ Ñ u
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weakly in H10 pΩq as Ñ 0 and
limÑ0Frv˚ s ď c˚.
By proceeding as in Step 1 with respect to the functions v˚ , we obtain:
F rus ď limÑ0Frv˚ s “ limÑ0pFrv˚ s ´ Frvsq ` lim
Ñ0Frvs ď limÑ0Frvs.
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Chapter 4
Hierarchical singular homogenization
in R3
4.1 Unit cubes
1. Pure conductive layer on one face of cubes.
We start with the simplest case. We denote the unit cube by Q with vertices A “ p0, 0, 0q,
B “ p1, 0, 0q, C “ p1, 1, 0q, D “ p0, 1, 0q, E “ p0, 0, 1q, F “ p1, 0, 1q, G “ p1, 1, 1q and
H “ p0, 1, 1q. We denote the bottom face ABCD by Σ1 and the corresponding face layer by
Σ1, with thickness (hight) . See Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Unit cube with one layer
We set x “ px1, x2, x3q and denote by dx “ dx1dx2dx3 the 3-dimensional Lebesgue
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measure.
Let α be a fixed positive real constant. We define the functional F in L
2pQq by
Frus “
$&%
ş
QzΣ1, |∇u|2dx` α
ş
Σ1,
|∇u|2dx, if u P DrFs
`8, if u P L2pQqzDrFs.
(4.1)
where DrFs is the completion of C1pQq in L2pQq under the norm
||u||F “
˜ż
Q
|u|2dx`
ż
QzΣ1,
|∇u|2dx` α

ż
Σ1,
|∇u|2dx
¸1{2
, (4.2)
and define the functional F in L2pQq by
F rus “
$&%
ş
Q
|∇u|2dx` α ş
Σ1
|∇u|2dS, if u P DrF s
`8, if u P L2pQqzDrF s.
(4.3)
where DrF s is the completion of C1pQq in L2pQq under the norm
||u||F “ p
ż
Q
|u|2dx`
ż
Q
|∇u|2dx` α
ż
Σ1
|∇Σ1u|2dSq1{2, (4.4)
where ∇Σ1u “ pux1px1, x2, 0q, ux2px1, x2, 0qq and dS “ dx1dx2.
For u P C1pQq we define
u “
$’’’&’’’%
upx1, x2, x3q, px1, x2, x3q P QzΣ1,2
upx1, x2, 0q, px1, x2, x3q P Σ1,
rupx1, x2, 2q ´ upx1, x2, 0qsx3 ` 2upx1, x2, 0q ´ upx1, x2, 2q, px1, x2, x3q P Σ1,2zΣ1,
(4.5)
It can be seen that u converges to u in L
2pQq as Ñ 0, since the Lebesgue measure of Σ1,2
goes to zero.
By a simple calculation, we obtain the following lemma
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Lemma 4.1. For every u P C1pQq,
lim
Ñ0Frus ď F rus (4.6)
where u, defined in (4.5), converges to u in L
2pQq as Ñ 0.
Proof. We rewrite the functionals
Frus “
ż
QzΣ1,2
|∇u|2dx`
ż
Σ1,2zΣ1,
|∇u|2dx` α

ż
Σ1,
|∇u|2dx
“ I1 ` I2 ` I3.
As the 3-dimensional Lebesgue measure of Σ1,2 goes to 0 as Ñ 0, we have
lim
Ñ0 I1 “ limÑ0
ż
QzΣ1,2
|∇u|2dx “
ż
Q
|∇u|2dx.
In order to complete the proof, we need:
lim
Ñ0 I2 “ 0 and limÑ0 I3 “ α
ż
Σ1
|∇u|2dS
We start with evaluating I3.
I3 “ α

ż 
0
ż 1
0
ż 1
0
ru2x1px1, x2, 0q ` u2x2px1, x2, 0qsdx1dx2dx3
“ α
ż 1
0
ż 1
0
ru2x1px1, x2, 0q ` u2x2px1, x2, 0qsdx1dx2
Next, we estimate I2. By (4.5), we have
puqx1 “ rux1px1, x2, 2q ´ ux1px1, x2, 0qsx3 ` 2ux1px1, x2, 0q ´ ux1px1, x2, 2q,
puqx2 “ rux2px1, x2, 2q ´ ux2px1, x2, 0qsx3 ` 2ux2px1, x2, 0q ´ ux2px1, x2, 2q,
puqx3 “ 1 rupx1, x2, 2q ´ upx1, x2, 0qs,
for px1, x2, x3q P Σ1,2zΣ1,.
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Now we check the integral with respect to puqx3 :ż
Σ1,2zΣ1,
puq2x3dx “
ż 2

ż 1
0
ż 1
0
1
2
rupx1, x2, 2q ´ upx1, x2, 0qs2dx1dx2dx3
“ 1

ż 1
0
ż 1
0
r
ż 2
0
utpx1, x2, tqdts2dx1dx2
ď 2

ż 1
0
ż 1
0
ż 2
0
u2t px1, x2, tqdtdx1dx2
Ñ 0
as Ñ 0.
Then we check the integral with respect to puqx1 :ż
Σ1,2zΣ1,
puq2x1dx “
ż 2

ż 1
0
ż 1
0
rpux1px1, x2, 2q ´ ux1px1, x2, 0qqx3
` 2ux1px1, x2, 0q ´ ux1px1, x2, 2qs2dx1dx2dx3
For convenience, we denote ux1px1, x2, 0q and ux1px1, x2, 2q by ux1p0q and ux1p2q respec-
tively. We haveż
Σ1,2zΣ1,
puq2x1dx “
ż 2

ż 1
0
ż 1
0
px3

` 1q2u2x1p2q ` p
x3

´ 2q2u2x1p0q
` p´2x
2
3
2
` 6x3

´ 4qux1p0qux1p2qdx1dx2dx3
“ 
3
ż 1
0
ż 1
0
19u2x1p2q ` u2x1p0q ` ux1p2qux1p0qdx1dx2
Ñ0
as  Ñ 0. Similarly, the integral with respect to puqx2 has the same property. Hence, we
proved that limÑ0 I2 “ 0, and complete the proof.
2. Hierarchical conductive layers on one face of cubes.
In this part, we add a side layer in the previous case. As shown in Figure 4.2, we denote
by Q, Σ1 and S1 the unit cube, the bottom face ABCD and the side AB respectively. Now
we construct two different “layers” around Σ1 and S1, which are Σ1, and S1, in green and
red color respectively. In addition, these two layers Σ1, and S1, have the same thickness .
Note that the width and thickness of the side layer S1, are the same.
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Figure 4.2: One face layer Σ1, and one side layer S1,
Let α and β be fixed positive real constants. We define the coefficient function wpxq in
Q by
wpxq “
$’’’&’’’%
1, x P QzΣ1,,
α

, x P Σ1,zS1,
β
2
, x P S1,.
(4.7)
We define functionals F and F in L
2pQq as:
Frus “
$&%
ş
Q
w|∇u|2dx, if u P DrFs
`8, if u P L2pQqzDrFs.
(4.8)
where DrFs is the completion of C1pQq in L2pQq under the norm
||u||F “
ˆż
Q
|u|2dx`
ż
Q
w|∇u|2dx
˙1{2
, (4.9)
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and
F rus “
$&%
ş
Q
|∇u|2dx` α ş
Σ1
|∇u|2dS ` β ş
S1
|∇τu|2ds, if u P DrF s
`8, if u P L2pQqzDrF s.
(4.10)
where DrF s is the completion of C1pQq in L2pQq under the norm
||u||F “
ˆż
Q
|u|2dx`
ż
Q
|∇u|2dx` α
ż
Σ1
|∇u|2dS ` β
ż
S1
|∇τu|2ds
˙1{2
, (4.11)
where ∇τ is the tangential gradient along the side S1.
For u P C1pQq we define
u “
$’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’%
upx1, x2, x3q, px1, x2, x3q P QzΣ1,2
rupx1, x2, 2q ´ upx1, x2, 0qsx3 ` 2upx1, x2, 0q ´ upx1, x2, 2q, px1, x2, x3q P Σ1,2zΣ1,
upx1, x2, 0q, px1, x2, x3q P Σ1,zpΣ1, X S1,2q
rupx1, 2, 0q ´ upx1, 0, 0qsx2 ` 2upx1, 0, 0q ´ upx1, 2, 0q, px1, x2, x3q P pΣ1, X S1,2qzS1,
upx1, 0, 0q, px1, x2, x3q P S1,
(4.12)
It can be seen that u converges to u in L
2pQq as Ñ 0, since the Lebesgue measure of Σ1,2
and S1,2 goes to zero.
Lemma 4.2. For every u P C1pQq,
lim
Ñ0Frus ď F rus (4.13)
where u, defined in (4.12), converges to u in L
2pQq as Ñ 0.
Proof. We first rewrite
Frus “
ż
QzΣ1,2
|∇u|2dx`
ż
Σ1,2zΣ1,
|∇u|2dx` α

ż
Σ1,zpΣ1,XS1,2q
|∇upx1, x2, 0q|2dx
` α

ż
pΣ1,XS1,2qzS1,
|∇u|2dx` β
2
ż
S1,
|∇upx1, 0, 0q|2dx
“I1 ` I2 ` I3 ` I4 ` I5.
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Then as Ñ 0, we obtain
I1 Ñ
ż
Q
|∇u|2dx,
I3 “α

ż 
0
ż 1
2
ż 1
0
u2x1px1, x2, 0q ` u2x2px1, x2, 0qdx1dx2dx3
“α
ż 1
2
ż 1
0
u2x1px1, x2, 0q ` u2x2px1, x2, 0qdx1dx2
Ñα
ż 1
0
ż 1
0
u2x1px1, x2, 0q ` u2x2px1, x2, 0qdx1idx2,
and
I5 “ β
2
ż 
0
ż 
0
ż 1
0
u2x1px1, 0, 0qdx1dx2dx3 “ β
ż 1
0
u2x1px1, 0, 0qdx1.
Moreover, by the proof of Lemma 4.1, the following results hold
I2 Ñ 0, I4 Ñ 0, as Ñ 0.
It completes the proof.
Lemma 4.3. For every v P C1pQq with v á u in L2pQq, we have
F rus ď limÑ0Frvs. (4.14)
Proof. In order to prove the lemma, it is not restrictive to assume that limÑ0Frvs ă `8.
Hence, we have }∇v}L2pQq is bounded. From the weak convergence of v in L2pQq, we know
that there exists a subsequence of tvu which is bounded in L2pQq. Up to passing to a
subsequence, still denoted by v, we may also suppose that for every  ą 0,$&%||v||H1pQq ď c˚Frvs ď c˚ (4.15)
with a constant c˚ independent from .
We define two operators MΣ1 : C1pΣ1,q Ñ LippΣ1q and MS11, : LippΣ1q Ñ LippS1q in
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the following way: $&%h˜ “M
Σ1
1,phq, for h P C1pΣ1,q
h˜px¯1, x¯2q “ 1
ş
0
hpx¯1, x¯2, x3qdx3, for px¯1, x¯2q P Σ1.
(4.16)
$&%hˆ “M
S1
1,phq, for h P LippΣ1q
hˆpx¯1q “ 1
ş
0
hpx¯1, x2qdx2, for x¯1 P S1.
(4.17)
In particular, for h P C1pΣ1,q
ˆ˜hpx¯1q “ 1

ż 
0
h˜px¯1, x2qdx2
“ 1

ż 
0
1

ż 
0
hpx¯1, x2, x3qdx3dx2 (4.18)
Now we try to prove the lemma by showing three claims:
Claim 1: ż
Q
|∇u|2dx ď limÑ0
ż
QzΣ1,
|∇v|2dx. (4.19)
By (4.15), there exists a subsequence of v weakly converging in H
1pQq and hence strongly
converging in L2pΩq. Since v á u weakly in L2pQq, we obtain that the whole sequence v
weakly converges to u in H1pQq. Thus the inequality follows.
Claim 2:
α
ż
Σ1
|∇u|2dS ď limÑ0α
ż
Σ1
|∇v˜|2dS
ď limÑ0
ż
Σ1,zS1,
|∇v|2wdx (4.20)
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First, we show the second inequality in Claim 2. We get the estimate:
α
ż
Σ1
|∇v˜|2dS
“α
ż 1
0
ż 1
0
pv˜q2x1 ` pv˜q2x2dx1dx2
ďα
ż 1
0
ż 1
0
ˆ
1

ż 
0
pvqx1dx3
˙2
`
ˆ
1

ż 
0
pvqx2dx3
˙2
dx1dx2
ďα
ż 1
0
ż 1
0
1

ż 
0
pvq2x1 ` pvq2x2dx3dx1dx2
“
ż 1

ż 1
0
α

ż 
0
pvq2x1 ` pvq2x2dx3dx1dx2
`
ż 
0
ż 1
0
α

ż 
0
pvq2x1 ` pvq2x2dx3dx1dx2
“
ż
ΣzS˜
|∇v|2wdx`
ż 
0
ż 1
0
α

ż 
0
pvq2x1 ` pvq2x2dx3dx1dx2.
Notice that v P C1pQq. Thus, we can prove the second inequality in Claim 2 by taking
Ñ 0 on both sides.
Next, we show the first inequality in claim 2. By the second inequality just proved, we
have ż
Σ1
|∇v˜|2dS ď c
˚
α
. (4.21)
Up to extracting a subsequence, denoted still by v˜, we have
v˜ á v˚ weakly in H1pΣ1q (4.22)
for some v˚ P H1pΣ1q. Now we prove v˚ “ u|Σ1 . From (4.15) and the compact imbedding of
H1pQq ĂĂ HspQq for 1{2 ă s ă 1, we obtain that there exists a subsequence, still denoted
by v, such that
v Ñ v˚˚ in HspQq strongly (4.23)
for some v˚˚ P HspQq with 1{2 ă s ă 1. By Rellich-Kondrachov Compactness Theorem, we
have that v Ñ u strongly in L2pQq, and hence we have v˚˚ “ u.
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By trace results, we have
v|Σ1 Ñ u|Σ1 in L2pΣ1q. (4.24)
Then we show that
v|Σ1 Ñ v˜ in L2pΣ1q. (4.25)
In fact, we haveż
Σ1
|v|Σ1 ´ v˜|2dS “
ż 1
0
ż 1
0
ˆ
vpx1, x2, 0q ´ 1

ż 
0
vdx3
˙2
dx1dx2
ď 1

ż 1
0
ż 1
0
ż 
0
|vpx1, x2, 0q ´ vpx1, x2, x3q|2dx3dx1dx2
ď 1

ż 1
0
ż 1
0
ż 
0
x23
ż x3
0
pvq2tdtdx3dx1dx2
ď 
ż 1
0
ż 1
0
ż 
0
ż 
0
pvq2tdtdx3dx1dx2
Ñ 0
as Ñ 0. Therefore, we proved that v˚ “ u|Σ1 , which gives the first inequality in Claim 2.
Claim 3:
β
ż
S1
|∇τu|2ds ď limÑ0β
ż
S1
|∇τ ˆ˜v|2ds
ď limÑ0
ż
S1,
|∇v|2wdx (4.26)
In order to prove the second inequality, we start with estimating β
ş
S1
|∇τ ˆ˜v|2ds.
β
ż
S1
|∇τ ˆ˜v|2ds “ β
ż 1
0
ˆ
1
2
ż 
0
ż 
0
vpx1, x2, x3qdx3dx2
˙2
x1
dx1
“ β
ż 1
0
ˆ
1
2
ż 
0
ż 
0
pvqx1dx3dx2
˙2
dx1
ď
ż 1
0
ż 
0
ż 
0
pvq2x1
β
2
dx3dx2dx1 ď
ż
S1,
|∇v|2wdx,
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which implies the second inequality. In addition, we also deduce thatż
S1
|∇τ ˆ˜v|2ds ď c
˚
β
.
Up to extracting a subsequence, denoted still by ˆ˜v, we have
ˆ˜v á v˚ weakly in H1pS1q (4.27)
for some v˚ P H1pS1q. Now we prove v˚ “ u|S1 . From the compact imbedding of H1pΣ1q ĂĂ
HspΣ1q for 1{2 ă s ă 1, we obtain that there exists a subsequence, still denoted by v˜, such
that
v˜ Ñ v˚˚ in HspΣ1q strongly (4.28)
for some v˚˚ P HspΣ1q with 1{2 ă s ă 1. By Rellich-Kondrachov Compactness Theorem,
we have that v˜ Ñ u|Σ1 strongly in L2pΣ1q, and hence we have v˚˚ “ u|Σ1 . By trace results,
we have
v˜|S1 Ñ u|S1 in L2pS1q. (4.29)
Now we prove ˆ˜v Ñ v˜|S1 in L2pS1q. We haveż
S1
|ˆ˜v ´ v˜|S1 |2ds “
ż 1
0
ˆ
1

ż 
0
v˜px1, x2qdx2 ´ v˜px1, 0q
˙2
dx1
“
ż 1
0
ˆ
1

ż 
0
v˜px1, x2q ´ v˜px1, 0qdx2
˙2
dx1
ď 1

ż 1
0
ż 
0
pv˜px1, x2q ´ v˜px1, 0qq2dx2dx1
“ 1

ż 1
0
ż 
0
p
ż x2
0
pv˜qtpx1, tqdtq2dx2dx1
ď 1

ż 1
0
ż 
0
x2
ż x2
0
pv˜q2t px1, tqdtdx2dx1
ď 1

ż 1
0
ż 
0

ż 
0
pv˜q2t px1, tqdtdx2dx1
Ñ 0
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as Ñ 0. Therefore, v˚ “ u|S1 , which accomplishes the proof of the first inequality in Claim
3.
Combining Claims 1, 2 and 3, we complete the proof.
3. Pure conductive layer on multiple faces of cubes.
We only consider the face layers this time by temporarily removing the side layer. How-
ever, we are going to extend the results in part 1 to the case of multiple faces of the unit
cube. We denote the unit cube by Q. Let Σ “ Ť6i“1 Σi be the union of all 6 faces of Q,
where Σ1, ...,Σ6 denotes the faces ABCD, EFGH, ABEF , CDGH, ADEH and BCFG
respectively.
Prior to showing the convergence of certain functionals on all faces Σ, we first construct
proper layers on Σ1. The construction can be applied to all other 5 faces in the same manner.
Figure 4.3: Unit cube with conductive layer on faces
See Figure 4.3. Let θ1 “ pi9 be the angle from the segment AM1 to the face Σ1, and θ2
be the angle from the segment M1|S1M1 to the face Σ1. Here, M1|S1 denotes the orthogonal
projection of the point M1 to the side S1. We set c1 “ tanpθ1q and c2 “ tanpθ2q. For every
0 ă  ď c2{2, we define the -face-layer of Σ1, denoted by Σ1,, to be the polyhedral domain
with vertices A, B, C, D, M1, M2, M3, M4, where
M1 “ p{c2, {c2, q, M2 “ p1´ {c2, {c2, q,
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M3 “ p1´ {c2, 1´ {c2, q, M4 “ p{c2, 1´ {c2, q.
We then divide Σ1, into five parts R and Tj, j “ 1, ..., 4, which denote respectively the
polyhedrons of vertices:
M1,M2,M3,M4,M1|Σ1 ,M2|Σ1 ,M3|Σ1 ,M4|Σ1 ,
A,B,M1,M2,M1|Σ1 ,M2|Σ1 ,
B, C,M2,M3,M2|Σ1 ,M3|Σ1 ,
C,D,M3,M4,M3|Σ1 ,M4|Σ1 ,
D,A,M4,M1,M4|Σ1 ,M1|Σ1 .
Similarly, we define the 2-layer Σ1,2 to be the polyhedral domain with vertices A, B, C, D,
N1, N2, N3, N4, where
N1 “ p{c2, {c2, 2q, N2 “ p1´ {c2, {c2, 2q,
N3 “ p1´ {c2, 1´ {c2, 2q, N4 “ p{c2, 1´ {c2, 2q.
We then divide Σ1,2zΣ1, into five parts R2 and Tj, j “ 5, ..., 8, which denote respectively
the polyhedrons of vertices:
M1,M2,M3,M4, N1, N2, N3, N4,
A,B,M1,M2, N1, N2,
B, C,M2,M3, N2, N3,
C,D,M3,M4, N3, N4,
D,A,M4,M1, N4, N1.
Let P be a point on the surface BΣ1,zΣ1. We define the coefficient function wpxq in Q
by
wpxq “
$&%1, if x P QzΣ1,,α
|P´P |Σ1 | , if x P Σ1, and x P PP |Σ1
(4.30)
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where α is a fixed positive real constant.
Now we define functionals F and F in L
2pQq:
F rus “
$&%
ş
Q
|∇u|2dx` α ş
Σ1
|∇u|2dS, if u P DrF s
`8, if u P L2pQqzDrF s.
(4.31)
where DrF s is the completion of C1pQq in L2pQq under the norm
||u||F “
ˆż
Q
|u|2dx`
ż
Q
|∇u|2dx` α
ż
Σ1
|∇u|2dS
˙1{2
. (4.32)
and
Frus “
$&%
ş
Q
|∇u|2wdx, if u P DrFs
`8, if u P L2pQqzDrFs.
(4.33)
where DrFs is the completion of C1pQq in L2pQq under the norm
||u||F “
ˆż
Q
|u|2dx`
ż
Q
|∇u|2wdx
˙1{2
. (4.34)
For u P C1pQq we define
upx1, x2, x3q “
$’’’&’’’%
upx1, x2, x3q, px1, x2, x3q P QzΣ1,2
upx1, x2, 0q, px1, x2, x3q P Σ1,
upx1, x2, 0q z˜´x3z˜´zˆ ` upx1, x2, z˜qx3´zˆz˜´zˆ px1, x2, x3q P Σ1,2zΣ1,
(4.35)
where, for px1, x2q P p0, 1qˆp0, 1q, px1, x2, zˆq are the intersections of BΣ1,zΣ1 and the vertical
line through the point px1, x2, 0q P Σ1, px1, x2, z˜q are the intersections of BΣ1,2zΣ1 and the
vertical line through the point px1, x2, 0q P Σ1. It can be seen that u converges to u in L2pQq
as Ñ 0, since the Lebesgue measure of Σ1,2 goes to zero.
Lemma 4.4. For every u P C1pQq,
lim
Ñ0Frus ď F rus (4.36)
where u, defined in (4.35), converges to u in L
2pQq as Ñ 0.
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Proof. We rewrite
Frus “
ż
QzΣ1,2
|∇u|2dx`
ż
Σ1,2zΣ1,
|∇u|2dx`
ż
Σ1,
|∇u|2wdx
“ I1 ` I2 ` I3.
Since the 3-dimensional Lebesgue measure of Σ1,2 goes to 0 as Ñ 0, we have
lim
Ñ0 I1 “
ż
Q
|∇u|2dx (4.37)
Claim 1: I3 Ñ α
ş
Σ1
|∇u|2dS as Ñ 0.
We rewrite I3 into
I3 “
ż
R
|∇u|2wdx`
ż
Tj
|∇u|2wdx
“ R0 ` Tj,
for j “ 1, ..., 4.
For px1, x2, x3q P Σ1,, upx1, x2, x3q “ upx1, x2, 0q. Thus, we have
R0 “
ż 
0
ż 1´{c2
{c2
ż 1´{c2
{c2
α

ru2x1px1, x2, 0q ` u2x2px1, x2, 0qsdx1dx2dx3
“ α
ż 1´{c2
{c2
ż 1´{c2
{c2
ru2x1px1, x2, 0q ` u2x2px1, x2, 0qsdx1dx2
Ñ α
ż 1
0
ż 1
0
u2x1px1, x2, 0q ` u2x1px1, x2, 0qdx1dx2, (4.38)
as Ñ 0, and
T1 “
ż {c2
0
ż 1´x2
x2
ż c2x2
0
α
c2x2
ru2x1px1, x2, 0q ` u2x1px1, x2, 0qsdx3dx1dx2
“ α
ż {c2
0
ż 1´x2
x2
u2x1px1, x2, 0q ` u2x1px1, x2, 0qdx1dx2
Ñ 0, (4.39)
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as Ñ 0. Similarly, we can prove
Tj Ñ 0 as Ñ 0, for j “ 2, 3, 4. (4.40)
(4.38), (4.39) and (4.40) imply that
I3 Ñ α
ż 1
0
ż 1
0
u2x1px1, x2, 0q ` u2x2px1, x2, 0qdx1dx2 as Ñ 0. (4.41)
Claim 2: I2 Ñ 0 as Ñ 0.
We rewrite I2 into
I2 “
ż
R2
|∇u|2dx`
ż
Tj
|∇u|2dx
“ R1 ` Tj,
for j “ 5, ..., 8.
We estimate R1. For px1, x2, x3q P R2,
upx1, x2, x3q “ x3

rupx1, x2, 2q ´ upx1, x2, 0qs ` 2upx1, x2, 0q ´ upx1, x2, 2q. (4.42)
Then, as Ñ 0,
R1 “
ż 2

ż 1´{c2
{c2
ż 1´{c2
{c2
puq2x1 ` puq2x2 ` puq2x3dx1dx2dx3 Ñ 0. (4.43)
See the estimate of I2 in Lemma 4.1.
Now we estimate T5. For px1, x2, x3q P T5,
upx1, x2, x3q “ x3
c2x2
rupx1, x2, 2c2x2q ´ upx1, x2, 0qs ` 2upx1, x2, 0q ´ upx1, x2, 2c2x2q. (4.44)
We divide T5 into three parts:
T5 “
ż {c2
0
ż 1´x2
x2
ż 2c2x2
c2x2
puq2x1dx3dx1dx2 `
ż {c2
0
ż 1´x2
x2
ż 2c2x2
c2x2
puq2x2dx3dx1dx2
`
ż {c2
0
ż 1´x2
x2
ż 2c2x2
c2x2
puq2x3dx3dx1dx2
“X1 `X2 `X3. (4.45)
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For the integral involving puq2x1 and puq2x2 , we can prove
X1 Ñ 0, X2 Ñ 0, as Ñ 0. (4.46)
See the proof of I2 in Lemma 4.1 and the computation on Page 360 in [31].
For the integral involving puq2x3 , we have
X3 “
ż {c2
0
ż 1´x2
x2
ż 2c2x2
c2x2
rupx1, x2, 2c2x2q ´ upx1, x2, 0qs2
c22x
2
2
dx3dx1dx2
“
ż {c2
0
ż 1´x2
x2
rupx1, x2, 2c2x2q ´ upx1, x2, 0qs2
c2x2
dx1dx2
ď 2
ż {c2
0
ż 1´x2
x2
ż 2c2x2
0
u2t px1, x2, tqdtdx2dx3
Ñ 0, (4.47)
as Ñ 0.
(4.46) and (4.47) imply
T5 Ñ 0 as Ñ 0 (4.48)
Similarly, we can prove
Tj Ñ 0 as Ñ 0, for j “ 6, 7, 8. (4.49)
Hence, (4.43),(4.48), and (4.49) imply that
I2 Ñ 0 as Ñ 0. (4.50)
Finally, (4.37),(4.50) and (4.41) accomplish the proof of the proposition.
Lemma 4.5. For every v P C1pQq with v á u in L2pQq, we have
F rus ď limÑ0Frvs.
Proof. Assume that limÑ0Frvs ă `8. Moreover, up to passing to a subsequence, still
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denoted by v, we may also suppose that for every  ą 0,$&%||v||H1pQq ď c˚Frvs ď c˚ (4.51)
with a constant c˚ independent from .
First, we define an operator M : C1pΣ¯1,q Ñ LippΣ1q in the following way:$&%h˜ “Mphq, for h P C1pΣ¯1,qh˜px¯1, x¯2q “ 1|zˆpx¯1,x¯2q| şzˆ0 hpx¯1, x¯2, x3qdx3, for px¯1, x¯2q P Σ1. (4.52)
We prove the lemma by showing two claims:
Claim 1: α
ş
Σ1
pv˜q2x1 ` pv˜q2x2dx1dx2 ď
ş
Σ1,
|∇v|2wdx.
In fact, we can break up the left side integral into 5 partsż
Σ1
pv˜q2x1 ` pv˜q2x2dx1dx2 “
ż
R|Σ1
pv˜q2x1 ` pv˜q2x2dx1dx2 `
ż
Tj |Σ1
pv˜q2x1 ` pv˜q2x2dx1dx2
“ R0 ` Tj
for j “ 1, ..., 4. We deduce that
R0 “
ż
R|Σ1
pv˜q2x1 ` pv˜q2x2dx1dx2
“
ż 1´{c2
{c2
ż 1´{c2
{c2
pv˜q2x1 ` pv˜q2x2dx1dx2
ď
ż 1´{c2
{c2
ż 1´{c2
{c2
1

ż 
0
pvq2x1 ` pvq2x2dx3dx1dx2
ď 1
α
ż
R
|∇v|2wdx (4.53)
and
T1 ď
ż {c2
0
ż 1´x2
x2
1
c2x2
ż c2x2
0
pvq2x1 ` pvq2x2dx3dx1dx2
ď 1
α
ż
T1
|∇v|2wdx (4.54)
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Similarly, we have
Tj ď 1
α
ż
Tj
|∇v|2wdx (4.55)
for all j “ 1, ..., 4. Hence, Claim 1 is proved.
By Claim 1 and (4.51), we get
lim
Ñ0
ż
Σ1
pv˜q2x1 ` pv˜q2x2dx1dx2 ď
c˚
α
(4.56)
Up to extracting a subsequence, denoted still by v˜, we have
v˜ á v˚ weakly in H1pΣ1q (4.57)
for some v˚ P H1pΣ1q.
Claim 2: v˚ “ u|Σ1 . By trace results and similar proof of Claim 2 in Lemma 4.3, we
have
v|Σ1 Ñ u|Σ1 in L2pΣ1q. (4.58)
Now we show that
v|Σ1 Ñ v˜ in L2pΣ1q. (4.59)
We writeż
Σ1
|v|Σ1 ´ v˜|2dx1dx2 “
ż
R|Σ1
|v|Σ1 ´ v˜|2dx1dx2 `
ż
Tj |Σ1
|v|Σ1 ´ v˜|2dx1dx2
“ R0 ` Tj
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for j “ 1, ..., 4. Then, it can be computed:
R0 “
ż 1´{c2
{c2
ż 1´{c2
{c2
ˆ
vpx1, x2, 0q ´ 1

ż 
0
vpx1, x2, x3qdx3
˙2
dx1dx2
ď 1

ż 1´{c2
{c2
ż 1´{c2
{c2
ż 
0
|vpx1, x2, 0q ´ vpx1, x2, x3q|2dx3dx2dx1
ď 1

ż 1´{c2
{c2
ż 1´{c2
{c2
ż 
0
x23
ż x3
0
pvq2tdtdx3dx1dx2
ď 
ż 1´{c2
{c2
ż 1´{c2
{c2
ż 
0
ż 
0
pvq2tdtdx3dx1dx2
Ñ 0 as Ñ 0.
Analogously, we have
Tj Ñ 0 as Ñ 0, for j “ 1, ..., 4. (4.60)
Hence, we proved (4.59), and so Claim 2 holds.
By Claim 1 and Claim 2, we get that
α
ż
Σ1
u2x1px1, x2, 0q ` u2x2px1, x2, 0qdx1dx2
ď limÑ0α
ż
Σ1
pv˜q2x1 ` pv˜q2x2dx1dx2
ď limÑ0
ż
Σ1,
|∇v|2wdx (4.61)
and ż
Q
|∇u|2dx ď limÑ0
ż
QzΣ1,
|∇v|2dx. (4.62)
This finishes the proof.
Remark 4.1. We can easily extend the results in Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5 to the case of
the unit cube with conductive layers on all faces, by repeating the same layer constructions
on each face of the cube. In fact, the geometry of the face layers ensures that the intersection
of any two layers from different faces is either empty or a side of the cube. This allows us
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to compute relative integrations with respect to each single face, as given in the proof of
Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5. Moreover, necessary modifications of the coefficient function w
and the energy functionals F and F are required. In fact, we wish to extend the definitions
of (4.30)–(4.34) to multiple face layers. We denote by Σ “ Ť6i“1 Σi the union of all 6 faces
of the unit cube. Let Σ “ Ť6i“1 Σi, be the union of -face-layers of all faces. For a fixed
positive constant α, the coefficient function w can be defined as: wpxq “ 1 if x P QzΣ;
wpxq “ α|P´P |Σi | if x P Σi, and x P PP |Σi for some i “ 1, ..., 6. Then we define the functionals
by
F rus “
$&%
ş
Q
|∇u|2dx` α ş
Σ
|∇u|2dS, if u P DrF s
`8, if u P L2pQqzDrF s.
where DrF s is the completion of C1pQq in L2pQq under the norm ||u||2F “
ş
Q
|u|2dx` F rus,
and
Frus “
$&%
ş
Q
|∇u|2wdx, if u P DrFs
`8, if u P L2pQqzDrFs.
where DrFs is the completion of C1pQq in L2pQq under the norm ||u||2F “
ş
Q
|u|2dx`Frus.
4. Hierarchical conductive layers on multiple faces of cubes.
In this part, we consider both face layers and side layers on multiple faces of the unit
cube. We continue using the notations Q, Σi, Σi, to denote the unit cube, the faces and the
-layers. Additionally, we put S “ Ť12i“1 Si to be the union of all sides of the cube, where
S1, ..., S12 denotes the sides AB, BC, CD, DA, EF , FG, GH, HE, AE, BF , CG and DH
respectively.
Again, in order to show the functional convergence on Σ and S, we first construct suitable
face layer and side layers on Σ1 and S1.
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Figure 4.4: Unit cube with conductive layer on sides
See Figure 4.4. Let θ3 be the angle from the segment AQ1(or BQ2) to the face Σ1 which
is well chosen such that θ3 ă θ1. Let θ4 be the angle =P1AB (or =P2BA). It is easy to see
the value of θ4 depends on θ3. We set c3 “ tanpθ3q and c4 “ tanpθ4q. For every 0 ă  ď c2{2,
we define the -side-layer of S1, denoted by S1,, to be the polyhedral domain with vertices
A,B, P1, P2, Q1, Q2, where
P1 “ pc4{c2, {c2, 0q, P2 “ p1´ c4{c2, {c2, 0q,
Q1 “ pc4{c2, {c2, q, Q2 “ p1´ c4{c2, {c2, q.
Similarly, we define the set S1,2 to be the polyhedral domain with verticesA,B,Q1, Q2, R1, R2
where
R1 “ pc4{c2, {c2, 2q, R2 “ p1´ c4{c2, {c2, 2q.
Combining the Figure 4.3 with Figure 4.4 gives the hierarchical layers in Figure 4.5. Note
that the face layer Σ1, (Σ1,2) and the side layer S1, (S1,2) have the same height.
For fixed positive real constants α and β, we define the coefficient function by
wpxq “
$’’’&’’’%
1, x P QzΣ1,,
α
|P´P |Σ1 | , x P Σ1,zS1,
βc2
|P´P |Σ1 | , x P S1,.
(4.63)
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Figure 4.5: Unit cube with hierarchical conductive layers
The functionals F and F in L
2pQq are defined as:
F rus “
$&%
ş
Q
|∇u|2dx` α ş
Σ1
|∇uq|2dS ` β ş
S1
|∇τu|2ds, if u P DrF s
`8, if u P L2pQqzDrF s.
(4.64)
where DrF s is the completion of C1pQq in L2pQq under the norm
||u||F “
ˆż
Q
|u|2dx`
ż
Q
|∇u|2dx` α
ż
Σ1
|∇uq|2dS ` β
ż
S1
|∇τu|2ds
˙1{2
. (4.65)
and
Frus “
$&%
ş
Q
|∇u|2wdx, if u P DrFs
`8, if u P L2pQqzDrFs.
(4.66)
where DrFs is the completion of C1pQq in L2pQq under the norm
||u||F “
ˆż
Q
|u|2dx`
ż
Q
|∇u|2wdx
˙1{2
. (4.67)
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For u P C1pQq we define
upx1, x2, x3q “
$’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’%
upx1, x2, x3q, px1, x2, x3q P QzΣ1,2
upx1, x2, 0q z˜´x3z˜´zˆ ` upx1, x2, z˜qx3´zˆz˜´zˆ , px1, x2, x3q P Σ1,2zpΣ1, Y S1,2q
upx1, x2, 0q, px1, x2, x3q P Σ1,zS1,
upx1, 0, 0q z˜´x3z˜´zˆ ` upx1, x2, z˜qx3´zˆz˜´zˆ px1, x2, x3q P S1,2zS1,
upx1, 0, 0q, px1, x2, x3q P S1,
(4.68)
Proposition 4.1. For every u P C1pQq,
lim
Ñ0Frus ď F rus (4.69)
where u, defined in (4.68), converges to u in L
2pQq as Ñ 0.
Proof. We rewrite
Frus “
ż
QzΣ1,2
|∇u|2dx`
ż
Σ1,2zpΣ1,YS1,2q
|∇u|2dx`
ż
Σ1,zS1,
|∇u|2wdx
`
ż
S1,2zS1,
|∇u|2dx`
ż
S1,
|∇u|2wdx
“I1 ` I2 ` I3 ` I4 ` I5.
Since the 3-dimensional Lebesgue measure of Σ1,2 goes to 0 as Ñ 0, we have
lim
Ñ0 I1 “
ż
Q
|∇u|2dx (4.70)
Claim 1: I3 Ñ α
ş1
0
ş1
0
u2x1px1, x2, 0q ` u2x2px1, x2, 0qdx1dx2 as Ñ 0.
By the proof of Claim 1 in Lemma 4.4, we only need to estimate the integral over the
the polyhedral domain with vertices A,M1,M1|Σ1 , P1, Q1:
α
ż {c2
0
ż x2{c4
x2
ż c2x2
0
|∇upx1, x2, 0q|2
c2x2
dx3dx1dx2
“ α
ż {c2
0
ż x2{c4
x2
|∇upx1, x2, 0q|2dx1dx2 Ñ 0, (4.71)
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as Ñ 0. It follows that Claim 1 holds.
Claim 2: I5 Ñ β
ş1
0
u2x1px1, 0, 0qdx1 as Ñ 0. This can be easily proved by interchanging
the order of integration in I5 with respect to x1 and x2:
I5 “
ż {c2
0
ż 1´x2{c4
x2{c4
ż c2x2
0
βc2|∇upx1, 0, 0q|2
pc2x2q dx3dx1dx2
Ñ β
ż 1
0
u2x1px1, 0, 0qdx1
as Ñ 0.
Claim 3: I2 Ñ 0 as Ñ 0.
By the proof of Claim 2 in Lemma 4.4, we only need to calculate the integral over the
the polyhedral domain with vertices A,M1, N1, P1, Q1:ż {c2
0
ż x2{c4
x2
ż 2c2x2
c2x2
|∇u|2dx3dx1dx2.
We can break the integral into three parts involving the terms puqx1 , puqx2 and puqx3
respectively. Claim 3 holds by applying the method used in the proof of T5 in Lemma 4.4.
Claim 4: I4 Ñ 0 as Ñ 0.
We write
I4 “
ż {c2
0
ż 2c2x2
c2x2
ż 1´x2{c4
x2{c4
|∇u|2dx3dx1dx2 “ X1 `X2 `X3
where
upx1, x2, x3q “ x3
c2x2
rupx1, x2, 2c2x2q ´ upx1, 0, 0qs ` 2upx1, 0, 0q ´ upx1, x2, 2c2x2q.
X1, X2, X3 are integral involving puqx1 , puqx2 and puqx3 respectively. X1 Ñ 0 and X2 Ñ 0
as Ñ 0. See the proof of I2 in Lemma 4.1 and Page 360 in [31].
For X3 we have
X3 “
ż {c2
0
ż 1´x2{c4
x2{c4
ż 2c2x2
c2x2
rupx1, x2, 2c2x2q ´ upx1, 0, 0qs2
pc2x2q2 dx3dx1dx2
“
ż {c2
0
ż 1´x2{c4
x2{c4
rupx1, x2, 2c2x2q ´ upx1, 0, 0qs2
c2x2
dx1dx2. (4.72)
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Since
rupx1,x2, 2c2x2q ´ upx1, 0, 0qs2
“ rupx1, x2, 2c2x2q ´ upx1, x2, 0q ` upx1, x2, 0q ´ upx1, 0, 0qs2
“
„ż 2c2x2
0
utpx1, x2, tqdt`
ż x2
0
uspx1, s, 0qds
2
“
ˆż 2c2x2
0
utpx1, x2, tqdt
˙2
` 2
ż 2c2x2
0
utpx1, x2, tqdt
ż x2
0
uspx1, s, 0qds
`
ˆż x2
0
uspx1, s, 0qds
˙2
(4.73)
and ˆż 2c2x2
0
utpx1, x2, tqdt
˙2
ď 2c2x2
ż 2c2x2
0
u2t px1, x2, tqdtˆż x2
0
uspx1, s, 0qds
˙2
ď x2
ż x2
0
u2spx1, s, 0qds
2
ż 2c2x2
0
utpx1, x2, tqdt
ż x2
0
uspx1, s, 0qds
ď 2?2c2x2?x2
ˆż 2c2x2
0
u2t px1, x2, tqdt
ż x2
0
u2spx1, s, 0qds
˙1{2
(4.74)
thus if we plug (4.73) into (4.72) and apply the inequality (4.74), then it follows that X3 Ñ 0
as Ñ 0. Hence, Claim 4 holds.
Finally, (4.70) and Claim 1-4 conclude the proof of the proposition.
Proposition 4.2. For every v P C1pQq with v á u in L2pQq, we have
F rus ď limÑ0Frvs. (4.75)
Proof. Assume limÑ0Frvs ă `8. Passing to a subsequence, still denoted by v, we can
suppose that for every , $&%||v||H1pQq ď c˚Frvs ď c˚ (4.76)
with a constant c˚ independent of .
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We define two operators MΣ : C1pΣ¯1,q Ñ LippΣ1q and MS : LippΣ1q Ñ LippS1q in the
following way:$&%h˜ “MΣ phq, for h P C1pΣ¯1,qh˜px¯1, x¯2q “ 1|zˆpx¯1,x¯2q| şzˆpx¯1,x¯2q0 hpx¯1, x¯2, x3qdx3, for px¯1, x¯2q P Σ1. (4.77)
$&%hˆ “MS phq, for h P LippΣ1qhˆpx¯1q “ 1|yˆpx¯1q| şyˆpx¯1q0 hpx¯1, x2qdx2, for x¯1 P S1. (4.78)
In particular, for h P C1pΣ¯1,q
ˆ˜hpx¯1q “ 1|yˆpx¯1q|
ż yˆpx¯1q
0
h˜px¯1, x2qdx2
“ 1|yˆpx¯1q|
ż yˆpx¯1q
0
1
|zˆpx¯1, x2q|
ż zˆpx¯1,x2q
0
hpx¯1, x2, x3qdx3dx2 (4.79)
Now we try to prove the proposition by showing three claims:
Claim 1: ż
Q
|∇u|2dx ď limÑ0
ż
QzΣ1,
|∇v|2dx. (4.80)
The proof follows from the same argument in Claim 1 of Lemma 4.3.
Claim 2:
α
ż
Σ1
|∇u|2dx1dx2 ď limÑ0α
ż
Σ1
|∇v˜|2dx1dx2
ď limÑ0
ż
Σ1,zS1,
|∇v|2wdx (4.81)
By Claim 2 in Lemma 4.3, we only need to prove thatż
S1,
pw|Σ1,q|∇v|2dx1dx2dx3 Ñ 0
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as Ñ 0. In fact, we haveż
S1,
w|Σ1, |∇v|2dx1dx2 “
ż {c2
0
ż c4{c2
c4x2
ż c2x2
0
α
c2x2
|∇v|2dx3dx1dx2
`
ż {c2
0
ż 1´c4{c2
c4{c2
ż c2x2
0
α
c2x2
|∇v|2dx3dx1dx2
`
ż {c2
0
ż 1´c4x2
1´c4{c2
ż c2x2
0
α
c2x2
|∇v|2dx3dx1dx2
“I1 ` I2 ` I3.
We first estimate I2. Let |∇v|2 ďM ă `8. Then we have
I2 ďM
ż {c2
0
ż 1´c4{c2
c4{c2
ż c2x2
0
α
c2x2
dx3dx1dx2
“ αM
ż {c2
0
ż 1´c4{c2
c4{c2
dx1dx2
Ñ 0
as Ñ 0.
For I1, we have
I1 ď αM
ż {c2
0
ż c4{c2
c4x2
dx1dx2
“ αM
ż {c2
0
c4{c2 ´ c4x2dx2
Ñ 0
as Ñ 0.
Similarly, I3 Ñ 0 as Ñ 0. Thus, we proved Claim 2.
Claim 3:
β
ż
S1
pu|S1q2x1 dx1 ď limÑ0β
ż
S1
´
ˆ˜v
¯2
x1
dx1
ď limÑ0
ż
S1,
|∇v|2wdx (4.82)
The first inequality follows from Claim 3 of Lemma 4.3. We only need to show the second
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inequality. In fact,
β
ż
S1
´
ˆ˜v
¯2
x1
dx1 “β
ż c4{c2
0
ˆ
1
c4x1
ż c4x1
0
v˜dx2
˙2
x1
dx1
` β
ż 1´c4{c2
c4{c2
˜
c2

ż {c2
0
v˜dx2
¸2
x1
dx1
` β
ż 1
1´c4{c2
˜
1
c4p1´ x1q
ż c4p1´x1q
0
v˜dx2
¸2
x1
dx1
“I1 ` I2 ` I3
For I2, we apply Claim 1 in Lemma 4.5 to get
I2 ď β
ż 1´c4{c2
c4{c2
c2

ż 
0
pv˜q2x1dx2dx1
ď
ż
T1,2
|∇v|2 βc2
c2x2
dx
“
ż
T1,2
|∇v|2wdx
Similarly, we have
I1 ď
ż
T1,1
|∇v|2wdx
and
I3 ď
ż
T1,3
|∇v|2wdx
Therefore, the second inequality is proved.
Finally, combining Claim 1, 2 and 3, we achieve the proof of the proposition.
Again, as discussed in Remark 4.1, we can extend the relative functional convergence in
Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 to the case of layers on each face and side of the unit
cube.
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4.2 Unit tetrahedrons
Let us consider the unit tetrahedron, denoted by Q, with vertices A “ p0, 0, 0q, B “ p1, 0, 0q,
C “ p1{2,?3{2, 0q and D “ p1{2,?3{6,?6{3q. We put Σ “ Ť4i“1 Σi to be the union of all
faces of Q, where Σ1, ...,Σ4 denotes the faces ABC,ABD,BCD and ACD respectively. We
also set S “ Ť6i“1 Si to be the union of all sides of Q, where S1, ..., S6 denotes the sides AB,
BC, CA, DA, DB and DC respectively.
In order to show the functional convergence in the case of hierarchical conductive layers
of all faces and sides of the tetrahedron, we first construct proper layers around Σ1 and S1,
by applying the same idea given in the previous section. Then similar constructions can be
achieved for each face and side.
Figure 4.6: Unit tetrahedron with conductive layer on faces
We begin with building up the face layers. See Figure 4.6. Let θ1 “ cos´1p
?
3{3q
5
be the
angle from the segment AM1 to the face Σ1, and θ2 be the angle from the segment M1|S1M1
to the face Σ1. It is easy to see that θ2 depends on θ1. We set c1 “ tanpθ1q and c2 “ tanpθ2q.
For every 0 ă  ď c2
?
3{6, we define the -face-layer of Σ1, denoted by Σ1,, to be the
polyhedral domain with vertices A, B, C, M1, M2, M3, where
M1 “ p
?
3{c2, {c2, q, M2 “ p1´ 
?
3{c2, {c2, q, M3 “ p1{2,
?
3{2´ {c2, q.
Similarly, we define the 2-face layer Σ1,2 to be the polyhedral domain with vertices A, B,
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C, N1, N2, N3, where
N1 “ p
?
3{c2, {c2, 2q, N2 “ p1´ 
?
3{c2, {c2, 2q, N3 “ p1{2,
?
3{2´ {c2, 2q.
Figure 4.7: Unit tetrahedron with conductive layer on sides
Next, we construct the side layers. See Figure 4.7. Let θ3 be the angle from the segment
AQ1 (or BQ2) to the face Σ1 which is well chosen such that θ3 ă θ1. Let θ4 be the angle
=P1AB (or =P2BA). It is easy to see the value of θ4 depends on θ3. We set c3 “ tanpθ3q
and c4 “ tanpθ4q. For every 0 ă  ď c2
?
3{6, we define the -side-layer of S1, denoted by
S1,, to be the polyhedral domain with vertices A, B, P1, P2, Q3, Q4, where
P1 “ pc4{c2, {c2, 0q, P2 “ p1´ c4{c2, {c2, 0q,
Q1 “ pc4{c2, {c2, q, Q2 “ p1´ c4{c2, {c2, q.
Similarly, we define the 2-side-layer S1,2 to be the polyhedral domain with vertices A, B,
Q1, Q2, R3, R4, where
R1 “ pc4{c2, {c2, 2q, R2 “ p1´ c4{c2, {c2, 2q.
Combining Figure 4.6 with Figure 4.7 leads to the hierarchical layers case. See Figure
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4.8. Note that the face layer Σ1, (Σ1,2) and the side layer S1, (S1,2) have the same height.
Figure 4.8: Unit tetrahedron with mixed conductive layers
Finally, we can extend the layer constructions to each face and side. From now on, we
denote by Σi, (Σi,2) the layers of each face Σi, i “ 1, ..., 4, and by Si, (Si,2) the layers of
each side Sj, j “ 1, ...., 6. Moreover, we put Σ “ Ť4i“1 Σi,, Σ2 “ Ť4i“1 Σi,2, S “ Ť6j“1 Sj,
and S2 “ Ť6j“1 Sj,2.
For fixed positive real constants α and β, we define the coefficient function wpxq in the
tetrahedron Q by
wpxq “
$’’’&’’’%
1, if x P QzΣ,
α
|P´P |Σ| , if x P ΣzS and x P PP |Σ
βc2
|P´P |Σ| , if x P S and x P PP |Σ,
(4.83)
where P is any point on BΣzΣ and P |Σ is the orthogonal projection of P to the faces Σ.
More precisely, P |Σ “ P |Σi if P is on BΣi,zΣi for some i “ 1, ..., 4.
Now we are ready to introduce the functionals F and F in L
2pQq.
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We define
F rus “
$&%
ş
Q
|∇u|2dx` α ş
Σ
|∇u|2dS ` β ş
S
|∇τu|2ds, if u P DrF s
`8, if u P L2pQqzDrF s.
(4.84)
where ∇τ is the tangential derivatives along the sides S, DrF s is the completion of C1pQq
in L2pQq under the norm
||u||F “
ˆż
Q
|u|2dx`
ż
Q
|∇u|2dx` α
ż
Σ
|∇u|2dS ` β
ż
S
|∇τu|2ds
˙1{2
, (4.85)
and
Frus “
$&%
ş
Q
|∇u|2wdx, if u P DrFs
`8, if u P L2pQqzDrFs.
(4.86)
where DrFs is the completion of C1pQq in L2pQq under the norm
||u||F “
ˆż
Q
|u|2dx`
ż
Q
|∇u|2wdx
˙1{2
. (4.87)
Following the proof of Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.2, we can prove
Proposition 4.3. For every u P C1pQq, there exist a sequence of functions u converging to
u in L2pQq as Ñ 0, such that
lim
Ñ0Frus ď F rus. (4.88)
Proposition 4.4. For every v P C1pQq with v á u in L2pQq, we have
F rus ď limÑ0F rvs. (4.89)
4.3 Sierpinski pre-fractals in R3
We denote by Q the unit tetrahedron in R3 with vertices A,B,C and D defined as A “
p0, 0, 0q, B “ p1, 0, 0q, C “ p1{2,?3{2, 0q and D “ p1{2,?3{6,?6{3q. As seen in Section
1.2, we construct the Sierpinski gasket in R3 with the contraction factor α “ 2. Here we use
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4 contractive similitudes defined by
ψipzq “ zi ` 1
2
pz ´ ziq for i “ 1, ..., 4 (4.90)
where z1 “ A, z2 “ B, z3 “ C and z4 “ D.
For each integer n ą 0, we will consider arbitrary n-tuples of indices i|n “ pi1, i2, . . . , inq P
t1, 2, 3, 4un . We then define ψi|n “ ψi1 ˝ψi2 ˝¨ ¨ ¨˝ψin and for any set G pĎ R3q, Gi|n “ ψi|n pGq .
Occasionally the phrase n-address will be used to refer to the index i|n of the set Gi|n. We
recall that the Sierpinski gasket can also be constructed by taking the closure of the set of
points V 8 in R3, where
V 0 “ tA,B,C,Du, V n “
ď
i|n
V
i|n
0 and V
8 “
`8ď
n“0
V n.
For the unit tetrahedron Q, we continue using the notations in Section 4.2. We recall that
Σ “ Ť4i“1 Σi is the union of all 4 faces, S “ Ť6i“1 Si is the union of all 6 sides, Σ “ Ť4i“1 Σi,
is the union of face layers, and S “ Ť6i“1 Si, is the union of side layers.
In particular, we divide Σ1, into four parts: R and Tj,, j “ 1, ..., 3, which are the
polyhedrons with vertices
M1,M2,M3,M1|Σ1 ,M2|Σ1 ,M3|Σ1 ;
A,B,M1,M2,M1|Σ1 ,M2|Σ1 ;
B,C,M2,M3,M2|Σ1 ,M3|Σ1 ;
C,A,M3,M1,M3|Σ1 ,M1|Σ1 .
and divide Σ1,2zΣ1, into four parts: R2 and Tj,2, j “ 1, ..., 3 which are the polyhedrons
with vertices
M1,M2,M3, N1, N2, N3;
A,B,M1,M2, N1, N2;
B,C,M2,M3, N2, N3;
C,A,M3,M1, N3, N1.
(See Figure 4.6.)
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From now on, we fix the iteration number n P N. We consider the Sierpinski pre-fractal
in R3 (see Figure 4.9)
Qn “
ď
i|n
Qi|n
with face layers
Σn “
ď
i|n
Σi|n ,
and side layers
Sn “
ď
i|n
Si|n .
(See Figure 4.10.)
Figure 4.9: Sierpinski pre-fractals Qn
We define the coefficient function wn as follows. For some i|n and l “ 1, ..., 4, let P be
a point on the surface BΣi|nl, zΣi|nl and let PK be the orthogonal projection of P on Σi|nl . For
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Figure 4.10: Qn with face layers Σn and side layers S
n

fixed positive real constants α and β, we define
wn pxq “
$’’’&’’’%
1, if x P QnzΣn ,
α
|P´PK| , if x P Σn zSn and x P PPK
βc22n
|P´PK| , if x P Sn and x P PPK.
(4.91)
Now we define the functionals F n and F n in L
2pQnq:
F nrus “
$&%
ş
Qn
|∇u|2dx` α ş
Σn
|∇u|2dS ` β ş
Sn
|∇τu|2ds, if u P DrF ns
`8, if u P L2pQnqzDrF ns.
(4.92)
where ∇τu is the tangential derivatives along Sn, and DrF ns is the completion of C1pQnq in
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L2pQnq under the norm
||u||Fn “
ˆż
Qn
|u|2dx`
ż
Qn
|∇u|2dx` α
ż
Σn
|∇u|2dS ` β
ż
Sn
|∇τu|2ds
˙1{2
. (4.93)
and
F n rus “
$&%
ş
Qn
|∇u|2wn dx, if u P DrF n s
`8, if u P L2pQnqzDrF n s.
(4.94)
where DrF n s is the completion of C1pQnq in L2pQnq under the norm
||u||Fn “
ˆż
Qn
|u|2dx`
ż
Qn
|∇u|2wn dx
˙1{2
. (4.95)
Proposition 4.5. Let n P N be fixed. For every u P C1pQnq, there exist un converging to u
in L2pQnq such that
lim
Ñ0F
n
 run s ď F nrus.
Proof. We only need to consider that in each small tetrahedron Qi|n, there is only one face
layer and one side layer. In this proof, we consider the face layers of Σ
i|n
1 and the side layers
of S
i|n
1 . Namely, we put
Σn1, “
ď
i|n
Σ
i|n
1, and S
n
1, “
ď
i|n
S
i|n
1, .
We start with introducing an operator G : C
1pQq Ñ LippQq defined in the following
way. For g P C1pQq, g “ Gpgq is the function
gpx1, x2, x3q “
$’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’%
gpx1, x2, x3q, if px1, x2, x3q P QzΣ1,2
gpx1, x2, 0q z˜´zz˜´zˆ ` gpx1, x2, z˜q z´zˆz˜´zˆ , if px1, x2, x3q P Σ1,2zpΣ1, Y S1,2q
gpx1, x2, 0q, if px1, x2, x3q P Σ1,zS1,
gpx1, 0, 0q z˜´zz˜´zˆ ` gpx1, x2, z˜q z´zˆz˜´zˆ , if px1, x2, x3q P S1,2zS1,
gpx1, 0, 0q, if px1, x2, x3q P S1,
(4.96)
where px1, x2, zˆq and px1, x2, z˜q are the intersections of BΣ1,zΣ1 and BΣ1,2zΣ1 with the
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vertical line through the point px1, x2, 0q. For every function u P C1pQnq, we define
un pξ, η, σq “
$&%upξ, η, σq, if pξ, η, σq P QnzΣn1,2Gpu ˝ ψi|nq ˝ ψ´1i|n pξ, η, σq, if pξ, η, σq P Σi|n1,2 (4.97)
Now we split the integral F n run s into five parts:
F n run s “
ż
QnzΣn1,2
|∇u|2dξdηdσ `
ż
Σn1,2zpΣn1,YSn1,2q
|∇un |2dξdηdσ
`
ż
Σn1,zSn1,
|∇un |2wn dξdηdσ `
ż
Sn1,2zSn1,
|∇un |2dξdηdσ
`
ż
Sn1,
|∇un |2wn dξdηdσ
“I1 ` I2 ` I3 ` I4 ` I5
Following Proposition 4.1, it can be proved that
I1 Ñ
ż
Qn
|∇u|2dξdηdσ, I2 Ñ 0, I4 Ñ 0 (4.98)
as Ñ 0.
Claim 1: I3 Ñ α
ş
Σn
|∇u|2dS.
It is enough to show that
X3 :“
ż
Σn1,zSn1,
|∇un |2wn dξdηdσ Ñ α
ż
Σn1
|∇u|2dS (4.99)
as Ñ 0.
We know that
X3 “
ÿ
i|n
ż
Σ
i|n
1,zSi|n1,
|∇un |2wn dξdηdσ
In order to show (4.99), we only need to prove
X
i|n
3 :“
ż
Σ
i|n
1,zSi|n1,
|∇un |2wn dξdηdσ Ñ α
ż
Σ
i|n
1
|∇u|2dS (4.100)
as Ñ 0.
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We split the integral X
i|n
3 into 5 parts:
X
i|n
3 “
ż
ψi|npRq
`
ż
ψi|npTj,q
`
ż
ψi|npT1,zS1,q
“ Y1 ` Yj ` Y5 (4.101)
for j “ 2, 3, 4.
We estimate Y1. Let g “ u˝ψi|n. By the change of coordinates pξ, η, σq “ ψi|npx1, x2, x3q,
we get
Y1 “
ż
R
|∇g|222nα

2n2´3ndx1dx2dx3 “
ż
R
α

|∇g|2dx1dx2dx3
Recall that g “ gpx1, x2, 0q in R. By Claim 1 of Proposition 4.1, we have
Y1 Ñ α
ż
Σ1
|∇g|2dx1dx2 “ α
ż
Σ
i|n
1
|∇u|dS, as Ñ 0.
Similarly, by the same change of coordinates, we can prove for j “ 2, ..., 5 that
Yj Ñ 0, as Ñ 0.
Thus (4.100) is proved, and so is Claim 1.
Claim 2: I5 Ñ β
ş
Sn
|∇τu|2ds.
Again, we only need to prove
X5 :“
ż
Sn1,
|∇un |2wn dξdηdσ Ñ β
ż
Sn1
|∇τu|2ds. (4.102)
Since
X5 “
ÿ
i|n
X
i|n
5 “
ÿ
i|n
ż
S
i|n
1,
|∇un |2wn dξdηdσ
we now show that
X
i|n
5 Ñ β
ż
S
i|n
1
|∇τu|2ds. (4.103)
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By the change of coordinates pξ, η, σq “ ψi|npx1, x2, x3q, we get
X
i|n
5 “
ż
S1,
|∇g|222n βc2
c2x2
22n2´3ndx1dx2dx3
“
ż
S1,
|∇g|2 βc2
c2x2
2ndx1dx2dx3.
where g “ u ˝ ψi|n and g “ gpx1, 0, 0q in S1,.
From Claim 2 of Proposition 4.1, we have
X
i|n
5 Ñ 2nβ
ż
S1
g2x1dx1 “ 2nβ
ż
S
i|n
1
u2ξ2
´2n2ndξ
“ β
ż
S
i|n
1
u2ξdξ “ β
ż
S
i|n
1
|∇τu|2ds.
Therefore, we proved Claim 2.
Finally, by (4.98), Claim 1 and Claim 2, we accomplish the proof of the proposition.
Proposition 4.6. Let n P N be fixed. For every v P C1pQnq with v á u in L2pQnq, we
have
F nrus ď limÑ0F n rvs
Proof. Assume that limÑ0F n rvs ă `8. Passing to a subsequence, still denoted by v, we
can suppose that for every , $&%||v||H1pQq ď c˚F n rvs ď c˚ (4.104)
with a constant c˚ independent from .
We first introduce two operators, MΣ : C1pΣ1,q Ñ LippΣ1q andMS : LippΣ1q Ñ LippS1q
in the following way:
$&%h˜ “MΣ phq, for h P C1pΣ¯1,qh˜px¯1, x¯2q “ 1|zˆpx¯1,x¯2q| şzˆpx¯1,x¯2q0 hpx¯1, x¯2, x3qdx3, for px¯1, x¯2q P Σ1. (4.105)
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where px1, yˆpx1qq is the intersection of BS1,zS1 with the vertical line through the point px1, 0q.
In particular, for h P C1pΣ¯1,q
ˆ˜hpx¯1q “ 1|yˆpx¯1q|
ż yˆpx¯1q
0
h˜px¯1, x2qdx2
“ 1|yˆpx¯1q|
ż yˆpx¯1q
0
1
|zˆpx¯1, x2q|
ż zˆpx¯1,x2q
0
hpx¯1, x2, x3qdx3dx2 (4.107)
The proof can be achieved by showing 3 claims:
Claim 1: ż
Qn
|∇u|2dξdηdσ ď limÑ0
ż
QnzΣn
|∇v|2dξdηdσ. (4.108)
The proof follows from the same argument in Claim 1 of Lemma 4.3.
Claim 2:
α
ż
Σn
|∇u|2dS ď limÑ0α
ż
Σn
|∇v˜|2dS
ď limÑ0
ż
Σn zSn
|∇v|2wdξdηdσ. (4.109)
Again, we only need to show that
α
ż
Σn1
|∇u|2dS ď limÑ0α
ż
Σn1
|∇v˜|2dS
ď limÑ0
ż
Σn1,zSn1,
|∇v|2wdξdηdσ. (4.110)
More precisely, we only need that
α
ż
Σ
i|n
1
|∇u|2dS ď limÑ0α
ż
Σ
i|n
1
|∇v˜|2dS
ď limÑ0
ż
Σ
i|n
1,zSi|n1,
|∇v|2wdξdηdσ, (4.111)
For the first inequality above, we refer to Claim 2 in Proposition 4.2. We show the second
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inequality. By the change of coordinates pξ, η, σq “ ψi|npx1, x2, x3q,
α
ż
Σ
i|n
1
|∇v˜|2dS “α
ż
Σ
i|n
1
pv˜q2ξ ` pv˜q2ηdξdη
“α
ż
Σ1
rpv˜q2x1 ` pv˜q2x2s22n2´2ndx1dx2
“α
ż
Σ1
rpv˜q2x1 ` pv˜q2x2sdx1dx2
From Claim 1 in Proposition 4.2, we obtain
α
ż
Σ1
rpv˜q2x1 ` pv˜q2x2sdx1dx2 ď
ż
Σ
i|n
1,
|∇v|2ωn dξdηdσ (4.112)
By Claim 2 in Lemma 4.3, we need to show thatż
S
i|n
1,
|∇v|2
´
wn |Σi|n1,
¯
dξdηdσ Ñ 0, as Ñ 0. (4.113)
By change of the coordinates pξ, η, σq “ ψi|npx1, x2, x3q, we haveż
S
i|n
1,
|∇v|2
´
wn |Σi|n1,
¯
dξdηdσ “
ż
S1,
|∇v|222n α
c2x2
2´3ndx1dx2dx3.
From Claim 2 in Proposition 4.2, we haveż
S1,
|∇v|222n α
c2x2
2´3ndx1dx2dx3 Ñ 0, as Ñ 0.
which gives Claim 2.
Claim 3:
β
ż
Sn
|∇τu|2ds ď limÑ0β
ż
Sn
|∇τ ˆ˜v|2ds
ď limÑ0
ż
Sn
|∇v|2wn dξdηdσ (4.114)
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It is enough to prove that
β
ż
S
i|n
1
|∇τu|2ds ď limÑ0β
ż
S
i|n
1
|∇τ ˆ˜v|2ds
ď limÑ0
ż
S
i|n
1,
|∇v|2wn dξdηdσ (4.115)
The first inequality follows from Claim 3 of Lemma 4.3. We prove the second inequality.
By the change of coordinates pξ, η, σq “ ψi|npx1, x2, x3q, we have
β
ż
S
i|n
1
|∇τ ˆ˜v|2ds “β
ż
S
i|n
1
pˆ˜vq2ξdξ
“β
ż
S1
pˆ˜vq2x122n2´ndx1
“2nβ
ż
S1
pˆ˜vq2x1dx1 (4.116)
From Claim 3 in Proposition 4.2, we have
2nβ
ż
S1
pˆ˜vq2x1dx1 ď
ż
S
i|n

|∇v|2wn dξdηdσ
which completes the proof of Claim 3.
Finally, combining Claim 1, 2 and 3 concludes the proof of the proposition.
Now we state and prove the main result for Sierpinski pre-fractals in R3. It’s worth
pointing out that the consequence in the following theorem also hold in all previous cases,
such as the unit cube and the unite tetrahedron. We refer to the early work in [39] for details
in the latter cases.
Theorem 4.1. Let n P N be fixed. The functionals F n M-converge to the functional F n in
L2pQnq as Ñ 0. Namely, the following results hold:
(a) For every u P DrF ns, there exists a sequence of functions u˚ P H1pQnq converging to
u in L2pQnq as Ñ 0 such that
lim
Ñ0F
n
 ru˚ s ď F nrus.
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(b) For every v that weakly converges in L
2pQnq towards a function u as Ñ 0, we have
F nrus ď limÑ0F n rvs.
Proof. We first show paq. From the density results there exists a sequence of functions
um P C1pQnq such that
F nrus “ lim
mÑ8F
nrums
By proceeding as in Proposition 4.5, we proved that for each fixed m
F nrums ě limÑ0F n rum,s.
We now proceed by applying the diagonal formula of Corollary 1.16 in [5]. There exists
a strictly increasing mapping  ÞÑ mpq such that limÑ0mpq “ `8. If we denote by
u˚ “ umpq,, then we conclude the proof of (a).
Next, we show pbq. We point out that the family of functionals F n is asymptotically
compact in L2pQnq, according to Definition 2.3.1 in [46]. Therefore, in pbq it is not re-
strictive to assume that v converges strongly to u in L
2pQnq. We may also assume that
limÑ8 F n rvs ă `8. By the density of C1pQnq in DrF n s, we construct a sequence of
function v˚ P C1pQnq by diagonalization, such that
v˚ Ñ u strongly in L2pΩq,
and
lim
Ñ0F
n
 rv˚ ´ vs “ 0.
Then by Proposition 4.6, we obtain
F nrus ď limÑ0F n rv˚ s ď limÑ0F n rv˚ ´ vs ` limÑ0F n rvs ď limÑ0F n rvs.
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Interfacial Heat Transmission
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Since the early 70’s of the last century, boundary value problems for elliptic and parabolic
equations with transmission conditions on the layer, either of order zero, one or two, have
been studied in connection with various applications. For instance, heat propagation across
a layer, whose thermal conductivity is much greater than that of the bulk, is a second
order transmission problem studied in [19]. Also in the framework of hydraulic fracturing,
a second order transmission problem arises as a limit. We refer to [9] for details on this
physical model. In the above references, the layer considered is regular. It is by now well
established that in many natural and industrial processes, diffusion phenomena take place
across disordered and wild media. Here we mention only some examples such as the diffusion
of sprays in the lungs, the current flow across rough electrodes in electrochemistry (see e.g.
[55], [15]) and the diffusion processes in physiological membranes. In most cases above,
the layers across which transport phenomenon occur are not regular from the geometrical
point of view. In this framework irregular interfaces of fractal type are of great interest
for these applications, since many irregular media are believed to exhibit fractal properties.
Fractals can also provide a useful tool in all these models in which one wants to enhance the
absorption effects of the layer by increasing its surface.
This portion of my dissertation is devoted to some fast heat diffusion phenomena across
irregular boundaries. Precisely, we study a 2-dimensional second order heat transmission
problem across a highly conductive interface of pre-fractal Koch mixture type. To our
knowledge, second order transmission problems across highly conductive (pre)fractal layers
have been recently studied in a series of paper [27, 28, 35, 36, 59, 6] for the steady case,
and in [33], [32], [34] for the unsteady case. In Part III, we mainly focus on the numerical
approximations of the solution of the transmission problem. This work is innovated from
the previous research in [59, 61, 30, 32] concentrating on the numerical approximation in the
case of standard Koch-type interface. See Cefalo-Lancia-Liang [44].
We give a description of the heat transmission problem that will be considered. We
define the domain first (see Figure 4.11). Let Ω “ p0, 1q ˆ p´1, 1q be the open rectangular
domain in R2. Let n P N and ξ P Ξ be fixed. Ω1 and Ω2 are the portions of Ω above and
below the pre-fractal Koch curve mixture Σξn. For the sake of clarity we consider the set of
contraction factors A, defined at the very beginning of Chapter 2, with only two distinct
elements. Namely, A “ tα1, α2u with α1, α2 P p2, 4q and α1 ă α2. The pre-fractal Koch
curve mixture Σξn is then constructed by the system of general iterated maps in Chapter 2.
We simply denote the pre-fractal Koch curve mixture by Σ, whose endpoints are A “ p0, 0q
and B “ p1, 0q. We put BΣ “ tA,Bu. In the following, we denote both the functions u and
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their traces u|Σ on Σ by the same symbol leaving the interpretation to the context.
Figure 4.11: Domain Ω with pre-fractal Koch mixture interface
We consider the heat transmission problem formally stated as:
pP q
$’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’%
Bupt,xq
Bt ´∆upt, xq “ fpt, xq in r0, T s ˆ Ωi, i “ 1, 2, piq
Bu
Bt ´ c0∆τu “
“Bu
Bν
‰` f on r0, T s ˆ Σ, piiq
upt, xq “ 0 on r0, T s ˆ BΩ, piiiq
u1pt, xq “ u2pt, xq on r0, T s ˆ Σ, pivq
upt, xq “ 0 on r0, T s ˆ BΣ, pvq
up0, xq “ 0 in Ω. pviq
(4.117)
where ui denotes the restriction of u to Ωi, i “ 1, 2, ∆ denotes the Laplace operator in
R2, ∆τ denotes the piecewise-tangential Laplacian defined on the polygonal interface Σ,“Bu
Bν
‰ “ Bu1Bν1 ` Bu2Bν2 is the jump of the normal derivatives across Σ, νi being the inward normal
vector to the boundary of Ωi, i “ 1, 2, and fpt, xq is a given function in some suitable space.
Let T and c0 be fixed positive real constants. Condition pivq means that the solution u is a
continuous function across the interface Σ, i.e., u1|Σ “ u2|Σ. Condition piiq is a second order
transmission condition, since it involves the second order tangential Laplace operator ∆τ
on Σ. The constant c0 describes physically the heat transfer across a interface that has the
specific heat comparable with the heat conductivity. In other word, c0 is the ratio between
the specific heat and the heat conductivity of the interface. Without losing generality, we
will set c0 ” 1 through Part III. Since we consider highly conductive interfaces Σ, this
type of interface absorbs energy and conveys an intrinsic diffusion more efficiently than the
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surrounding volume. Therefore, the normal derivative of the solution from both sides of Σ
has a “jump” which behaves – together with the source function f – as a heat source term
generating the diffusion within the interface.
This part is organized into several chapters. We start by introducing main notations of
some functional spaces, especially the Sobolev spaces on polygonal domains and the trace
spaces on their boundaries, which we shall use in the following sections. In Chapter 5, we
analyze our pre-fractal heat transmission problem by detailing the regularity results of the
solutions that were treated in [34], [33], and [30], where the existence and uniqueness of the
solutions are addressed by employing the semigroup theory. The main work in this part is in
Section 6.1 and Section 6.2, which will address the numerical approximation of a Galerkin
finite element method in space and of a finite difference method, the so called θ-method,
in time. A suitable mesh refinement algorithm is developed in order to obtain an optimal
rate of convergence as in the classical case when the solution has H2-regularity. Finally, in
Chapter 7 we conclude this part by showing numerical simulation results and open problems
for the future work.
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Chapter 5
Existence and regularity of the
solutions
5.1 Main notations of functional spaces
We first define the usual spaces of continuous functions and Lebesgue measurable functions.
Let G be an open set in Rn.
Definition 5.1. Let m be a non-negative integer and CmpGq be the space of functions that
are m-times continuously differentiable on G. We denote CpGq ” C0pGq. Cm0 pGq is the space
of functions in CmpGq with compact support in G. C80 pGq is the space of smooth functions
with compact support in G.
Definition 5.2. Let 1 ď p ă `8. LppGq is the space of p-integrable functions on G with
the norm }f}LppGq :“
`ş
G |f |pdx
˘1{p
, where the integration is taken with respect to the n–
dimensional Lebesgue measure.
When p “ 2, we have that L2pGq is a Hilbert space endowed with the inner product
pf, gqL2pGq :“
ş
G fgdx.
We now give the definition of Sobolev spaces HspGq by following Section 2.2.3 and Section
2.3.8 in Necaˇs [52]. We denote by N the set of all natural numbers including t0u.
Definition 5.3 (s is integer). For s P N, we define
HspGq :“ tf P L2pGq : Dβf P L2pGq for |β| ď su, (5.1)
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with the norm
}f}HspGq :“
¨˝ ÿ
|β|ďs
››Dβf››2
L2pGq‚˛
1{2
, (5.2)
where Dβf is the βth–weak partial derivative of f with multiindex β. In particular, H0pGq “
L2pGq.
The corresponding semi-norm is defined as
|f |HmpGq :“
¨˝ ÿ
|β|“m
››Dβf››2
L2pGq‚˛
1{2
, 0 ă m ď s. (5.3)
Definition 5.4 (s is real). For 0 ă σ ă 1, we define
HσpGq :“
"
f P L2pGq : |fpxq ´ fpyq||x´ y|n2`σ P L
2pG ˆ Gq
*
, (5.4)
with the norm
}f}HσpGq :“
ˆ
}f}2L2pGq `
ż
G
ż
G
|fpxq ´ fpyq|2
|x´ y|n`2σ dxdy
˙1{2
. (5.5)
For s “ k ` σ with k P N and 0 ă σ ă 1, we define
HspGq :“  f P HkpGq : Dβf P HσpGq for |β| “ k( , (5.6)
with the norm
}f}HspGq :“
¨˝ ÿ
|β|ďk
››Dβf››2
L2pGq `
ÿ
|β|“k
ż
G
ż
G
|Dβfpxq ´Dβfpyq|2
|x´ y|n`2σ dxdy‚˛
1{2
. (5.7)
Definition 5.5. For s P R`, we define Hs0pGq to be the closure of C80 pGq in HspGq.
In the following theorem we summarize important properties of HspGq with both integer
and real indices. (See Proposition 3.1 in [52])
Theorem 5.1. Assume k P N, 0 ď σ ă 1 and s “ k ` σ. Then HspGq is a separable and
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reflexive Hilbert space with the inner product
pf, gqHspGq :“
$’’’&’’’%
ř
|β|ďk
ş
G D
βfDβg dx, if s “ k,ř
|β|ďk
`ş
G D
βfDβg dx
˘
`ř|β|“k ´şG şG pDβfpxq´DβfpyqqpDβgpxq´Dβgpyqq|x´y|n`2σ dxdy¯ , if s ą k.
For normed spaces X and Y , we denote by X ãÑ Y the continuous injection of X Ă Y
and by X ãÑãÑ Y the compact injection of X Ă Y . Note that X ãÑ Y iff }¨}Y ď C }¨}X for
some constant C; X ãÑãÑ Y iff fn á f weakly in X implies fn Ñ f strongly in Y .
The next theorem gives some vital inclusions relating the Sobolev spaces HspGq. (See
Theorems 2.18, 2.19 in [8])
Theorem 5.2. Let s, s1 and s2 be in R`. If G is a bounded domain with a Lipschitz boundary,
then we have Hs2pGq ãÑ Hs1pGq for s1 ă s2 and HspGq ãÑ CpGq for s ą n2 . If G is bounded,
each of the inclusions is compact.
We introduce the Sobolev spaces on boundaries of polygonal domains of R2 by following
Brezzi-Gilardi [8]. Assume now Q is an open polygon in R2 with N vertices Pj and N sides
lj, j “ 1, 2, ..., N . Pj and Pj`1 are the endpoints of lj for j “ 1, 2, ..., N ´ 1. lN is the side
from PN to P1. Let Γ be the boundary of Q with length L “ řNj“1 Lj, where Lj is the length
of lj. The orientation of Γ is counterclockwise. Let φj : r0, Ls Ñ Γ be the parameterization
of Γ by arc length such that φjp0q “ Pj, j “ 1, 2, ..., N .
Definition 5.6. Let s P R` and δ “ mintLj, j “ 1, 2, ..., Nu. We define
1. For s P r0, 1
2
q,
HspΓq “  f P L2pΓq : f ˝ φ1 P Hsp0, Lq( (5.8)
with the norm }f}HspΓq “ }f ˝ φ1}Hsp0,Lq. In particular, H0pΓq “ L2pΓq.
2. For s “ 1
2
,
H
1
2 pΓq :“
"
f P L2pΓq : f ˝ φj P H 12 p0, Ljq andż δ
´δ
|f ˝ φjpLj ` tq ´ f ˝ φjpLj ´ tq|2
|t| dt ă 8 for j “ 1, 2, ..., N
*
, (5.9)
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with the norm
}f}2
H
1
2 pΓq “
Nÿ
j“1
ˆż δ
´δ
|f ˝ φjpLj ` tq ´ f ˝ φjpLj ´ tq|2
|t| dt
˙
. (5.10)
3. For s ą 1
2
,
HspΓq :“  f P L2pΓq :f ˝ φj P Hsp0, Ljq and
f ˝ φj is continuous at Lj, for j “ 1, 2, ..., N
*
, (5.11)
with the norm
}f}HspΓq “
˜
Nÿ
j“1
}f ˝ φj}2Hsp0,Ljq
¸1{2
. (5.12)
Remark 5.1. Let Γ0 be an open arc of Γ and L0 be its length. Suppose that Γ0 has
endpoints Pi and Pj for some 1 ď i ă j ď N . Definition 5.6 also holds with Γ replaced by
Γ0. Moreover, Theorem 5.2 holds with G replaced by Γ and n “ 1. See the remark in Section
2.8G in [8]. Therefore, we can characterize the space HspΓq for s ą 1
2
as tf P CpΓq : f |lj P
Hspljq for j “ 1, 2, ..., Nu. In addition, we define the Sobolev space H10 pΓ0q :“ tf P C0pΓ0q :
f |M P H1pMq for each segment M of Γ0u with the norm }¨}H10 pΓ0q “ }¨}H1pΓ0q. Here C0pΓ0q
denotes the set of continuous functions on Γ0 vanishing at Pi and Pj.
For a bounded open subset G of Rn, we denote by CpGq the space of functions that are
bounded and uniformly continuous in G. If f P CpGq, f can be extended by continuity up to
the boundary, so that the restriction f |BG has an obvious meaning. In the following sections,
we will also need the trace of Hs–functions on the polygonal boundary. Let Bpx, rq :“ ty :
|x´ y| ă ru be the open ball centered at x with radius r in Rn.
Definition 5.7. For any open subset G of Rn and s ą 0, we define the trace operator γ0 on
HspGq to be
pγ0fqpxq :“ lim inf
rÑ0
1
|Bpx, rq X G|
ż
Bpx,rqXG
fpyqdy (5.13)
at every point x P G. In particular, “liminf” in (5.13) becomes “lim” for quasi everywhere
x P G with respect to the ps, 2q–capacity (see Adams-Hedberg [3]).
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Remark 5.2. For bounded open set G, f P CpGq implies that γ0f on BG coincides with the
restriction f |BG. We will preserve the notation f |BG for γ0f on BG when f P HspGq, s ą 0.
The next theorem corresponds to Theorem 2.24 in [8]. Recall that Q is an open polygon
in R2 with boundary BQ “ Γ.
Theorem 5.3. Let s ą 1
2
. Then Hs´
1
2 pΓq is the trace space to Γ of HspQq in the following
sense:
1. the trace operator γ0 is a continuous linear operator from H
spQq to Hs´ 12 pΓq,
2. there exists a continuous linear operator Ext from Hs´
1
2 pΓq to HspQq such that γ0˝Ext
is the identity operator in Hs´
1
2 pΓq.
For convenience we put }¨}s,G ” }¨}HspGq, | ¨ |s,G ” | ¨ |HspGq and p¨, ¨qHspGq ” p¨, ¨qs,G for
s ě 0 and open subset G Ă Rn. Similar notations are defined as well, when G is replaced
with polygonal boundaries Γ.
Following Grisvard [17], we define the weighted Sobolev spaces in a non-convex polygonal
domain Q in R2 with vertices Pj, j=1,...,N. We denote by θj the interior angle of Q at Pj for
j “ 1, ..., N . Let R “ t1 ď j ď N : θj ą piu. Then the set tPjujPR is the subset of vertices
whose angles θj are “reentrant”. We define the weighting function rpxq :“ minjPRt|x´ Pj|u
to be the distance from x to the reentrant corners.
Definition 5.8. For µ P R`, the weighted Sobolev space H2,µpQ; rq is defined by
H2,µpQ; rq :“  f P H1pQq : rµDβf P L2pQq, for |β| “ 2( , (5.14)
with the norm
}f}H2,µpQ;rq :“
¨˝
}f}2H1pQq `
ÿ
|β|“2
››rµDβf››2
L2pQq‚˛
1{2
. (5.15)
The next result is from Theorem 3.6 in [25].
Theorem 5.4. The weighted Sobolev space H2,µpQ; rq is a separable Banach space under the
norm }¨}H2,µpQ;rq.
We point out that Definition 5.8 is not the most general definition that can be given for
the weighted Sobolev space. Many results using these spaces require only that r : Q Ñ R`
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is a continuous function with the property that rpxq “ |x ´ Pj| if x belongs to a small
neighborhood of Pj for some j P R. We refer to Kufner [25] for more information about
general weighted Sobolev spaces.
Let I Ă R be a interval and H be a normed space of functions on G with norm }¨}H .
When considering the space-time functions fpt, xq, pt, xq P I ˆ G, it is natural to introduce
the following spaces. Let the spaces BpI;Hq, CpI;Hq, CmpI;Hq (m P N) and C8pI;Hq
be consisting of the bounded, continuous, m-times continuously differentiable, and infinitely
many times differentiable functions f : I Ñ H. BpI;Hq and CpI;Hq are endowed with the
norm
}f}BpI;Hq :“ sup
tPI
}fptq}H . (5.16)
We set also
CbpI;Hq “ BpI;Hq X CpI;Hq, (5.17)
with the norm }f}CbpI;Hq “ }f}BpI;Hq, and
Cmb pI;Hq “
 
f P CmpI;Hq : f pkq P CbpI;Hq, k “ 0, ...,m
(
, (5.18)
with the norm }f}Cmb pI;Hq “
řm
k“0
››f pkq››
BpI;Hq.
The Banach spaces of Ho¨lder continuous functions CδpI;Hq, Ck`δpI;Hq, where k P N
and δ P p0, 1q, are defined by
CδpI;Hq “
!
f P CbpI;Hq : rf sCδpI;Hq “ supsătPI }fptq´fpsq}Hpt´sqδ ă `8
)
, (5.19)
}f}CδpI;Hq “ }f}BpI;Hq ` rf sCδpI;Hq; (5.20)
Ck`δpI;Hq “  f P Ckb pI;Hq : f pkq P CδpI;Hq( , (5.21)
}f}Ck`δpI;Hq “ }f}Ckb pI;Hq ` rf pkqsCδpI;Hq. (5.22)
5.2 Energy forms and associated semigroups
As will make extensive use of the weak formulation of Problem pP q, we introduce it in this
section. As mentioned at the beginning of Part III, the existence and uniqueness of the
solutions are tackled by using semigroup techniques. In this section, our aim is to introduce
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the weak problem associated with the pre-fractal heat transmission problem, as well as some
preliminary properties of the energy form which is to be well-defined in the rectangular
domain Ω.
Although definitions for Sobolev spaces on polygonal curves were provided in the previous
section, for concreteness, we define the space H10 pΣq to be the set
tu P C0pΣq : u|M P H1pMq for each segment M of Σu, (5.23)
with the norm
}v}1,Σ “
˜ÿ
MPΣ
}u|M}1,M
¸1{2
, (5.24)
where C0pΣq denotes the set of continuous functions on Σ vanishing at its boundaryA “ p0, 0q
and B “ p1, 0q.
We now define the space on which the problem pP q will be posed as
V pΩ,Σq “ tu P H10 pΩq : u|Σ P H10 pΣqu, (5.25)
In addition, we consider the symmetric bilinear form defined on V pΩ,Σq:
Epu, vq “
ż
Ω
∇u∇vdx`
ż
Σ
∇τ pu|Σq∇τ pv|Σqds, (5.26)
where ∇τ is the tangential gradient along the polygonal curve Σ.
We note that the symmetric bilinear form Ep¨, ¨q defined on V pΩ,Σq is the energy scalar
product. Before giving the weak formulation, we show in the following some properties of
the bilinear energy form Ep¨, ¨q, which lead to the completeness of the space V pΩ,Σq under
a suitably defined norm.
For any Borel set B Ă R2, we define the measure m to be
mpBq :“ |B| ` |B X Σ|s, (5.27)
where | ¨ | denotes the 2-dimensional Lebesgue measure and | ¨ |s denotes the 1-dimensional
Lebesgue measure with respect to the arc-length. We define an inner product on L2pΩ, dmq
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by
pu, vqL2pΩ,dmq :“
ż
Ω
uv dm “
ż
Ω
uv dx`
ż
Σ
u|Σv|Σ ds (5.28)
and the corresponding norm }u}L2pΩ,dmq :“
apu, uqL2pΩ,dmq. For any functions u, v P V pΩ,Σq,
we define the product
pu, vqV pΩ,Σq :“ pu, vqL2pΩ,dmq ` Epu, vq. (5.29)
It is easy to see that pu, vqV pΩ,Σq is an inner product on V pΩ,Σq. We denote by }u}V pΩ,Σq “apu, uqV pΩ,Σq the corresponding energy norm on V pΩ,Σq. Note that }u}2V pΩ,Σq “ }u}21,Ω `
}u}21,Σ and the norm }u}V pΩ,Σq is equivalent to the semi-norm |u|V pΩ,Σq :“
a
Epu, uq by the
Poincare´ inequality (see Theorem 1.3 in [52]). In fact, we have that
(Continuous) Epu, vq ď }u}V pΩ,Σq }v}V pΩ,Σq , for all u, v P V pΩ,Σq, (5.30)
(Coercive) Epu, uq ě γ }u}2V pΩ,Σq , for all u P V pΩ,Σq. (5.31)
Definition 5.9. A non-negative symmetric bilinear form ap¨, ¨q defined on a Hilbert space H
with inner product p¨, ¨qH is called a closed form in H if its domain Dras is complete under
the inner product p¨, ¨qH ` ap¨, ¨q.
Proposition 5.1. The space V pΩ,Σq is a Hilbert space under the inner product pu, vqV pΩ,Σq.
Moreover, the form Ep¨, ¨q is a closed form in L2pΩ, dmq, with domain V pΩ,Σq dense in
L2pΩ, dmq.
Proof. We show the space V pΩ,Σq is complete under the norm }¨}V pΩ,Σq. Let tuku be a
Cauchy sequence in V pΩ,Σq. Thus, we have that tuku is a Cauchy sequence in H10 pΩq and
tuk|Σu is a Cauchy sequence in H10 pΣq. Therefore, there exist functions u P H10 pΩq and
uˆ P H10 pΣq such that
lim
kÑ8 }uk ´ u}1,Ω “ 0, limkÑ8 }uk|Σ ´ uˆ}1,Σ “ 0.
Since the trace operator from H1pΩq to H 12 pΣq is continuous, we have
lim
kÑ8 }uk|Σ ´ u|Σ} 12 ,Σ “ 0. (5.32)
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From the continuous embedding of H10 pΣq ãÑ H 12 pΣq, we deduce that
lim sup
kÑ8
}uk|Σ ´ uˆ} 1
2
,Σ ď lim
kÑ8C }uk|Σ ´ uˆ}1,Σ “ 0. (5.33)
From (5.32) and (5.33) we deduce that u|Σ “ uˆ in H 12 pΣq. By Theorem 5.2 and Remark 5.1
we know that H10 pΣq ãÑ H 12 pΣq. Hence we deduce that u|Σ P H10 pΣq, and so u P V pΩ,Σq.
It can be easily checked that Ep¨, ¨q is a non-negative symmetric bilinear form in V pΩ,Σqˆ
V pΩ,Σq. By Definition 5.9 we can now prove that Ep¨, ¨q is a closed form in L2pΩ, dmq.
The density of V pΩ,Σq in L2pΩ, dmq can be deduced by the fact that C80 pΩq Ă V pΩ,Σq
and the density of C80 pΩq in L2pΩ, dmq (see Theorem 2.16 and Lemma 2.19 in Lieb-Loss
[40]).
Now we state the weak formulation of the pre-fractal heat transmission problem pP q. For
each t P r0, T s, let uptq P V pΩ,Σq be such that
d
dt
´
uptq, φ
¯
L2pΩ,dmq
` Epuptq, φq “ pfptq, φqL2pΩ,dmq, @φ P V pΩ,Σq. (5.34)
Note that uptq “ upt, xq is a function in both time and space. The weak formula above will
also be often used in the study of the numerical approximation in Section 6.1.
As referred before, we will make use of semigroup techniques to study the solutions of
the weak problem. In the rest of this section, we outline some other important results of the
energy form Ep¨, ¨q. Together with Proposition 5.1, we can deduce the associated generator
and semigroup to this energy form.
Let H be a Hilbert space with inner product p¨, ¨qH . From Chapter 6 Theorem 2.1 and
Theorem 2.6 in Kato [23], we know that if ap¨, ¨q is a densely defined closed form in H with
domain Dras, then there exists a unique non-positive self-adjoint operator B in H, with
domain DrBs Ă Dras dense in H, such that apu, vq “ pBu, vqH for every u P DrBs and
v P Dras.
By setting H “ L2pΩ, dmq, ap¨, ¨q “ Ep¨, ¨q and Dras “ V pΩ,Σq, we obtain the following
result.
Proposition 5.2. There exists a unique non-positive self-adjoint operator A, with domain
DpAq Ă V pΩ,Σq dense in L2pΩ, dmq, such that
Epu, vq “ pAu, vqL2pΩ,dmq “ ´
ż
Ω
Auv dm, u P DpAq, v P V pΩ,Σq. (5.35)
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The following result is given by Lemma 1.3.2 in [16]. For the definitions of semigroups,
resolvents and generators we refer to Appendix A.
Proposition 5.3. Let B be a non-positive densely-defined self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert
space H. There exists a strongly continuous contractive semigroup tT ptq, t ě 0u on H
possessing B as its generator.
Corollary 5.1. There exists a strongly continuous contractive semigroup tSptq, t ě 0u on
L2pΩq possessing A as its generator.
Proof. From Proposition 5.2 and 5.3 the existence of the semigroup is straight forward.
Having the weak formulation and the preliminary properties of the energy form, we will
present in the following section how we apply the semigroup theory to study the solutions.
5.3 Solvability of the Cauchy problem
We are concerned with the solution of the weak problem (5.34). In order to show the existence
of the weak solution, we study the solvability of the following abstract Cauchy problem:
pP q
$&%
duptq
dt
“ Auptq ` fptq, 0 ă t ď T
up0q “ 0
(5.36)
where A : DpAq Ñ L2pΩ, dmq is the generator associated to the energy form Ep¨, ¨q. This
operator was first introduced in Proposition 5.2 of the previous section, and it is independent
of time. Note that uptq ” upt, xq and fptq ” fpt, xq, x P Ω, are functions in both time
t P r0, T s and space x P Ω. Thus, we need make use of notations of spaces involving
functions of both time and space variables. This is introduced in the end of Section 5.1.
We present the main result describing the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the
Cauchy problem pP q by employing the semigroup approach.
Definition 5.10. Let f : r0, T s Ñ L2pΩ, dmq be a continuous function. A function u P
C1pr0, T s;L2pΩ, dmqq X Cpr0, T s;DpAqq satisfying (5.36) is said to be a strict solution of
Problem pP q in the interval r0, T s.
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Prior to giving the first theorem, we recall that tSptq, t ě 0u is the strongly continuous
semigroup generated by the operator A. In fact, the operator A is sectorial, and hence
tSptq, t ě 0u is an analytic semigroup. This can be proved by applying Theorem 6.1 Chapter
IV in [58] and Proposition 2.1.11 in [43].
Theorem 5.5. Let f P Cδpr0, T s;L2pΩ, dmqq with 0 ă δ ă 1. The function
uptq “
ż t
0
Spt´ τqfpτqdτ, 0 ď t ď T, (5.37)
is a strict solution of Problem pP q. Moreover, we have
}u}C1pr0,T s;L2pΩ,dmqq ` }u}Cpr0,T s;DpAqq ď C }f}Cδpr0,T s;L2pΩ,dmqq , (5.38)
where C ą 0 is a constant.
Proof. This theorem can be proved by directly applying Theorem 4.3.1 in [43].
We note that semigroup theory provides a method for constructing a solution to the
Cauchy problem pP q. However, it requires that the operator A is independent of time t, as
well as stronger assumptions on the function f . Moreover, the strict solution is more regular
than that produced by some other technique, such as the Faedo-Galerkin method. We refer
to Section 7.1 in [14] or Theorem 11.1.1 in [54].
We finally point out that the strict solution u of Problem pP q satisfies the weak formula
(5.34), which can be easily verified by combining (5.35), (5.34) and (5.36). In next section,
we are going to address the regularity of the strict soutions.
5.4 Regularity of the solutions
Due to the discontinuity of the normal derivatives across the interface Σ, the solution u of
Problem pP q is not in H2pΩq. Moreover, the occurrence of the reentrant corners leads to a
strong effect not only on the regularity of u, but also on the numerical approximations, which
we will see in next chapter. In this section, we will present the regularity of the solution u
in terms of weighted Sobolev spaces, as well as the regularity involving the time variable.
As can be seen from Definition 5.8, the definition of the weighted Sobolev space re-
lies on the interior reentrant angles of the domain. We recall that the pre-fractal Koch
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curve mixture, namely, the polygonal interface Σ, is constructed by alternating two differ-
ent contraction factors α1, α2 P p2, 4q, where α1 ă α2. We set θ˚ “ arccos pα1{2´ 1q and
θ˚ “ arccos pα2{2´ 1q. From Figure 5.1 we can see there are two reentrant angles for each
portion Ωi, which are denoted by θi1 and θ
i
2 for i “ 1, 2. In particular, we have
θ11 “ pi ` 2θ˚, θ12 “ pi ` 2θ˚, θ21 “ pi ` θ˚, θ22 “ pi ` θ˚. (5.39)
Let θi “ maxtθi1, θi2u be the largest reentrant angle in each subdomain Ωi, i “ 1, 2. We
see that the only reentrant corners in the domain Ω are at vertices of the pre-fractal curve.
Additionally, since the reentrant angles are always greater in the upper domain Ω1, we expect
that the solution is less regular in this portion of Ω.
Figure 5.1: Reentrant angles in Ω1 and Ω2
The following theorem can be found in [44] (see also [33, 34, 30]). Similar proof was orig-
inally achieved in the case of elliptic transmission problems (see [28, 35, 31]), by employing
the results of Jerison-Kenig [21, 22] and Kondratev [24] on boundary value problems in (Lip-
schitz) domains with angular points, as well as the trace theories on polygonal boundaries.
Theorem 5.6. Let u be the strict solution of Problem pP q with f P Cδpr0, T s;L2pΩ, dmqq,
0 ă δ ă 1. For every fixed t P r0, T s, we have
u1ptq P H2,µ1pΩ1; r1q, µ1 ą 2θ
1
pi ` 2θ1 ,
u2ptq P H2,µ2pΩ2; r2q, µ2 ą θ
2
pi ` θ2 .
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In particular, there exists a constant Cpµiq ą 0 such that
››uiptq››2
H2,µi pΩi;riq ď
››uiptq››2
1,Ωi
` Cpµiq
››››fptq ´ BuiptqBt
››››2
0,Ωi
, i “ 1, 2.
Moreover, uptq P CpΩq and uptq|Σ P H2pΣq.
Remark 5.3. We recall that the weighting function ripxq is the distance from x to the
reentrant corners of Ωi, i “ 1, 2. In fact, Theorem 5.6 still holds if we define ri to be
a continuous function on Ωi such that ripxq is the distance from x to certain reentrant
corner P of Ωi when x belongs to a small neighborhood of P . This can be proved by using
partition of unity and locally applying the result due to Kondratev [24]. Additionally, the
weighting function ri will play an important role in the numerical approximation to the
transmission problem, especially in the aspect of triangulations of our domain. We will give
more consideration of suitable weighting functions in Section 6.1.2.
Remark 5.4. We observe in [35] – an elliptic case – that a regularity result in ordinary
fractional Sobolev spaces is obtained. (see also [32] and [34] for parabolic cases). More
precisely, for fixed t P r0, T s
uiptq P HsipΩiq, si ă 2, i “ 1, 2, (5.40)
where the upper bound of si depends on the largest reentrant angle θ
i of Ωi, i “ 1, 2. The
solutions ui are no longer of H2 regularity in Ωi, i “ 1, 2. In the view of the numerical
approximation, the regularity of ui in terms of weighted Sobolev spaces, as in Theorem 5.6,
will be more useful than that in terms of fractional Sobolev spaces. We refer to Remark 6.2
for more discussion at this point.
Now we show in the following theorem that the solution to Problem pP q is also a “strong”
solution to Problem pP q. This result is proved in Theorem 3.2 in [44] (see also Theorem 6.3
in [33] and Theorem 7.3 in [34]).
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Theorem 5.7. Let u be the strict solution of Problem pP q with f P Cδpr0, T s;L2pΩ, dmqq.
For fixed t P r0, T s, u is also a solution of Problem pP q in the following sense$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
Bu
Bt pt, xq ´∆upt, xq “ fpt, xq in L2pΩiq, i “ 1, 2,
Bu
Bt ´∆τu “
“Bu
Bν
‰` f in L2pΣq,
u1pt, xq “ u2pt, xq in H1pΣq,
upt, xq “ 0 in H 12 pBΩq.
(5.41)
Remark 5.5. The proof of Theorem 5.7 relies on the regularity results for uiptq for fixed
t P r0, T s, i “ 1, 2. The first equality in (5.41) can be proved by choosing standard test
functions φ P H10 pΩiq, i “ 1, 2, in the weak formula (5.34). The second condition in (5.41) is
proved by making use of duality arguments of the space H
1
2
0,0pΣq and the Green formula for
Lipschitz domains, where the space H
1
2
0,0pΣq is defined as
H
1
2
0,0pΣq “ tg P L2pΣq : Dv P H10 pΩq such that v|Σ “ gu (5.42)
equipped with the norm
}g}
H
1
2
0,0pΣq
“ inf
vPH10 pΩq,v|Σ“g
}v}1,Ω . (5.43)
The last two conditions in (5.41) hold in the sense of the traces of H1–functions and follow
directly by the choice of the space V pΩ,Σq.
By taking into account the time variable, we also have the following result that has been
proved in [30]. Recall that the norm }¨}L2pΩ,dmq is defined as
}u}L2pΩ,dmq “
ˆż
Ω
u2dx`
ż
Σ
pu|Σq2ds
˙1{2
.
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Theorem 5.8. Let u be the strict solution of Problem pP q with f P Cδpr0, T s;L2pΩ, dmqq,
0 ă δ ă 1. The following estimate holds:
ż T
0
˜››››BupτqBτ
››››2
L2pΩ,dmq
`
ÿ
i“1,2
››uipτq››2
H2,µi pΩi;rq
¸
dτ ` sup
tPr0,T s
}uptq}2V pΩ,Σq
ď C
ż T
0
}fpτq}2L2pΩ,dmq dτ, (5.44)
where C ą 0 is a constant independent of T .
The proof of the result above can done by employing the Faedo-Galerkin method and
construct an approximate sequence uN solving the discrete finite dimensional problems. Then
the thesis follows by proving the estimate for the sequence uN and then passing to the limit
as N Ñ 8. We refer to Proposition 11.1.1 in [54] for more details.
5.5 Summary of properties of the solution
In this section we characterize the strict solution u to Problem pP q by summarizing its prop-
erties that has been obtained in Chapter 5, including the aspects of weak formulas, spatial
regularities in weighted Sobolev spaces, the trace on the pre-fractal interfaces, continuity
and regularities involving time variables. These results will be used in the numerical approx-
imation to our heat transmission problem, especially in the parts of mesh algorithms and
error estimates.
We assume that the heat source function satisfying f P Cδpr0, T s;L2pΩ, dmqq with 0 ă
δ ă 1. Let u be the strict solution of the Cauchy problem pP q. For every fixed t P r0, T s, we
can claim that:
1. uptq P V pΩ,Σq “ tv P H10 pΩq : v|Σ P H10 pΣqu.
2. uptq is the weak solution of the weak problem:
d
dt
´
uptq, φ
¯
L2pΩ,dmq
` Epuptq, φq “ pfptq, φqL2pΩ,dmq, @φ P V pΩ,Σq,
where Ep¨, ¨q is the bilinear energy form defined in (5.26).
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3. The restrictions uiptq of uptq onto Ωi, i “ 1, 2, satisfy that
u1ptq P H2,µ1pΩ1; r1q, µ1 ą 2θ
1
pi ` 2θ1 , and u
2ptq P H2,µ2pΩ2; r2q, µ2 ą θ
2
pi ` θ2 ,
where ri, µi and θ
i, i “ 1, 2, are given in Definition 5.8 and (5.39).
4. Bu
iptq
Bνi P L2pΣq, where νi is the inward normal vector to the boundary of Ωi, i “ 1, 2.
Hence, uptq|Σ P H2pΣq.
5. BuptqBt P L2pΩ, dmq.
6. There exist constants Cpµiq ą 0 such that
››uiptq››2
H2,µi pΩi;riq ď
››uiptq››2
1,Ωi
` Cpµiq
››››fptq ´ BuiptqBt
››››2
0,Ωi
, i “ 1, 2.
7. uptq P CpΩq.
8. There exists a constant C ą 0 independent of T such that
ż T
0
˜››››BupτqBt
››››2
L2pΩ,dmq
`
ÿ
i“1,2
››uipτq››2
H2,µi pΩi;riq
¸
dτ ` sup
tPr0,T s
}uptq}2V pΩ,Σq
ď C
ż T
0
}fpτq}2L2pΩ,dmq dτ.
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Chapter 6
Numerical approximations
6.1 Finite element method in space
6.1.1 Basic notations and theories
Although the semigroup theories guarantee the existence and uniqueness of the solution of
the Cauchy problem pP q and hence of the solution of the problem pP q in the sense given
in Theorem 5.7, it provides no means for actually determining the explicit expression of the
solution. For applications in our real world, we are often required to determine the solution
numerically.
We first recall that the strict solution u of Problem pP q satisfies the weak variation
formulation of the heat transmission problem, which can be read as:$’’’&’’’%
For each t P p0, T s, find uptq P V pΩ,Σq such that´
Bu
Bt ptq, v
¯
L2pΩ,dmq
` Epuptq, vq “ pfptq, vqL2pΩ,dmq, @v P V pΩ,Σq,
and up0q “ 0.
(6.1)
We approximate the solution of the abstract problem (6.1) by discretizing with respect
to both the time and space variables. We discuss the space discretization in the current
section. The discretization in time will be postponed to Section 6.2.
We start by introducing the Finite Element Method, which is a powerful tool of numerical
analysis – in the space discretization – to approximate the solutions of boundary value
problems. A well-known approach is called Galerkin Method. This method consists in
defining discrete problems over finite dimensional spaces. We consider the simplest form,
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called the conforming finite element method. Namely, it is a Galerkin method for which the
construction of the finite dimensional spaces is characterized by a (triangulation) mesh over
the domain Q and a well-defined finite dimensional space Vh. The space Vh is usually taken
to be a set of piecewise polynomial functions. In particular, we restrict ourselves to the case
where Q is a planar polygonal domain, since the transmission problem to be studied is posed
in R2.
Precisely, the space discretization of (6.1) can be carried out by applying the Galerkin
method (see Quarteroni [54] or Larsson-Thome´ [38]) in which we approximate the solution
u by solving the problem:$’’’&’’’%
For each t P p0, T s, find uhptq P Vh Ă V pΩ,Σq such that´
Buh
Bt ptq, vh
¯
L2pΩ,dmq
` Epuhptq, vhq “ pfptq, vhqL2pΩ,dmq, @vh P Vh,
and uhp0q “ 0.
(6.2)
where Vh is a finite dimensional subspace of V pΩ,Σq to be well determined. Problem (6.2)
is often called a semi-discrete approximation to (6.1).
We will study the semi-discrete problem and show the error estimates of the spatial-
discrete solution uh in Section 6.1.5. In this section, we introduce basic notations and
theories of conforming finite element methods for open polygonal domains R2. Our goal is
to present some interpolation error estimates for the finite element method applied to the
classical H2-regular problems. These results are well known and appear in numerous books,
for instance [11],[7] and [54]. As a reminder, we have seen in Section 5.4 that the solution u
to (6.1) is not in H2pΩq, so the results in this section will not be directly applicable in order
to obtain an optimal rate of convergence of the discrete solution uh. We will introduce other
useful results in Section 6.1.2.
As we mentioned previously, in the finite element method, the finite dimensional subspace
Vh is usually determined by a proper triangulation of the domain. We begin with defining
some terms to help quantify the differences between triangles.
Let |x ´ y| be the Euclidean distance between two points x and y in R2 and Bpx, rq “
ty P R2 : |x´ y| ă ru be the open ball centered at x with radius r.
Definition 6.1. For any triangle T , define
hT :“ diampT q “ sup
x,yPT
|x´ y| and ρT :“ 2 suptr : Bpx, rq Ă T u. (6.3)
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We call hT
ρT
the aspect ratio of T .
Definition 6.2. Let Q1 and Q2 be subsets of R2. Then Q1 and Q2 are called affine equivalent
if there exists an invertible affine mapping F : R2 Ñ R2 defined by F pxq “ Bx` b such that
Q1 “ F pQ2q, where x, b P R2 and B is a non-singular 2-by-2 matrix.
We now give definitions of triangulations.
Definition 6.3. A conformal triangulation Th of Q, with mesh size h :“ maxT PTh hT , is a
finite set of closed triangles such that
(T1) Q “ ŤT PTh T
(T2)
˝
T 1 X
˝
T 2 “ H if T1 ‰ T2 P Th
(T3) if T1 X T2 ‰ H, then T1 X T2 is a common side or vertex of T1 and T2.
(T4) T P Th is affine equivalent to the reference triangle Tˆ with vertices p0, 0q, p0, 1q and
p1, 0q.
From the definitions above, we can see that a very skinny triangle T will have ρT ăă hT .
The aspect ratio is used to describe how thin a triangle is, with this ratio increasing to infinity
as the triangle collapses to a segment. This is important because skinny triangles having
tiny angles can result in a poor finite element approximation, which will be indicated in the
error estimates. With this in mind, we suitably add some assumptions to the triangulation
of Q.
Definition 6.4. A triangulation Th is called shape regular if there exists a constant σ ą 0
such that hT
ρT
ď σ for all T P Th. A family of triangulations tThu indexed by h is called
regular if Th is shape regular with the same value of σ for each hÑ 0.
Remark 6.1. Note that the triangles T are closed. For simplicity and to avoid confusing
notation we will use the notation HspT q, s ě 0, to refer to the space which would more
properly be denoted by Hsp ˝T q.
Once the polygonal domain Q has been decomposed by a triangulation Th, it is time to
create a finite dimensional subspace Xh corresponding to Th. Let P1pT q denote the set of
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all polynomials of degree 1 defined on any triangle T . We will use the following triangular
finite element space:
Xh :“
 
vh P CpQq : vh|T P P1pT q, @T P Th
(
. (6.4)
A basis for this space can be easily constructed. We define a set of functions ϕi : Q Ñ R
by making ϕi the unique function that is affine on each T P Th and has the property that
ϕipxjq “ δij for any vertex xj P Th, for 1 ď i, j ď N , where N is the number of triangle
vertices in Th and δij “ 1 if i “ j, δij “ 0 if i ‰ j. It can be verified that functions ϕi form
a basis for the space Xh, and hence the space Xh has dimension N (see Chapter II Section
5 in [7]).
Now we define a linear interpolation operator that takes functions from H2pQq to Xh.
Definition 6.5. Let T be a triangle with vertices x1, x2 and x3, which is affine equivalent
to the reference triangle Tˆ . We define the linear interpolation operator ΠT : CpT q Ñ P1pT q
by setting ΠT pvq to be the unique linear function v¯ P P1pT q such that v¯pxiq “ vpxiq for
i “ 1, 2, 3. By the Sobolev imbedding theorem, H2pT q ãÑ CpT q. Thus every v P H2pT q has
a continuous representative v˜, so we may define ΠT : H2pT q Ñ P1pT q by ΠT pvq “ ΠT pv˜q.
If Th is a triangulation of Q as above, then we define Πh : H2pQq Ñ Xh to be the map
satisfying Πhpvq “ ΠT pvq for all v P H2pQq and for all T P Th.
With this linear interpolation operator defined, we are now prepared to give a bound
on the error in approximating a function u P H2pQq with an affine function when Q is a
polygonal domain. First we bound this error on a reference triangle, which is often referred
to as the Bramble-Hilbert lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Let Tˆ be the reference triangle with vertices x1 “ p0, 0q, x2 “ p0, 1q and
x3 “ p1, 0q. Let ΠTˆ : H2pTˆ q Ñ P1pTˆ q be the linear interpolation operator defined as in
Definition 6.5. Then there exists a constant C ą 0 such that
}u´ ΠTˆ u}2,Tˆ ď C|u|2,Tˆ , @u P H2pTˆ q.
Proof. We endow H2pTˆ q with the norm }v}˚ :“ |v|2,Tˆ `
ř3
i“1 |vpxiq|. If we can show that
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the norms }¨}˚ and }¨}2,Tˆ are equivalent, then the result follows from:
}u´ ΠTˆ u}2,Tˆ ď C }u´ ΠTˆ u}˚
“ C
˜
|u´ ΠTˆ u|2,Tˆ `
3ÿ
i“1
|pu´ ΠTˆ uqpxiq|
¸
“ C|u´ ΠTˆ u|2,Tˆ
“ C|u|2,Tˆ .
We begin by showing that }¨}˚ ď C }¨}2,Tˆ . By the Sobolev imbedding theorem, we have
H2pTˆ q ãÑ CpTˆ q. Thus, there exists a constant C ą 0 such that
max
i“1,2,3 |vpxiq| ď ||v||CpTˆ q ď C }v}2,Tˆ , @v P H
2pTˆ q,
and hence }v}˚ “ |v|2,Tˆ `
ř3
i“1 |vpxiq| ď p1` 3Cq }v}2,Tˆ for all v P H2pTˆ q.
Now, we will show that }¨}2,Tˆ ď C }¨}˚ by contradiction. Suppose such a C does not
exist. Then there exists a sequence tvku P H2pTˆ q with }vk}2,Tˆ “ 1 and }vk}˚ ď 1{k for each
k. By the Rellich-Kondrashov Theorem H2pTˆ q ãÑãÑ H1pTˆ q. So there exists a subsequence
of tvku convergent in H1pTˆ q. Now, using the definition of ||u||2,Tˆ as }u}1,Tˆ ` |u|2,Tˆ for every
u P H2pTˆ q, we note that for each k, l P N,
}vk ´ vl}22,Tˆ ď }vk ´ vl}21,Tˆ ` p|vk|2,Tˆ ` |vl|2,Tˆ q2. (6.5)
Since tvku is a Cauchy sequence in H1pTˆ q, the first term on the right hand side goes to 0 as
k, l Ñ 8. In addition, since }vk}˚ Ñ 0 as k Ñ 8 and |vk|2,Tˆ ď ||vk||˚, so the second term
on the right hand side also goes to 0 as k, l Ñ 8. thus tvku is also a Cauchy sequence in
H2pTˆ q. By the completeness of H2pTˆ q, there exists v˚ P H2pTˆ q such that }vk ´ v˚}2,Tˆ “ 0
as k Ñ 8. By the continuity of norms, we obtain }v˚}2,Tˆ “ 1 and }v˚}˚ “ 0, and hence
|v˚|2,Tˆ “ 0 and v˚pxiq “ 0 for i “ 1, 2, 3. Because |v˚|2,Tˆ “ 0 implies v˚ P P1pTˆ q, we must
have v˚ ” 0, which contradicts }v˚}2,Tˆ “ 1.
We wish to use the error estimate from the previous lemma to estimate the interpolation
error of a function u P H2pQq for a given conformal triangulation Th of Q. We will make use
of the following result of transformation of triangles.
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Lemma 6.2. Let T and Tˆ be affine equivalent and let FT pxˆq “ BT xˆ ` bT be the invertible
affine mapping from Tˆ to T . If v P H2pT q, then vˆ :“ v ˝ FT P H2pTˆ q, and there exists a
constant C ą 0 such that
|vˆ|2,Tˆ ď C }BT }2 |detpBT q|´1{2|v|2,T .
Proof. We consider the derivative of order 2 as a multilinear form, and write the chain rule
in the form
D2vˆpxˆqpζ1, ζ2q “ D2pv ˝ FT qpζ1, ζ2q “ D2vpxqpBT ζ1, BT ζ2q,
for any ζ1, ζ2 P R2. Thus }D2vˆ} ď }BT }2 }D2v}, where }¨} denotes the usual operator norm.
We apply this estimate to the partial derivatives Bβv “ D2vpei1 , ei2q, where ei1 and ei2 are
some of the basis vectors in R2 and β is the multi-index with |β| “ 2. Taking the sum, we
get ÿ
|β|“2
|Bβ vˆ|2 ď 22 max
|β|“2
|Bβ vˆ|2 ď 22 ››D2vˆ››2 ď 22 }BT }4 ››D2v››2 ď 22 }BT }4 22 max|β|“2 |Bβv|2.
Finally, we integrate and take into account the transformation formula for multiple integrals:ż
Tˆ
ÿ
|β|“2
|Bβ vˆ|2dxˆ ď 24 }BT }4
ż
T
max
|β|“2
|Bβv|2|detpB´1T q|dx ď 24 }BT }4 |detpB´1T q|
ż
T
ÿ
|β|“2
|Bβv|2dx.
Using detpB´1T q “ detpBT q´1 and choosing C “ 4 completes the proof.
Lemma 6.2 can be extended to more general case with any affine equivalent sets in R2
and Hm–functions for integers 0 ď m ď 2. See [11] or [7].
Now we are ready to give the interpolation error estimates for u P H2pQq by combining
the lemmas above and the shape regular assumption.
Theorem 6.1. Let Q be an open polygonal domain in R2. Suppose tThu is a conformal
regular family of triangulations of Q. There exists a constant C ą 0 such that
}u´ Πhu}1,Q ď Ch|u|2,Q, @u P H2pQq.
Proof. Since }¨}1,Q “
ř
T PTh }¨}1,T , it suffices to establish the inequality
}u´ Πhu}1,T ď Ch|u|2,T , @u P H2pT q
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for all T P Th. By assumption, any triangle T P Th is affine equivalent to the reference triangle
Tˆ . Thus, there exists a bijective affine mapping FT : Tˆ Ñ T define by FT pxˆq “ BT xˆ ` bT .
By Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.2, we deduce that for all integers 0 ď m ď 2
|u´ Πhu|m,T ď C
››B´1T ››m |detpB´1T q|´1{2|uˆ´ Πhuˆ|m,Tˆ
ď C ››B´1T ››m |detpBT q|1{2|uˆ|2,Tˆ
ď C ››B´1T ››m |detpBT q|1{2 }BT }2 |detpBq|´1{2|u|2,T
“ Cp››B´1T ›› }BT }qm }BT }2´m |u|2,T .
Now we estimate the bounds for ||BT || and ||B´1T ||. By definitions of hT and ρT , given
x P R2 with |x| “ ρTˆ , there exist points y, z P Tˆ with x “ y´z. Since |BT x| “ |FT pyq´FT pzq|
and FT pyq, FT pzq P T , we have }BT } ď hT {ρTˆ . By the same argument,
››B´1T ›› ď hTˆ {ρT .
Thus, using the assumption that Th is shape regular, we have }BT }
››B´1T ›› ď σhTˆ {ρTˆ . It can
be computed that hTˆ “
?
2 and ρTˆ “ 22`?2 . Therefore, we have
|u´ Πhu|m,T ď C
ˆ
2`?2
2
˙2´m
p1`?2qmσmh2´m|u|2,T .
Now squaring and summing over m from 0 to 1 completes the proof.
Remark 6.2. So far we have only introduced the finite element space Xh, the interpolation
operator Πh : H
2pQq Ñ Xh and the interpolation error estimate in Theorem 6.1, for general
open polygonal domains Q Ă R2. Remember that our aim is to define a suitable finite
dimensional subspace Vh Ă V pΩ,Σq, based on a proper triangulation of our domain Ω. This
part will be discussed in Section 6.1.3. Moreover, we would like to obtain an (optimal) error
estimate between the weak solution u of (6.1) and the finite element solution uh of (6.2),
the proof of which must take into account the interpolation error estimate for non-convex
polygonal domains in next section.
6.1.2 Interpolation results for non-convex polygonal domains
In the previous section, the definition of the interpolation operator and its error estimate
rely on the fact that the solution is very regular, namely, the solution is in H2pQq for an
open polygonal domain Q Ă R2. However, the regularity results in Section 5.4 and Remark
6.2 tell us that the solution uiptq for fixed t P p0, T s is not in H2pΩiq in our problem, and
hence we will not achieve the same interpolation error as shown in Theorem 6.1. We recall
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the discussion at the beginning of Section 5.4 that the irregularity of the solutions is due to
the properties of the subdomain Ωi, i.e., the presence of reentrant corners (singular corners)
along the pre-fractal interface Σ, which results to two non-convex subdomains Ω1 and Ω2.
Despite the lack of H2–regularity, Theorem 5.6 does provide us some weak information
saying that the restrictions uiptq of the solution uptq on Ωi belongs to weighted Sobolev
spaces H2,µipΩi; riq. Therefore, our focus in this section will be to present interpolation error
estimates for functions in weighted Sobolev spaces. We refer to Definition 5.8 for a reminder
of this type of space.
Let Q be a non-convex open polygonal domain in R2 with vertices Pi, i “ 1, 2, ..., N . We
denote by θj the interior angle of Q at Pj for j “ 1, ..., N . Let R “ t1 ď j ď N : θj ą piu.
From now on, we define the weighting function rpxq for x P Q as
rpxq “
$’’’&’’’%
|x´ Pj|, if x P BpPj, ηq for some j P R
1´η
η
p|x´ Pj| ´ ηq ` η, if x P BpPj, 2ηqzBpPj, ηq for some j P R
1, otherwise
(6.6)
where η :“ 1
4
mint|Pi ´ Pj| : 1 ď i ă j ď Nu.
Remark 6.3. Notice that r P CpQq and tPjujPR is the set of vertices of Q that are reentrant
to the domain. Close to the reentrant corners, rpxq is the distance from x to the reentrant
corner. Thus, the weighting function defined above satisfies the requirement in Remark
5.3. In addition, away from the reentrant corners, r has a positive lower bound. Therefore,
if u P H2,µpQ; rq and O Ă QzŤjPRBpPj, δq for some δ ą 0, then u|O P H2pOq. This
information will be used in the following sections.
Since many proofs in the previous section relied on the inclusion of H2pQq in CpQq and
H1pQq, we first present similar results for the weighted Sobolev space H2,µpQ; rq in the next
lemma. We refer the proof to Lemma 8.4.1.2 in [17].
Lemma 6.3. Let 0 ă µ ă 1. The natural embedding of H2,µpQ; rq into H1pQq is compact
with respect to the norm }¨}H2,µpQ;rq. Additionally, H2,µpQ; rq is continuously embedded in
CpQq.
With the embedding H2,µpQ; rq ãÑ CpQq, we can define linear interpolation operators
ΠT : H2,µpT ; rq Ñ P1pT q and Πh : H2,µpQ; rq Ñ Xh as done before in Definition 6.5.
As in Theorem 6.1, we wish to estimate the interpolation error of a function u P H2,µpQ; rq
for a given conformal triangulation Th of the non-convex domain Q. Analogous to Lemma
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6.1 and Lemma 6.2, we first show a result of interpolation errors on any triangle T , by
considering the affine equivalence between T and the reference triangle Tˆ . The following
result is given in Theorem 8.4.1.4 in [17].
Lemma 6.4. Let tThu be a conformal regular family of triangulations of Q. Suppose that
T P Th is a triangle affine equivalent to the reference triangle Tˆ with vertices x1 “ p0, 0q,
x2 “ p1, 0q and x3 “ p0, 1q. The bijective affine mapping FT : Tˆ Ñ T is defined by
FT pxˆq “ BT xˆ` bT . Then there exists a constant C ą 0 independent of T such that
|u´ ΠT u|21,T ď C
››B´1T ››2µ`2 }BT }4 ÿ
|β|“2
ż
T
|x´ bT |2µ|Dβupxq|2dx,
for every u P H2,µpQ; rq.
Remark 6.4. For parabolic case, we also need the interpolation estimate of }u´ ΠT u}0,T .
This L2-estimate can be easily obtained by adapting the proof of Lemma 6.4 as given in [17].
We refer this result to Lancia-Cefalo-DellAcqua [30].
We recall Definition 6.5 saying that the interpolation operator Πh : H
2,µpQ; rq Ñ Xh
depends on the triangulation Th of the non-convex polygonal domain Q. In order to estimate
the error in approximating a function u P H2,µpQ; rq with its piecewise affine interpolation
Πhu, we must put another assumption to the triangulation of Q.
Definition 6.6. Let tThu be a conformal regular family of triangulations of Q. For a fixed
µ, Th satisfies the Grivard’s conditions if
(T5) hT ď σh 11´µ for every T P Th with at least one vertex at a reentrant corner of Q,
(T6) hT ď σh infxPT rrpxqsµ for every T P Th with no vertex at reentrant corners of Q,
where σ is the regularity constant of Th given in Definition 6.4.
The following important theorem is presented in Grisvard [17]. We give the proof for the
completeness.
Theorem 6.2. Let tThu be a conformal regular family of triangulations of Q, satisfying the
Grisvard’s conditions for some 0 ă µ ă 1. Then there exists a constant C ą 0 such that
}u´ Πhu}1,Q ď Ch }u}H2,µpQ;rq ,
for every h ą 0 and every u P H2,µpQ; rq.
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Proof. Observe that
}u´ Πhu}21,Q “
ÿ
T PTh
}u´ ΠT u}21,T , u P H2,µpQ; rq.
It is sufficient to estimate that
}u´ Πhu}21,T ď Ch2 }u}2H2,µpQ;rq , @T P Th.
Now let T P Th and consider two cases corresponding to the assumptions pT5q and pT6q
in Grisvard’s conditions.
If none of the vertices of T is at a reentrant corner of the domain, we know that u|T P
H2pT q by Remark 6.3. By Theorem 6.1 and pT6q we obtain
}u´ ΠT u}21,T ď Cσ2h2T |u|22,T
ď Cσ2h2T inf
xPT rrpxqs
´2µ }u}H2,µpT ;rq
ď Cσ2h2T
ˆ
σh
hT
˙2
}u}H2,µpQ;rq
“ Cσ4h2 }u}H2,µpQ;rq .
If T has one vertex bT at a reentrant corner of Q, then we define the bijective transform
mapping to be FT pxˆq “ BT xˆ` bT and apply Lemma 6.4 to obtain that
}u´ ΠT u}21,T ď C
››B´1T ››2µ`2 }BT }4 ÿ
|β|“2
ż
T
|x´ bT |2µ|Dβupxq|2dx.
By the definition of the weighting function, we have that |x ´ bT | ď Crpxq, where C is a
constant depending only on the domain Q. Hence, we have
}u´ ΠT u}21,T ď C
››B´1T ››2µ`2 }BT }4 ÿ
|β|“2
ż
T
rpxq2µ|Dβupxq|2dx
ď C ››B´1T ››2µ`2 }BT }4 }u}H2,µpQ;rq .
Finally, we estimate
››B´1T ››2µ`2 }BT }4 by applying pT5q and the discussion in the proof
of Theorem 6.1.
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››B´1T ››2µ`2 }BT }4 “ p}BT } ››B´1T ››q2µ`2 }BT }2´2µ
ď
ˆ
σhTˆ
ρTˆ
˙2`2µˆ
hT
ρTˆ
˙2´2µ
ď pσhTˆ q2`2µρ´4Tˆ
´
σh
1
1´µ
¯2´2µ
“ σ4h2`2µTˆ ρ´4Tˆ h2.
The proof is complete.
This theorem shows that the same asymptotic rate of convergence for the interpolation
function can be expected as for regular functions if the mesh is refined in a suitable manner
near the reentrant corners. As previously mentioned, the solutions of our heat transmission
problems are in certain weighted Sobolev spaces. In the following section, we are looking
for developing a suitable mesh refinement algorithm, in order to obtain an optimal rate of
convergence of the numerical solutions.
6.1.3 Mesh generation for the pre-fractal transmission problem
Throughout this section, we will make use of a large amount of previously introduced nota-
tion. We first recall some notations of the domain. For fixed iteration number n P N and
sequence of contraction factors ξ P Ξ, Ω1 and Ω2 are the portions of Ω above and below the
interface Σξn, where Σ
ξ
n is the nth-generation pre-fractal Koch mixture. Again, for simplicity
we omit the reference ξ in the following, however, we will associate certain objects with
the iteration number n. We put Vn ” V ξn and Σn ” Σξn. Since each point in Vn, with the
exception of A “ p0, 0q and B “ p1, 0q, is a vertex of a reentrant corner of either Ω2 or Ω2,
we denote by Rn “ VnztA,Bu and by Rin the set of points at reentrant corners of Ωi for
i “ 1, 2. It is easy to see that Rn “ R1nYR2n. As discussed in the previous sections, a singular
behavior around points in Rn results to a lack of regularity of the solutions. Therefore, we
require that the mesh refinement process generates a conformal triangulation satisfying the
Grisvard’s conditions pT5q and pT6q.
Although the weighting function r for general non-convex polygonal domain has been
defined in Section 6.1.2, we show the precise definition of the weighting functions rin for each
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subdomain Ωi, i “ 1, 2, associated with the iteration number n.
rinpxq “
$’’’&’’’%
|x´ P | if x P BpP, ηnq for some P P Rin
1 if x R ŤPPRin BpP, 2ηnq
1´ηn
ηn
p|x´ P | ´ ηnq ` ηn otherwise .
(6.7)
where ηn is equal to a quarter of the shortest distance between any two points in Rn. It is
clear from the nested property of tRnu that ηm ą ηn for all m ă n.
In this section, our goal is to refine a given coarse mesh Tn,h0 of Ω embedded with the
pre-fractal Koch mixture Σn for a fixed iteration number n P N, such that we can obtain a
shape regular conformal triangulation Tn,h of Ω meeting the following conditions:
pT51q hT ď C1σh
1
1´µi for every T P T in,h with at least one vertex at a reentrant corner of Ωi,
i “ 1, 2,
pT61q hT ď C2σh infxPT rrinpxqsµi for every T P T in,h with no vertex at reentrant corners of Ωi,
i “ 1, 2,
where σ is the regularity constant of Tn,h, T in,h is the triangulation of Ωi for i “ 1, 2, µ1, µ2
are the exponentials given in Theorem 5.6, and C1, C2 are constants larger than 1.
Remark 6.5. Notice that the conditions pT51q and pT61q are slightly different from the
Grivard’s conditions pT5q and pT6q due to the present of the constants C1 and C2. The reason
why we would like to create a mesh of Ω satisfying pT51q and pT61q is because there are two
non-convex polygonal subdomains Ω1 and Ω2 to be decomposed at the same time. In order
to develop an efficient meshing algorithm – a refinement method applied to the triangulation
of the whole domain Ω – we are looking for “weaker” conditions which are sufficient for us
to obtain the same interpolation error estimate in each subdomain Ωi, i “ 1, 2, as given in
Theorem 6.2. In fact, it can be easily verified that those two constants C1 ą 1 and C2 ą 1
will not affect the proof of Theorem 6.2. However, the constants C1 and C2 may depend on
the exponentials µ1 and µ2 occurring in the regularity results of the solutions.
In addition, since reentrant corners of Ωi for i “ 1, 2 only occur at vertices of the pre-
fractal interface, the definition for rin implies that if a triangle T is such that infxPT dpx,Rnq ą
2ηn, then infxPT rinpxq “ 1 for i “ 1, 2. For such a triangle T , pT61q only requires that
hT ď C2σh, which clearly holds for all triangles in the mesh.
In [59] and [61], it is proposed a mesh refinement algorithm for transmission problems
across Koch pre-fractals of fixed order n. In [30], it is considered the case for pre-fractal
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interface with increasing orders. Following [61], we develop a mesh refinement algorithm
which allows to face with heat transmission problems taking place across more complex
interfaces and allows to generate nested refinements, for a fixed fractal iteration number n.
(See [44])
Before developing the desired mesh refinement algorithm, it is necessary to generate
an initial conformal triangulation of Ω, which is called a coarse mesh of Ω. Moreover, by
putting suitable assumptions on the coarse mesh, we expect our algorithm to generate mesh
refinements for the domain Ω embedded with Σn, which are also valid for any pre-fractal
Σm produced by the same sequence ξ with m ď n iterations. In order to achieve this, the
set of edges of the coarse mesh is required to contain not only all segments of Σn, but also
all segments of
Ť
mďn Σm. See Figure 6.1 for an example. The proof of this property will be
shown in Theorem 6.3. In particular, we use the Triangle program, a 2-dimensional mesh
generator, to create the coarse mesh. This program has many nice features. For instance,
it can be easily used to handle very general polygonal domains, and it allows to control the
quality of the mesh by prescribing the minimum angle, the mesh size and a set of nodes and
segments. For details of the algorithms in Triangle we refer to [56] and [57]. An example
of a coarse mesh created by the Triangle program can be seen in Figure 6.2. These figures
demonstrate that the mesh serves as a triangulation of the domain with either Σ2 or Σ1
serving as the interface.
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(a) segments of Σ2 in red (b) segments of
Ť
mď2 Σm in red and blue
Figure 6.1: Pref-fractal Koch mixture with ξ “ p3, 2.5q and n “ 2
(a) T2,h0 is a coarse mesh for Σ2 (b) T2,h0 is also a coarse mesh for Σ1
Figure 6.2: Coarse mesh T2,h0 generated by Triangle
From now on, we denote by Tn,h0 a coarse mesh of Ω with pre-fractal interface Σn such
that Tn,h0 contains all segments of
Ť
mďn Σm. We introduce the mesh refinement algorithm
I:
Step 1: Determine the fractal region F .
Given a coarse mesh Tn,h0 , we first build up a region inside Ω containing the pre-fractal
curve Σn. Let F be the open pentagon region with vertices F1 “ p0, y1q, F2 “ p0, 2η1q,
F3 “ p1,´2η1q, F4 “ p1, y3q and F5 “ p1{2, y5q, where y1, y3 and y5 will be well chosen
such that F contains all circles of radius 2ηm centered at each point in Vm for all m ď n.
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See Figure 6.3. We denote by Fin and Fout the sets of all triangles T in the current
mesh such that T X F ‰ H and T X F “ H respectively.
(a) F contains circles with radius 2η2 for Σ2 (b) F contains circles with radius 2η1 for Σ1
Figure 6.3: Fractal region F bounded by a blue pentagon. Fin contains all the yellow triangles
The motivation of introducing the fractal region F is from the requirements in con-
ditions pT51q and pT61q. From the discussion in Remark 6.5, we only need to focus
our refinement efforts on triangles that are within the distance 2ηn from the points in
Rn. However, it would be difficult to exactly determine which triangles of the mesh
satisfying this condition. Therefore, we take a simpler approach defining the region
F . Notice that the set Fin will include all such triangles close to Rn, but it may also
contain some triangles T such that rinpxq “ 1 for x P T .
Step 2: Refine the triangles in Fin.
There are four types of triangles in Fin classified by the number of vertices in Rn.
Every triangle T P Fin is refined in one of the four ways shown in Figure 6.4, where
the vertices of T are in red color and all the hanging nodes created by the refinement
are in either pink or blue color. In particular, the red-star nodes are the vertices in
Rn and the blue nodes are the middle points along each edge. The positions of the
pink nodes are determined by the constant λ “ `1
3
˘ 1
1´µ , where µ “ maxtµ1, µ2u. For
instance, the ratio |V1P ||V1V2| “ λ in the case of Figure 6.4 (a).
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(a) Triangle with 3 vertices in Rn
(b) Triangle with 2 vertices in Rn
(c) Triangle with 1 vertex in Rn
(d) Triangle with no vertex in Rn
Figure 6.4: Refine triangles in Fin.
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Step 3: Refine the triangles in Fout.
The refinement in Step 2 will generate hanging nodes along edges of some triangles in
Fout, which has to be properly refined in order to maintain a conformal triangulation.
The procedure is in the following:
(3-1) For triangles T P Fout having more than one hanging node, we subdivide T into
four congruent sub-triangles as in Figure 6.4 (d). We repeat this step until every
triangle in Fout has at most one hanging node.
(3-2) For triangles T P Fout having only one hanging node, we bisect T by connecting
the hanging node with the vertex opposite to it. Edges created in this step are
called green edges. See Figure 6.5.
We denote by T 1n,h1 the resulting mesh produced after this step.
Figure 6.5: Triangle bisected by green edges
Step 4: Repeat Step 2 and Step 3 as necessary.
If the mesh T 1n,h1 satisfies the assumptions pT51q and pT61q, we jump to Step 5. Other-
wise, we refine T 1n,h1 by repeating the procedures in Step 2 and Step 3 until the resulting
mesh satisfies pT51q and pT61q. Moreover, before starting next refinement it is necessary
to remove all green edges created in the previous refinement and update the sets Fin
and Fout, so that no angle in the mesh will be bisected more than once. We refer to
the mesh produced at the conclusion of this step as Tn˚,h˚ . See Figure 6.6 (a).
Step 5: Finalize the triangulation globally.
Let Tleft be the set of all triangles in the coarse mesh Tn,h0 which were bisected at
most once with green edges. For every T P Tleft we remove the green edge inside and
subdivide T into four congruent sub-triangles as in Figure 6.4 (d). We denote by Tn,h
the resulting mesh produced after this step. See Figure 6.6 (b).
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(a) T2˚,h˚ with green edges (b) T2,h without green edges
Figure 6.6: Refinements after Step 4 and Step 5
We are going to show in the next section that we are able to produce a desired mesh
of the domain Ω with any pre-fractal Koch mixture interface, by applying the algorithm I
developed above.
6.1.4 Properties of the mesh
The goal of this section is to derive the conditions pT51q and pT61q for a triangulation gen-
erated by applying the refinement algorithm I defined in the previous section. As a conse-
quence of this result, we are going to derive, in the next section, an estimate of the error
made by using the finite element method to approximate the solution of (6.1).
Since most of the work will involve proving properties about the mesh, this section will
rely heavily on understanding the refinement procedure introduced in the previous section.
We begin with proving some preliminary results before arriving at the eventual goal. We
denote the distance between two sets O1 and O2 in R2 as
dpO1,O2q :“ inft|x´ y|, x P O1, y P O2u.
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Lemma 6.5. Let T be a triangle with vertices v1, v2, and v3. Denote si to be the side of T
opposite vi for i “ 1, 2, 3 and |T | to be the area of T . If hTρT ď σ, then for j “ 1, 2, 3, we have
dptviu, sjq ą ρT , (6.8)
and
|T | ą h
2
T
2σ
. (6.9)
Proof. It is clear that (6.8) holds, since ρT is the diameter of the largest circle inscribed in
T . Moreover, it is easy to compute that ρT “ 4|T ||BT | , where |BT | is the perimeter of T . Since
hT
ρT
ď σ, we ahve
|T | ě |BT |hT
4σ
.
By the triangle inequality we have that
|BT | “ |s1| ` |s2| ` |s3| ě 2|si|
for all i “ 1, 2, 3. Therefore, |BT | ě 2hT and (6.9) follows.
Let Tn,h0 be a coarse mesh of Ω with pre-fractal interface Σn. We denote by T pjqn,hj the
mesh after j times refinements by Step 2 and Step 3 in the algorithm I given in Section
6.1.3, with T p0qn,h0 “ Tn,h0 and
hj :“ max
T PT pjqn,hj
hT . (6.10)
We define M to be the set
 T P Tn,h0 : if T 1 P Tn,h0 and T 1 X T ‰ H then T 1 X F “ H( . (6.11)
The next result shows that the refinement produces a mesh having smaller triangles near
the reentrant corners and larger triangles far away.
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Lemma 6.6. Let n P N be fixed and Tn,h0 be a triangulation of Ω such that h0 ă 12 ´ η1 and
Tn,h0 X Ωi is a triangulation of Ωi for i “ 1, 2. Then we have
(a) The set M is nonempty.
(b) For each j P N
maxthT : T P T pjqn,hj , T X F ‰ Hu ď 2´jh0. (6.12)
(c) For each j P N
hj ě 2´t j2umaxT PM hT . (6.13)
Proof. We start with showing paq. Choose T P Tn,h0 such that T has at least one vertex on
the line y “ ´1. Since the mesh size of Tn,h0 is h0, the triangle T must be contained in Ω
below the line y “ ´1` h0. If T 1 X T ‰ H then T 1 has to be below the line y “ ´1` 2h0.
Since h0 ă 12 ´ η1, we have that
y “ ´1` 2h0 ă ´2η1
which implies that T 1 has to be below the line y “ ´2η1. From the definition of the fractal
region F , we know the lower boundary of F is the line y “ ´2η1. Therefore, T 1 X F “ H,
and so M ‰ H.
Next, we prove pbq. For a fixed j P N, we consider T P T pjqn,hj and T X F ‰ H. There
exists a chain of triangles
T ” Tj Ă Tj´1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă T2 Ă T1 Ă T0
such that Tk P T pkqn,hk and Tk X F ‰ H for k “ 0, 1, ..., j. Moreover, Tk is a triangle created
in the refinement of Tk´1 for k “ 1, 2, ..., j, according to one of the procedures in Fig. ??.
If Tk is a triangle created in the refinement of Tk´1, then Tk has to be contained in one of
the four congruent subtriangles of Tk´1. It follows that hTk ď 12hTk´1 . This works for all
k “ 1, 2, ..., j. By iteration and the definition of h0, pbq follows.
Finally, we show pcq. We take T1 PM and consider how T1 would be refined. Let M1
be the set tT P Tn,h0 : T X T1 ‰ Hu, which forms a polygon in Ω with bounday Γ1. For
any T PM1, T can have at most one edge along Γ1zBΩ. From the definition of M and the
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procedure of the algorithm I, we have that the only hanging node T PM1 can have is at the
midpoint of the edge along Γ1zBΩ. Thus, by the refinement procedure, each triangle in M1
will be refined by adding a green edge from the hanging node to the vertex opposite it. This
process does not produce any new hanging nodes so that it does not create any triangles to
be refined. In particular, T1 is not refined. Therefore, we get
h1 ě hT1 .
Suppose another refinement is necessary. After the previous refinement, every edge of a
triangle T PM1 along Γ1zBΩ was bisected into two new edges. In the current refinement,
the worst case is that each of those new edges will also have a hanging node. From the
refinement procedure, we need to remove all green edges first. Then the triangles in Tn,h0
with new hanging nodes will be divided into four congruent sub-triangles and new green
edges will be added to keep the mesh conformal. Unlike the previous stage, this refinement
does create hanging nodes on T1. Therefore, T1 has to be refined by dividing it into four
congruent sub-triangles with edge length half of those in T1. Hence, we have
h2 ě 1
2
hT1 .
Now we consider more refinements. Let T2 be the center sub-triangle of the refined T1 and
let M2 “ tT P T p2qn,h2 : T X T2 ‰ Hu. Repeating the same arguments made about refining T1.
Then we obtain
h3 ě hT2 “ 12hT1 ,
and
h4 ě 1
2
hT2 “ 2´2hT1 .
By iteration we have
hj ě 2´t j2uhT1 .
Since T1 PM is arbitrary, pcq is proved.
The next Lemma is where the bulk of the effort required to prove that the refinement
procedure produces a mesh satisfying pT51q and pT61q is concentrated. The proof is detailed
and will require the two previous results of this section and a good understanding of the
refinement procedure, especially the procedure in Figure 6.4.
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Lemma 6.7. Let n P N be fixed and, µ “ maxtµ1, µ2u and Tn,h0 be a conformal triangulation
of Ω with the following properties:
(i) For each m ď n, Tn,h0 XΩi is a conformal triangulation of Ωi with pre-fractal interface
Σm for i “ 1, 2,
(ii) Tn,h0 is shape regular with the regularity constant σ0,
(iii) h0 ă 12 ´ η1.
Then there exists j P N such that each T P T pjqn,hj satisfies the following properties:
(a) hT ď σ0h
1
1´µ
j if T XRn ‰ H,
(b) hT ď σ0hjdpT , Rnqµ if T XRn “ H and T X F ‰ H,
(c) For each m ă n, hT ď 3µ{p1´µqσ0hjdpT , Rmqµ if T XRm “ H and T X F ‰ H.
where hj “ maxT PT pjqn,hj hT .
Proof. We start with defining some constant. Let
ρ0 “ mintρT : T P Tn,h0 , T XRn ‰ Hu.
C0 “ h´10 maxT PM hT .
We choose j P N such that
2tj{2u3´j ď σ1´µ0 C0hµ0 , (6.14)
and
2tj{2u2´j ď σ0C0ρµ0 . (6.15)
Firstly, we show paq. Let T P T pjqn,hj and T X Rn ‰ H. Since T pjqn,hj is a refinement of
Tn,h0 , there exists a triangle T0 P Tn,h0 such that T Ă T0 is created by refining T0. Moreover,
T0 XRn ‰ H. By the algorithm I, there exists a chain of triangles
T ” Tj Ă Tj´1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă T1 Ă T0
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such that Tk P T pkqn,hk and Tk X Rn ‰ H for k “ 0, 1, 2, ..., j. Moreover, hTk “ λhTk´1 for
k “ 1, 2, ..., j. Hence,
hT “ λjhT0 .
By Lemma 6.6, we know hj ě 2´tj{2uC0h0. Recall that λ “
`
1
3
˘1{p1´µq
. By (6.14) we get
σ0h
1{p1´µq
j ě σ0
`
2´tj{2uC0h0
˘1{p1´µq
ě σ0
”`
σ1´µ0 C0h
µ
03
j
˘´1
C0h0
ı1{p1´µq
“ λjh0
ě hT .
Secondly, we show pbq. Let T P T pjqn,hj , T XRn “ H and T X F ‰ H. Again, there exists
a triangle T0 P Tn,h0 such that T Ă T0 is created by refining T0. Moreover, T0 X F ‰ H. In
the following we consider two cases: (b-1) T0 XRn “ H; (b-2) T0 XRn ‰ H.
(b-1) T0 XRn “ H.
By the algorithm I, there exists a chain of triangles
T ” Tj Ă Tj´1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă T1 Ă T0
such that Tk P T pkqn,hk , Tk X F ‰ H and Tk X Rn “ H for k “ 0, 1, ..., j. Moreover,
hTk “ 12hTk´1 for k “ 1, 2, ..., j. Hence,
hT “ 2´jhT0 .
We need to estimate dpT , Rnq. From Lemma 6.5 and the definition of ρ0, we know
that
dpT , Rnq ą ρ0.
Therefore, using (6.15) gives
σ0hjdpT , Rnqµ ą σ0
`
2´tj{2uC0h0
˘
ρµ0 ě σ0
`
σ0C0ρ
µ
02
j
˘´1
C0h0ρ
µ
0
“ 2´jh0 ě 2´jhT0 “ hT .
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(b-2) T0 XRn ‰ H.
As in the previous case, there exists a chain of triangles
T ” Tj Ă Tj´1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă T1 Ă T0
such that Tk P T pkqn,hk and Tk X F ‰ H for k “ 0, 1, ..., j. By the assumption that
T0 X Rn ‰ H and T X Rn “ H, there must exist some integer j˜ P r0, jq, for which
Tk X Rn ‰ H for k ď j˜ and Tk X Rn “ H for k ą j˜. According to the refinement
procedure, we have
hTj˜ “ λj˜hT0
and
hTk`1 “
1
2
hTk
for k “ j˜, j˜ ` 1, ..., j ´ 1. Hence, we obtain
hT “ 2j˜´jλj˜hT0 .
We estimate dpT , Rnq. By the chain of the triangles we have
dpTk, Rnq “ 0 if k ď j˜,
and
dpTk, Rnq ą 0 if k ą j˜.
The refinement process ensures that Tk is similar to T0 with a proportionality constant
of λk for k ď j˜ and Tk is separated from any vertices T0 X Rn for k ą j˜. By Lemma
6.5 we have that
dpT , T0 XRnq ą λj˜ρT0 ě λj˜ρ0.
Again, by Lemma 6.5 we have that
dpT , RnzT0q ą ρ0.
Since λ ă 1, we obtain that
dpT , Rnq ą λj˜ρ0.
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Using this result and (6.15) gives
σ0hjdpT , Rnqµ ě σ0
`
2´tj{2uC0h0
˘ pλj˜ρ0qµ
ě σ0pσ0C0ρµ02jq´1C0h0pλj˜ρ0qµ
“ 2´jλµj˜h0
“
ˆ
3
2
˙j˜
2j˜´jλj˜h0
ě 2j˜´jλj˜hT0
“ hT .
Finally, we prove pcq. Let m ă n, T P T pjqn,hj , T XRm “ H and T XF ‰ H. We will apply
the results from paq and pbq. Consider two cases: (c-1) T XRn “ H; (c-2) T XRn ‰ H.
(c-1) T XRn “ H.
Since Rm Ă Rn, we have
dptxu, Rnq ď dptxu, Rmq
for all x P Ω. Thus, pcq follows from pbq.
(c-2) T XRn ‰ H.
As proved in paq, there exists T0 P Tn,h0 such that T Ă T0 is created by refining T0,
T0 XRn ‰ H and hT “ λjhT0 . To show pcq, we must estimate dpT , Rmq. Even though
T X Rm “ H, it is still possible that T0 X Rm ‰ H. So in the following we consider
two sub-cases:
(c-2-1) T0 XRm ‰ H.
Choose P0 P T X Rn. By the assumption T0 must have another vertex in Rm Ă
Rn, denoted by P1. According to the refinement procedure, there exist distinct
triangles TP0 and TP1 created by refining T0 such that TP0 has a vertex at P0 and
TP1 has a vertex at P1. Both TP0 and TP1 are similar to T0 with a proportionality
constant of λ. From Lemma 6.5 we have
dptP1u, T0zTP1q ě λρT0 ě λρ0.
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Since T Ă TP0 Ă pT0zTP1q, so we get
dpT , Rξ,m X T0q “ dpT , tP1uq ě dpT0zTP1 , tP1uq ě λρ0.
On the other hand, any point in RmzT0 is a vertex of a triangle T 1 ‰ T0 P T .
Again, by Lemma 6.5 we have
dpT , RmzT0q ě dpT0, RmzT0q ě ρ0.
Notice that λ ă 1. Therefore,
dpT , Rmq ě λρ0.
Using this result, Lemma 6.6 and (6.15), we obtain
σhjdpT , Rmqµ ě σ0hjpλρ0qµ
ě σ0
`
2´tj{2uC0h0
˘ pλρ0qµ
ě σ0pσ0C0ρµ02jq´1C0h0pλρ0qµ
“ λµ2´jh0.
Recalling that λ “ `1
3
˘1{p1´µq
, 2´j ě λj and λ´µ “ 3µ{p1´µq, we get
σhjdpT , Rmqµ ě 3´µ{p1´µqλjh0
ě 3´µ{p1´µqλjhT0
“ 3´µ{p1´µqhT .
Hence, pcq follows.
(c-2-2) T0 XRm “ H.
This sub-case is much simpler than the previous one. By Lemma 6.5 we have
dpT , Rmq ě dpT0, RTmq ě ρ0 ě λρ0.
Using this result, Lemma 6.6 and (6.15), we have proved pcq.
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Now we are ready to show that the mesh generated by the algorithm I satisfies the
conditions pT51q and pT61q.
Theorem 6.3. Let n P N be fixed and µ “ maxtµ1, µ2u. If Tn,h0 is a conformal triangulation
of Ω with the following properties:
(i) For each m ď n, Tn,h0 X Ωi is a conformal triangulation of Ωi with the pre-fractal
interface Σm for i “ 1, 2,
(ii) Tn,h0 is shape regular with the regular constant σ0,
(iii) h0 ă 12 ´ η1.
Then we can create a mesh Tn,h of Ω after refining Tn,h0 by the algorithm I, which satisfies
the following properties:
(a) Tn,h is shape regular with a regularity constant σ,
(b) For each m ď n and i “ 1, 2, Tn,hXΩi is a conformal triangulation of Ωi with Σm such
that
hT ď 21{p1´µqσh
1
1´µi , if T P Tn,h X Ωi has a vertex at a reentrant corner of Ωi (6.16)
hT ď 3µ{p1´µq2σh inf
xPT rr
i
mpxqsµi , otherwise (6.17)
where h “ maxT PTn,h hT .
Proof. We show (a) first. In order to prove Tn,h is shape regular, we must consider the
number of similarity classes of triangles that are created by the refinement algorithm.
Let T be a triangle in the coarse mesh Tn,h0 with vertices V1, V2 and V3, which is refined
by one of the methods in Step 2 and Step 3 of the algorithm I. It can be seen that only
finite similar classes of sub-triangles are produced. If only one refinement of T is necessary,
then this is sufficient to show that Tn,h is shape regular. Now suppose that Tn,h0 must be
refined twice. Let T 1 be a triangle created by refining T P Tn,h0 . We consider the following
cases:
(1) T 1 has a vertex in Rn,
(2) T 1 has no vertex in Rn and T 1 X F ‰ H,
(3) T 1 X F “ H.
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In case (1), T 1 is similar to T and will be refined by Step 2 of algorithm I. Thus, no new
similarity classes will be created. In case (2), T 1 will be refined by being subdivided into
4 similar sub-triangles, and hence no new similarity classes are introduced. In case (3), T 1
will either be bisected by a green edge or be subdivided into similar sub-triangles. Since the
algorithm I guarantees that no angle will be bisected more than once, thus no new similarity
classes will be created in this case. It shows that the aspect ratio will be bounded regardless
of the number of refinements, which implies (a). We denote by σ the regularity constant of
Tn,h. It is clear that σ0 ď σ.
In order to show (b), we prove that for each m ď n and i “ 1, 2, there exists j P N and
T pjqn,hj such that
hT ď σ0h
1
1´µi
j , if T P T pjqn,hj X Ωi has a vertex at a reentrant corner of Ωi (6.18)
hT ď 3µ{p1´µqσ0hj inf
xPT rr
i
mpxqsµi , otherwise (6.19)
We show (6.18). The set of points at reentrant corners of Ωi is a subset of Rn. Moreover,
we know the nested property Rm Ă Rn for all m ď n. By Lemma 6.7 (a), there exists a
j–times refinement T pjqn,hj of Tn,h0 such that
hT ď σ0h
1
1´µ
j ď σ0h
1
1´µi
j
for all T P T pjqn,hj X Ωi having a vertex at a reentrant corner of Ωi.
We now prove (6.19). Consider T P T pjqn,hj with no vertex in Rim. Notice that Rim Ă Rm.
We proceed by considering three cases:
(1) T has a vertex in Rm.
By the same proof in Lemma 6.7 (c-2), we obtain that
hT ď 3µ{p1´µqσ0hjdpT , Rimqµ.
From the definition of rim, we have
rimpxq ě dptxu, Rimq for x P Ωi.
Thus, (6.19) holds by µ ě µi, i “ 1, 2.
(2) T does not have a vertex in Rm and T X F ‰ H.
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In this case, we obtain from Lemma 6.7 (b) and (c) that
hT ď 3µ{p1´µqσ0hjdpT , Rmqµ
for all m ď n. Using the fact that
rimpxq ě dptxu, Rimq ě dptxu, Rmq
shows that (6.19) holds.
(3) T X F “ H.
Recall that
inf
xPT r
i
mpxq “ 1, for all T X F “ H.
Therefore, 6.19 only requires
hT ď 3µ{p1´µqσ0hj.
This is obvious, since µ P p0, 1q and σ0 ě
?
3.
Finally, we will show (b) by using (6.18) and (6.19). We denote Tn,h to be the mesh
obtained by refining T pjqn,hj by Step 5 of the algorithm I. For any triangle T P Tn,h we
consider the following two cases:
(1) T X F “ H.
By the definition of the fractal region F , we know that T has no vertex at any reentrant
corner of Ωi, i “ 1, 2, which satisfies the condition of (6.17). Moreover, we have that
inf
xPT r
i
npxq “ 1.
Thus, (6.17) requires only that
hT ď 3 µ1´µ2σh,
which can be verified, since σ ě ?3 and 3 µ1´µ ě 1 for µ P p0, 1q.
(2) T X F ‰ H.
Note that T may satisfy the condition of either (6.16) or (6.17) in this case. In addition,
we have T P T pjqn,hj . In the following we will derive first the relationship between the
mesh sizes of Tn,h and T pjqn,hj by considering two cases:
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(2-1) h “ hT0 for some T0 P Tn,h and T0 X F “ H.
We have that
2h ą h ě hT 1 , @T 1 P Tn,h, T 1 X F ‰ H. (6.20)
In Step 5 there is no refinement for triangles inside the fractal region. Hence,
every T 1 P Tn,h with T 1 X F ‰ H is also a triangle in T pjqn,hj . We get from (6.20)
that
2h ą h ě hT 1 , @T 1 P T pjqn,hj , T 1 X F ‰ H. (6.21)
By Step 5 in the algorithm I, there must exist a triangle T 2 P T pjqn,hj such that
T 2 X F “ H with hT 2 ď 2h and
2h ě hT 2 ě hT 1 , @T 1 P T pjqn,hj , T 1 X F “ H. (6.22)
From (6.21) and (6.22) we obtain that hj ď 2h.
(2-2) h “ hT0 for some T0 P Tn,h and T0 X F ‰ H.
If hj “ hT 1 for some T 1 P T pjqn,hj and T 1 X F ‰ H, then we have
hj “ h ă 2h. (6.23)
If hj “ hT 1 for some T 1 P T pjqn,hj and T 1 X F “ H, then by Step 5 we know that
there must exist a triangle T 2 P Tn,h such that T 2XF “ H and hT 2 ě 12hj. Thus,
1
2
hj ď hT 2 ď h, i.e.,
hj ď 2h. (6.24)
By (6.23) and (6.24) we have hj ď 2h.
From (2-1) and (2-2) we know that hj ď 2h. If T has a vertex at a reentrant corner,
then we get from (6.18) that
hT ď σ0h
1
1´µi
j ď 2
1
1´µi σh
1
1´µi .
This proves (6.16).
If T has no vertex at any reentrant corner, then we get from (6.19) that
hT ď 3 µ1´µσ0hj
”
inf
xPT r
i
mpxq
ıµi ď 3 µ1´µσ2h ”inf
xPT r
i
mpxq
ıµi
.
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This proves (6.17).
(a) n “ 3 (b) n “ 2 (c) n “ 1
Figure 6.7: One “’good” triangulation for all pre-fractals Σn, n ď 3
We wish to emphasize that Tn,h does not merely provide for a triangulation of Ω with
interface Σn, but it also provides a triangulation of Ω with interface Σm, for every m ď n.
We remind the reader first that throughout this section the iteration number n is fixed. Now
suppose that we have solved the problem (6.1) numerically using the finite element method
on the mesh Tn,hn . The mesh Tn,hn considered may not be fine enough to give us a solution
that is accurate enough for our specifications, so we may wish to solve the same problem on a
finer mesh to get a more accurate approximation to the solution. One way in which we could
get a finer mesh would be to refine the mesh Tn,hn by our algorithm I, which is proved in
Theorem 6.4. On the other hand, if we instead use the above procedure to produce Tn`1,hn`1
for the domain with interface Σn`1, this new mesh will also serve as a finer triangulation for
the domain with interface Σn. In this way, we can get more use out of each triangulation
produced. One example is shown in Figure 6.7.
The following result shows that there exists a regular family of nested triangulations
satisfying the assumptions of the previous theorem, as a consequence of the procedures of
the refinement algorithm I.
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Theorem 6.4. Let Tn,h0 be a coarse mesh of Ω satisfying the requirements in Theorem 6.3.
Then we can generate a regular family of nested triangulations tTn,huh of Ω by iterating the
algorithm I, with the mesh sizes h Ñ 0. Moreover, each triangulation Tn,h satisfies the
conclusion of Theorem 6.3 (a) and (b).
Proof. By Theorem 6.3, we only need to show the existence of the regular family of nested
triangulations tTn,huh with decreasing mesh sizes hÑ 0.
Given the coarse mesh Tn,h0 , we assume that Tn,h1 is the triangulation created by the
algorithm I with regularity constant σ, and denote Tn,h1 to be the first element in the family
of meshes. We are going to generate a new triangulation, denoted by Tn,h2 , by applying the
algorithm I to refine Tn,h1 .
Assume Tn,h1 is from finalizing Tn˚,h˚ in Step 5 of the algorithm I. We force running
Step 2 and Step 3 j times on Tn˚,h˚ . Remember that before starting Step 2 all green edges
must be removed. We denote by T pjqn,hj the mesh generated at this step. By the algorithm I,
there must exist a j˚ such that T pj˚qn,hj˚ satisfies the property hj˚ ă h1. We then apply Step 4
and Step 5 to T pj˚qn,hj˚ , which produces us a new triangulation Tn,h2 with h2 ď hj˚ ă h1. As
discussed in the proof of Theorem 6.3, the mesh Tn,h2 is also shape regular with the same
regularity constant σ. Additionally, all nodes in Tn,h1 are also nodes in Tn,h2 . Now we add
Tn,h2 in the family as the second element.
Iterating the procedure above, we are able to produce the desired regular family of nested
triangulations.
From the computational point of view, the advantage of having a nested mesh algorithm
allows a more accurate computation of the numeric solution as well as to bound the growth
of the complexity of the numeric problems associated to the subsequent refinements. At each
refinement, the existence of the nodes set already generated at the previous steps, since the
algorithm adds new nodes to the existing ones. Instead of computing all the nodes at each
step, we only need calculate a subset of them.
All the properties of the mesh presented in this section will lead to the results in which
we obtain an error estimate between the solution to the weak problem (6.1) and the solutions
to the semi-discrete problem (6.2).
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6.1.5 Semi-discrete approximations
Having the desired triangulation in hand, we can proceed the spatial discretization by using
the Galerkin method. Note that we need to define a suitable finite dimensional space Vh as
mentioned at the beginning of Section 6.1.1. Furthermore, all of the results in the previous
sections in this chapter would lead up to the main result, in which we give an estimate of
the error between the solution to the weak variational problem (6.1) and the solution to the
semi-discrete problem (6.2).
For the sake of clarity, we give the notations to be used in this section. Again, let the
fractal iteration number n P N and the sequence of contraction factors ξ P Ξ be fixed. We
denote by Σ “ Σξn the pre-fractal Koch mixture interface and by Th “ Tn,h the triangulation
of Ω, with mesh size h, which is produced by our refinement algorithm I. We put ri “ rin,
where rin is the weighting function defined in (6.7) for each non-convex subdomain Ω
i, i “ 1, 2.
As first introduced in (6.4), we set
Xh “
 
vh P CpΩq : vh|T P P1pT q, @T P Th
(
, (6.25)
and consider the finite element space
Vh :“ Xh XH10 pΩq Ă V pΩ,Σq. (6.26)
As a reminder, the space V pΩq defined in (5.25) is tu P H10 pΩq : u|Σ P H10 pΣqu.
Let f P Cδpr0, T s, L2pΩ, dmqq, with 0 ă δ ă 1. For each t P p0, T s, let uptq P V pΩ,Σq be
the solution of the weak problem$&%
´
Buptq
Bt , v
¯
L2pΩ,dmq
` Epuptq, vq “ pfptq, vqL2pΩ,dmq, @v P V pΩ,Σq,
up0q “ 0,
(6.27)
and uhptq P Vh be the finite element solution of the semi-discrete problem$&%
´
Buhptq
Bt , vh
¯
L2pΩ,dmq
` Epuhptq, vhq “ pfptq, vhqL2pΩ,dmq, @vh P Vh,
uhp0q “ 0.
(6.28)
The semi-discrete problem (6.28) is said to be well posed if it satisfies the three conditions:
existence of solutions, uniqueness of solutions and stability (i.e., continuous dependence of
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solutions with respect to perturbations of data). We set
uhptq “
Nhÿ
j“1
wjptqϕj, for t P r0, T s, (6.29)
where wjp0q “ 0 and tϕju denotes a basis of Vh. It is easily seen that (6.2) produces a system
of ordinary differential equations for the unknown vectors wptq such that$&%M
dwptq
dt
`Awptq “ Fptq
wp0q “ 0
(6.30)
where for each t P r0, T s, wptq “ pwjptqq, Fptq “ ppfptq, ϕjqq, M “ rmijs :“ rpϕi, ϕjqs is
the mass matrix, and A “ raijs :“ rEpϕi, ϕjqs is the stiffness matrix, for i, j “ 1, 2, ..., Nh.
Notice that M and A are symmetric and positive definite (see Remark 5.2.2 in [54]). The
existence and uniqueness of the solution wptq of (6.30) follow from the fact that (6.30) is
a system of first order linear ordinary differential equations with constant coefficients (see
Corollary 15.4 in [4]).
We begin by considering the stability of the semi-discrete problem. We recall that the
inner product p¨, ¨qL2pΩ,dmq defined in (5.28) is
pu, vqL2pΩ,dmq “
ż
Ω
uv dx`
ż
Σ
u|Σv|Σ ds, for u, v P L2pΩ, dmq,
with the corresponding norm }u}L2pΩ,dmq “
apu, uqL2pΩ,dmq.
Theorem 6.5. For every fixed t P r0, T s, let uhptq be the solutions of the problem (6.28).
Then it holds
}uhptq}L2pΩ,dmq ď
ż t
0
}fpτq}L2pΩ,dmq dτ. (6.31)
Proof. Let t P p0, T s be fixed. We take vh “ uhptq in (6.28):ˆBuhptq
Bt , uhptq
˙
L2pΩ,dmq
` Epuhptq, uhptqq “ pfptq, uhptqqL2pΩ,dmq.
By the definitions of the inner product p¨, ¨qL2pΩ,dmq and the bilinear form Ep¨, ¨q (see (5.26)),
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we have that
1
2
d
dt
}uhptq}2L2pΩ,dmq ď
ˆBuhptq
Bt , uhptq
˙
L2pΩ,dmq
`Epuhptq, uhptqq ď }fptq}L2pΩ,dmq }uhptq}L2pΩ,dmq .
Hence we deduce that
1
2
d
dt
}uhptq}2L2pΩ,dmq “ }uhptq}L2pΩ,dmq
d
dt
}uhptq}L2pΩ,dmq ď }fptq}L2pΩ,dmq }uhptq}L2pΩ,dmq .
This yields
d
dt
}uhptq}L2pΩ,dmq ď }fptq}L2pΩ,dmq .
Integrating both sides in t gives
}uhptq}L2pΩ,dmq ´ }uhp0q}L2pΩ,dmq ď
ż t
0
}fpτq}L2pΩ,dmq dτ.
Since uhp0q “ 0, it completes the proof.
Now we recall two lemmas from [59] and [30] , which are on the interpolation error
estimates of the solution u in different norms }¨}V pΩ,Σq and }¨}0,Ω. From Property 7 in
Section 5.5 we know that uptq P CpΩq for each t P r0, T s. Thus, the interpolation function
Πhpuptqq P Xh is well defined by Definition 6.5 for each fixed t P r0, T s. Moreover, we will
also use the restrictions uiptq of uptq onto Ωi, i “ 1, 2, in order to obtain the upper bound of
the estimates.
Lemma 6.8. For every fixed t P r0, T s, let uptq and uhptq be the solutions of the problems
(6.27) and (6.28) respectively. Then it holds
}uptq ´ Πhpuptqq}V pΩ,Σq ď Ch
˜ ÿ
i“1,2
››uiptq››2
H2,µi pΩi;riq ` }uptq}22,Σ
¸1{2
(6.32)
where C ą 0 is a constant independent of h.
Proof. Let t P r0, T s be fixed. We first notice that the interpolation function Πhpuptqq is in
H10 pΩq, and so in V pΩ,Σq. From Section 5.2 we have that
}uptq ´ Πhpuptqq}2V pΩ,Σq “ }uptq ´ Πhpuptqq}21,Ω ` }uptq ´ Πhpuptqq}21,Σ .
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For any v P H1pΩq we have }v}21,Ω “
ř
i“1,2 }v|Ωi}21,Ωi . Together with Theorem 6.2 we deduce
that
}uptq ´ Πhpuptqq}21,Ω ď Ch2
ÿ
i“1,2
››uiptq››2
H2,µi pΩi;riq .
For the second term }uptq ´ Πhpuptqq}21,Σ, we will use Property 4 in Section 5.5 that is uptq|Σ P
H2pΣq. By the definition of the norm in H1pΣq we have
}uptq ´ Πhpuptqq}21,Σ “
ÿ
MPΣ
}uptq ´ Πhpuptqq}21,M ,
where M denotes the segments of Σ. Though the result of Theorem 6.1 referred to a 2-
dimensional domain, the result holds in the case of a 1-dimensional domain as well (see
Section 2.1 in [37]). Therefore, we obtain
}uptq ´ Πhpuptqq}21,Σ “
ÿ
MPΣ
}uptq ´ Πhpuptqq}21,M ď Ch2
ÿ
MPΣ
|uptq|22,M “ Ch2|uptq|22,Σ.
The proof is accomplished.
The second lemma can be obtained by adapting the proof of Lemma 6.4 and Theorem
6.2. See [32] and [30].
Lemma 6.9. Let u be the strict solution of Problem pP q. For each t P r0, T s and T P Th,
there exsits a constant C ą 0 independent of h such that
››uiptq ´ ΠT puiptqq››0,T ď Ch2 ÿ
|β|“2
ż
T
priq2µi |Dβuiptq|2dx, i “ 1, 2. (6.33)
and hence
››uiptq ´ Πhpuiptqq››0,Ωi ď Ch2 ››uiptq››2H2,µi pΩi;riq , i “ 1, 2. (6.34)
Finally, we are ready to show the following optimal error estimate results between the
weak solution u and the semi-discrete solution uh. This result is proved in [30]. For com-
pleteness we include the detail of the proof here.
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Theorem 6.6. Let uptq and uhptq be the solutions of the problems (6.27) and (6.28) respec-
tively. For each t P r0, T s we have
}uptq ´ uhptq}2L2pΩ,dmq `
ż t
0
}upτq ´ uhpτq}2V pΩ,Σq dτ ď Ch2
ż t
0
}fpτq}2L2pΩ,dmq dτ, (6.35)
where C ą 0 is a constant independent of h.
Proof. For each t P r0, T s we haveˆBuptq
Bt , vh
˙
L2pΩ,dmq
` Epuptq, vhq “ pfptq, vhqL2pΩ,dmq, @vh P Vh,
and ˆBuhptq
Bt , vh
˙
L2pΩ,dmq
` Epuhptq, vhq “ pfptq, vhqL2pΩ,dmq, @vh P Vh.
Taking ehptq “ uptq ´ uhptq we obtainˆBehptq
Bt , vh
˙
L2pΩ,dmq
` Epehptq, vhq “ 0, @vh P Vh.
Choosing vh “ uhptq ´ Πhpuptqq gives
1
2
d
dt
pehptq, ehptqq ` }ehptq}2V pΩ,Σq
“
ˆBehptq
Bt , uptq ´ Πhuptq
˙
L2pΩ,dmq
` Epehptq, uptq ´ Πhpuptqqq
ď
››››BehptqBt
››››
L2pΩ,dmq
}uptq ´ Πhpunptqq}L2pΩ,dmq ` }ehptq}V pΩ,Σq }uptq ´ Πhpuptqq}V pΩ,Σq
ď
››››BehptqBt
››››
L2pΩ,dmq
}uptq ´ Πhpuptqq}L2pΩ,dmq `
1
2
}ehptq}2V pΩ,Σq `
1
2
}uptq ´ Πhpunptqq}2V pΩ,Σq
Integrating over p0, tq with t P p0, T s, we deduce that
1
2
}ehptq}2L2pΩ,dmq`
ż t
0
}ehpτq}2V pΩ,Σq dτ
ď
ż t
0
}upτq ´ Πhpupτqq}L2pΩ,dmq
˜››››BupτqBτ
››››
L2pΩ,dmq
`
››››BuhpτqBτ
››››
L2pΩ,dmq
¸
` 1
2
}ehpτq}2V pΩ,Σq `
1
2
}upτq ´ Πhpupτqq}2V pΩ,Σq dτ.
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By Young inequality, Lemma 6.8 and Lemma 6.9 we deduce that
}ehptq}2L2pΩ,dmq `
ż t
0
}ehpτq}2V pΩ,Σq dτ
ď Ch2
ż t
0
˜ ÿ
i“1,2
››uipτq››2
H2,µi pΩi;riq ` }upτq}22,Σ `
››››BupτqBτ
››››2
L2pΩ,dmq
`
››››BuhpτqBτ
››››2
L2pΩ,dmq
¸
dτ.
(6.36)
As in Property 8 in Section 5.5, we have thatż t
0
››››BuhpτqBτ
››››2
L2pΩ,dmq
dτ ď C
ż t
0
}fpτq}2L2pΩ,dmq dτ. (6.37)
Finally, combining Property 8 in Section 5.5, (6.36) and (6.37) completes the proof.
6.2 Finite difference in time
6.2.1 Fully-discrete approximations
The abstract problem that reads$’’’&’’’%
For each t P p0, T s, find uptq P V pΩ,Σq such that´
Buptq
Bt , v
¯
L2pΩ,dmq
` Epuptq, vq “ pfptq, vqL2pΩ,dmq, @v P V pΩ,Σq,
up0q “ 0,
(6.38)
needs to be discretized with respect to both the space and time variables. The space dis-
cretization has been carried out by applying the Galerkin approximation in Section 6.1. The
semi-discrete problem reads$’’’&’’’%
For each t P p0, T s, find uhptq P Vh Ă V pΩ,Σq such that´
Buhptq
Bt , vh
¯
L2pΩ,dmq
` Epuhptq, vhq “ pfptq, vhqL2pΩ,dmq, @vh P Vh,
uhp0q “ 0.
(6.39)
The discretization in time of (6.39) can be accomplished in several possible ways. In this
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section we mainly follow Quarteroni [54]. To begin with, we consider a uniform discretization
of the time-interval r0, T s. We partition r0, T s into Nt subintervals rtk, tk`1s of length ∆t “
T {Nt, with t0 “ 0 and tNt “ T . Among all possible finite difference schemes, we illustrate
the simple θ-method, 0 ď θ ď 1, according to which the problem (6.39) is replaced by$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
For each k “ 0, 1, ..., Nt ´ 1, find ukh P Vh Ă V pΩ,Σq such that
1
∆t
`
uk`1h ´ ukh, vh
˘
L2pΩ,dmq` E
`
θuk`1h ` p1´ θqukh, vh
˘
“ pθfptk`1q ` p1´ θqfptkq, vhqL2pΩ,dmq , @vh P Vh,
u0h “ 0.
(6.40)
having assumed that f P Cδpr0, T s;L2pΩ, dmqq with 0 ă δ ă 1. Problem (6.40) is called a
fully-discrete approximation to (6.38).
The extreme cases θ “ 0 and θ “ 1 define the well-known forward and backward Euler
methods respectively, which are first order accurate with respect to the time-step ∆t. The
scheme associated to the case θ “ 1{2 is known as the Crank-Nicolson one, which is poten-
tially second order accurate. A brief discussion of this point in our case is given in Remark
6.6. When θ “ 0, the above scheme in (6.40) is explicit. For any other value of θ, we deduce
a implicit system. From the computational point of view, explicit methods are less challeng-
ing than implicit ones. However, the drawback is that they are only conditionally stable,
namely, they require a time-step ∆t sufficiently small enough compared with the mesh size
h in space. In contrast, some implicit methods can be unconditionally stable, in which case
the choice of ∆t is dictated from accuracy requirements only.
Now let us turn to the proof of stability of ukh. We recall some notations introduced in
Section 5.2 that will be used very often in this section. The inner product p¨, ¨qL2pΩ,dmq is
defined as
pu, vqL2pΩ,dmq “
ż
Ω
uv dm “
ż
Ω
uv dx`
ż
Σ
u|Σv|Σ ds, for u, v P L2pΩq,
with the corresponding norm }u}L2pΩ,dmq “
apu, uqL2pΩ,dmq. The symmetric bilinear energy
form defined on V pΩ,Σq “ tu P H10 pΩq : u|Σ P H10 pΣqu is
Epu, vq “
ż
Ω
∇u∇vdx`
ż
Σ
∇τ pu|Σq∇τ pv|Σqds.
For u, v P V pΩ,Σq, pu, vqV pΩ,Σq “ pu, vqL2pΩ,dmq ` Epu, vq is an inner product on V pΩ,Σq,
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with the corresponding norm }u}V pΩ,Σq “
apu, uqV pΩ,Σq. The energy form also satisfies
(Continuous) Epu, vq ď }u}V pΩ,Σq }v}V pΩ,Σq , for all u, v P V pΩ,Σq,
(Coercive) Epu, uq ě γ }u}2V pΩ,Σq , for all u P V pΩ,Σq.
It is also useful to introduce the following notation. For any function φ P L2pΩq we define
the norm
}φ}´1 :“ sup
vhPVh,vh‰0
pφ, vhqL2pΩ,dmq
}vh}V pΩ,Σq
. (6.41)
which is a norm on Vh. It is clear that }φ}´1 ď }φ}L2pΩ,dmq for φ P L2pΩq.
We are going to prove that the θ-scheme (6.40) is unconditionally stable with respect
to the norm }¨}L2pΩ,dmq provided that 1{2 ď θ ď 1. For the case 0 ď θ ă 1{2 we refer to
Theorem 11.3.1 in [54], in which the stability is preserved by making additional restrictions
on the time-step ∆t. In particular, we refer to [38] for the discussion of the cases when
θ “ 0, 1{2 and 1.
Theorem 6.7. Let 1{2 ď θ ď 1 and f P Cδpr0, T s;L2pΩ, dmqq with 0 ă δ ă 1. Then the
solution ukh of the fully-discrete problem (6.40) satisfies››ukh››L2pΩ,dmq ď Cθ sup
tPr0,T s
}fptq}L2pΩ,dmq , for each k “ 0, 1, ..., Nt, (6.42)
where the constant Cθ ą 0 is a non-decreasing function of γ´1 and T and is independent of
Nt, ∆t and h.
Proof. Take vh “ θuk`1h ` p1´ θqukh in (6.40). We can verify that
1
2
››uk`1h ››2L2pΩ,dmq ´ 12 ››ukh››2L2pΩ,dmq ` pθ ´ 12q ››uk`1h ´ ukh››2L2pΩ,dmq
`∆tEpθuk`1h ` p1´ θqukh, θuk`1h ` p1´ θqukhq
“∆tpθfptk`1q ` p1´ θqfptkq, θuk`1h ` p1´ θqukhqL2pΩ,dmq.
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By the coerciveness of Ep¨, ¨q, for any 0 ă  ď 1 we find
››uk`1h ››2L2pΩ,dmq ´ ››ukh››2L2pΩ,dmq`p2θ ´ 1q ››uk`1h ´ ukh››2L2pΩ,dmq
` 2p1´ qγ∆t ››θuk`1h ` p1´ θqukh››2V pΩ,Σq
ď∆t
2γ
}θfptk`1q ` p1´ θqfptkq}2´1 .
When 1{2 ď θ ď 1, the left hand side above is larger than ››uk`1h ››2L2pΩ,dmq ´ ››ukh››2L2pΩ,dmq. In
particular, we can set  “ 1.
Now let 1 ď m ď Nt be a fixed index. We sum up from k “ 0 to k “ m ´ 1 to deduce
that
}umh }2L2pΩ,dmq ´
››u0h››2L2pΩ,dmq ď Cγ∆tm´1ÿ
k“0
}θfptk`1q ` p1´ θqfptkq}2´1
ď Cγ∆tpmaxtθ, 1´ θuq2
m´1ÿ
k“0
}fptk`1q ` fptkq}2L2pΩ,dmq
ď Cγ∆tpmaxtθ, 1´ θuq2m2 sup
tPr0,T s
}fptq}2L2pΩ,dmq
ď 2Cγpmaxtθ, 1´ θuq2T sup
tPr0,T s
}fptq}2L2pΩ,dmq .
Finally, taking into account that u0h “ 0 completes the proof.
Now we turn to the convergence analysis. We prove an error estimate between the semi-
discrete solution uhptkq of the problem (6.39) and the fully-discrete solution ukh of the problem
(6.40) for any fixed mesh size h. The proof is following Theorem 11.3.2 in [54].
Theorem 6.8. Let 1{2 ď θ ď 1 and f P Cδpr0, T s;L2pΩ, dmqq, with 0 ă δ ă 1. Assume that
Bf
Bt P L2pr0, T s ˆ Ω, dtˆ dmq. For each k “ 0, 1, ..., Nt, it holds:
››ukh ´ uhptkq››2L2pΩ,dmq ď Cθp∆tq2
˜
}fp0q}2L2pΩ,dmq `
ż T
0
››››BfpτqBτ
››››2
L2pΩ,dmq
dτ
¸
,
where the constant Cθ ą 0 is independent of Nt,∆t and h.
Proof. The semi-discrete solution uhptq satisfies (6.2) for t “ tk, tk`1, k “ 0, 1, ..., Nt´1:ˆBuhptk`1q
Bt , vh
˙
L2pΩ,dmq
` Epuhptk`1q, vhq “ pfptk`1q, vhqL2pΩ,dmq, @vh P Vh,
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Bt , vh
˙
L2pΩ,dmq
` Epuhptkq, vhq “ pfptkq, vhqL2pΩ,dmq, @vh P Vh.
Thus we obtain for each vh P Vh
1
∆t
puhptk`1q ´ uhptkq, vhqL2pΩ,dmq ` E pθuhptk`1q ` p1´ θquhptkq, vhq
“
ˆ
uhptk`1q ´ uhptkq
∆t
´ θBuhBt ptk`1q ´ p1´ θq
Buh
Bt ptkq, vh
˙
L2pΩ,dmq
` pθfptk`1q ` p1´ θqfptkq, vhqL2pΩ,dmq
“´ 1
∆t
ˆż tk`1
tk
pτ ´ p1´ θqtk`1 ´ θtkqB
2uh
Bτ 2 pτqdτ, vh
˙
L2pΩ,dmq
` pθfptk`1q ` p1´ θqfptkq, vhqL2pΩ,dmq (6.43)
We now define ekh :“ ukh ´ uhptkq to be the error between the fully-discrete and semi-
discrete solutions. From (6.2) and (6.43) we deduce that
1
∆t
`
ek`1h ´ ekh, vh
˘
L2pΩ,dmq ` E
`
θek`1h ` p1´ θqekh, vh
˘
“ 1
∆t
ˆż tk`1
tk
pτ ´ p1´ θqtk`1 ´ θtkqB
2uh
Bτ 2 pτqdτ, vh
˙
L2pΩ,dmq
, @vh P Vh
(6.44)
Taking vh “ θek`1h ` p1´ θqekh in (6.44), we find for each 0 ă  ď 1››ek`1h ››2L2pΩ,dmq ´ ››ekh››2L2pΩ,dmq ` p2θ ´ 1q ››ek`1h ´ ekh››2L2pΩ,dmq
` 2p1´ qγ∆t ››θek`1h ` p1´ θqekh››V pΩ,Σq
ďpθ
3 ` p1´ θq3qp∆tq2
2γ
ż tk`1
tk
››››B2un,hBτ 2 pτq
››››2
´1
dτ, (6.45)
where γ ą 0 is the coercive constant of Ep¨, ¨q. We also apply ab ď a2 ` b2
4
to deduce the
inequality (6.45).
When 1{2 ď θ ď 1, we obtain from (6.45) that
››ek`1h ››2L2pΩ,dmq ´ ››ekh››2L2pΩ,dmq ď Cθp∆tq2 ż tk`1
tk
››››B2uhBτ 2 pτq
››››2
´1
dτ, (6.46)
for k “ 0, 1, ..., Nt ´ 1. For a fixed index 1 ď m ď Nt, we sum up (6.46) from k “ 0 to
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k “ m´ 1 and apply e0h “ 0 to get
}emh }2L2pΩ,dmq ď Cθp∆tq2
ż tm
0
››››B2un,hBt2 pτq
››››2
´1
dτ. (6.47)
We now give the estimate of
›››B2uhBτ2 pτq›››´1. Differentiating (6.2) with respect to time t
gives ˆB2uh
Bt2 ptq, vh
˙
L2pΩ,dmq
` E
ˆBuh
Bt ptq, vh
˙
“
ˆBf
Bt ptq, vh
˙
L2pΩ,dmq
, @vh P Vh. (6.48)
It follows that ››››B2uhBt2 ptq
››››
´1
ď C
˜››››BuhBt ptq
››››
V pΩ,Σq
`
››››BfBt ptq
››››
´1
¸
. (6.49)
For every fixed t P r0, T s, we choose vh “ BuhBt ptq in (6.48) and obtainˆB2uh
Bt2 ptq,
Bun,h
Bt ptq
˙
L2pΩ,dmq
` E
ˆBuh
Bt ptq,
Buh
Bt ptq
˙
“
ˆBf
Bt ptq,
Buh
Bt ptq
˙
L2pΩ,dmq
. (6.50)
By the coerciveness of Ep¨, ¨q we deduce that
1
2
d
dt
››››BuhBt ptq
››››2
L2pΩ,dmq
` γ
››››BuhBt ptq
››››2
V pΩ,Σq
ď
››››BfBt ptq
››››
´1
››››Bun,hBt ptq
››››
V pΩ,Σq
.
Integrating over p0, tmq in t gives
1
2
˜››››BuhBt ptmq
››››2
L2pΩ,dmq
´
››››BuhBt p0q
››››2
L2pΩ,dmq
¸
` γ
ż tm
0
››››BuhBτ pτq
››››2
V pΩ,Σq
dτ
ď
ż tm
0
››››BfBτ pτq
››››
´1
››››BuhBτ pτq
››››
V pΩ,Σq
dτ
ď
˜ż tm
0
››››BfBτ pτq
››››2
´1
dτ
¸1{2 ˜ż tm
0
››››BuhBτ pτq
››››2
V pΩ,Σq
dτ
¸1{2
ď 1
2γ
ż tm
0
››››BfBτ pτq
››››2
´1
dτ ` γ
2
ż tm
0
››››BuhBτ pτq
››››2
V pΩ,Σq
dτ.
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Therefore, we have
ż tm
0
››››BuhBt pτq
››››2
V pΩ,Σq
dτ ď C
˜››››BuhBt p0q
››››2
L2pΩ,dmq
`
ż T
0
››››BfBτ pτq
››››2
´1
dτ
¸
. (6.51)
Similarly, choosing t “ 0 and vh “ BuhBt p0q in (6.2) gives››››BuhBt p0q
››››
L2pΩ,dmq
ď }fp0q}L2pΩ,dmq . (6.52)
From (6.47), (6.49), (6.51) and (6.52) we accomplish the proof of the theorem.
Remark 6.6. The forward and backward Euler methods and the Crank-Nicolson method
may all be considered to be special cases of the θ-method defined by (6.40), with θ “ 0
for the forward Euler, θ “ 1 for the backward Euler, and θ “ 1{2 for the Crank-Nicolson
method. In Theorem 6.8, the error estimate is only first order accuracy in time, and hence,
the error in the time discretization will dominate unless the time step ∆t is chosen much
smaller than the triangulation mesh size h. By making additional assumptions, we are
able to achieve a second order accurate also with respect to time. When θ “ 1{2 (Crank-
Nicolson), the following estimate also holds by assuming that B
2f
Bt2 P L2pr0, T s ˆ Ω, dt ˆ dmq
and B
2uh
Bt2 p0q P L2pΩ, dmq:
››ukh ´ uhptkq››2L2pΩ,dmq ď Cp∆tq4
˜››››B2uhBt2 p0q
››››2
L2pΩ,dmq
`
ż T
0
››››B2fpτqBτ 2
››››2
L2pΩ,dmq
dτ
¸
, (6.53)
where the constant C ą 0 is independent of Nt,∆t and h.
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Chapter 7
Numerical results
7.1 Algebraic formulations
In this section we present details on the algebraic formulation, in order to make a practical
implementation of the finite element method (Galerkin method) and the finite difference
method (θ-method) applied to the pre-fractal heat transmission problem.
We begin by considering the algebraic formulation of the semi-discrete problem (6.28).
Let the fractal iteration number n and the sequence of contraction factors ξ be fixed. We
denote by Th the triangulation of the rectangular domain Ω with the pre-fractal interface
Σ. Note that Th is created by applying the mesh algorithm I and satisfies the conditions
in Theorem 6.3. Let ϕi : Ω Ñ R be the unique functions – usually called the hat functions
– that is affine on each triangle T P Th such that ϕipxjq “ δij for any vertex xj P Th, for
1 ď i, j ď Nh, where Nh is the number of nodes in Th and δij “ 1 if i “ j, δij “ 0 if i ‰ j.
tϕiuNhi“1 forms a basis for Xh “
 
vh P CpQq : vh|T P P1pT q, @T P Th
(
. Since uhpt, xq P Xh for
each t P r0, T s, there exist coefficients uiptq : r0, T s Ñ R, i “ 1, 2, ..., Nh, such that
unpt, xq “
Nhÿ
i“1
uiptqϕipxq, for t P r0, T s, x P Ω. (7.1)
Note that the coefficients uiptq, i “ 1, 2, ..., Nh, depend on time and represent the unknowns
of the numerical problem. Moreover, uip0q “ 0 for all i “ 1, 2, ..., Nh. We denote 9ui the time
derivatives of the coefficients. Then we can convert the semi-discrete problem (6.28) into a
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purely algebraic problem:
ż
Ω
Nhÿ
i“1
9uiptqϕiϕjdx`
ż
Σ
Nhÿ
i“1
9uiptqϕiϕjds`
ż
Ω
Nhÿ
i“1
uiptq∇ϕi∇ϕjdx
`
ż
Σ
Nhÿ
i“1
uiptq∇τϕi∇τϕjds “
ż
Ω
fptqϕjdx`
ż
Σ
fptqϕjds, j “ 1, 2, ..., Nh.
(7.2)
All the integrals over the domain Ω can be substituted with summations of integrals on each
triangle over the triangulation Th. Similarly, all the integrals over the pre-fractal interface
Σ can be substituted with summations of integrals on each segment M over the polygonal
curve Σ. Thus we obtain
Nhÿ
i“1
9uiptq
˜ ÿ
T PTh
ż
T
ϕiϕjdx`
ÿ
MPΣ
ż
M
ϕiϕjds
¸
`
Nhÿ
i“1
uiptq
˜ ÿ
T PTh
ż
T
∇ϕi∇ϕjdx`
ÿ
MPΣ
ż
M
∇τϕi∇τϕjds
¸
“
ÿ
T PTh
ż
T
fptqϕjdx`
ÿ
MPΣ
ż
M
fptqϕjds, j “ 1, 2, ..., Nh. (7.3)
The above linear system can be written into a compact formulation as the following$&%
řNh
i“1 9uiptqmij `
řNh
i“1 uiptqaij “ bjptq, j “ 1, 2, ..., Nh, t P p0, T s
uip0q “ 0, j “ 1, 2, ..., Nh.
(7.4)
where
mij “
ÿ
T PTh
ż
T
ϕiϕjdx`
ÿ
MPΣ
ż
M
ϕiϕjds
aij “
ÿ
T PTh
ż
T
∇ϕi∇ϕjdx`
ÿ
MPΣ
ż
M
∇τϕi∇τϕjds
bjptq “
ÿ
T PTh
ż
T
fptqϕjdx`
ÿ
MPΣ
ż
M
fptqϕjds.
The coefficients mij form the mass matrix M . The coefficients aij form the stiffness matrix
A . The coefficients bjptq compose the load vector Bptq, which depends on time t. Finally,
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the numeric problem can be rewritten as$&%M 9Uptq `A Uptq “ Bptq, t P p0, T s,Up0q “ 0, (7.5)
where Uptq “ ruiptq, u2ptq, ..., uNhptqsT .
In order to solve the above system, we consider the algebraic formulation of the fully-
discrete problem (6.40). Applying the θ-method gives$&%M
Uptk`1q´Uptkq
δt
`A pθUptk`1q ` p1´ θqUptkqq “ pθBptk`1q ` p1´ θqBptkqq,
Upt0q “ Up0q “ 0.
(7.6)
Here Uptkq is the numeric solution computed at the time step tk, k “ 0, 1, ..., Nt, and ∆t “
T {Nt. As proved in Theorem 6.7, the θ-scheme is implicit and unconditionally stable when
1{2 ď θ ď 1.
In order to solve the linear system above, we need to assemble the mass matrix M , the
stiffness matrix A and the load vector Bptq. We essentially follow [37] and only mention
some of the aspects most important to our application.
Consider a triangle T in the mesh Th, with vertices vi “ pxi1, xi2q, i “ 1, 2, 3. Associated
to each vertex vi, there is a hat function ϕi taking the value 1 at vi and 0 at the other two
vertices. The hat function ϕi is a linear function on T with the equation:
ϕipxq “ ϕipx1, x2q “ ci0 ` ci1x1 ` ci2x2, (7.7)
where the coefficients ci0, c
i
1 and c
i
2 can be computed as
ci0 “ x
j
1x
k
2 ´ xk1xj2
2|T | , c
i
1 “ x
j
2 ´ xk2
2|T | , c
i
0 “ x
k
1 ´ xj1
2|T | , (7.8)
with cyclic permutation of the index i, j, k over 1, 2, 3. Here |T | denotes the area of the
triangle T .
We assemble the mass matrix M first. It is possible to show by using induction thatż
T
ϕm1 ϕ
n
2ϕ
p
3dx “ 2m!n!p!pm` n` p` 2q! |T |,
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where m,n and p are nonnegative integers. From this we getż
T
ϕiϕjdx “ 1` δij
12
|T |, i, j “ 1, 2, 3.
To calculate M , we also need integrate ϕiϕj on a segment M of Σ. Assume that the edge
vivj in T is a piece of the segment M . Then we can calculate as in the 1-dimensional case
that ż
M
ϕ2i ds “
ż
vivj
ϕ2i ds “ |vivj|3 ,
ż
M
ϕ2jds “ |vivj|3 ,
ż
M
ϕ2kds “ 0.ż
M
ϕiϕjds “
ż
vivj
ϕiϕjds “ |vivj|
6
,
ż
M
ϕiϕkds “
ż
M
ϕkϕjds “ 0,
where |vivj| denotes the length of the edge vivj. Notice that the support of ϕi may contain an
edge from another triangle rather than T such that this edge is also a part of the segment M .
We can compute the integral involving ϕi over this edge by repeating the same calculation
above.
Next, we assemble the stiffness matrix A . From the equations of ϕi, i “ 1, 2, 3, we see
that ∇ϕi “ pci1, ci2q, and so ∇ϕi∇ϕj “ ci1cj1 ` ci2cj2, for i, j “ 1, 2, 3. Therefore, we deduce
that ż
T
∇ϕi∇ϕjdx “ pci1cj1 ` ci2cj2q|T |.
Again we assume that the edge vivj in T is a piece of the segment M . We denote by ~vivj
the vector from vi to vj. Since ∇τϕi “ ∇τϕi ¨ ~vivj, we then obtain thatż
M
∇τϕi∇τϕids “ ppci1, ci2q ¨ ~vivjq|vivj|,
ż
M
∇τϕi∇τϕkds “
ż
M
∇τϕk∇τϕjds “ 0.
Finally, it remains only to calculate the load vector Bptq. We must calculate the entries
bjptq in Bptq. However, we can not expect to calculate the integral involving fptqϕj exactly.
It would have to be approximated numerically. We use a first order quadrature scheme
which is exact for polynomials of degree one. In addition, we assume that the function
fpt, xq P CpΩq for each t P r0, T s, in order to consider the point value of fpt, xq in space. Let
xC denote the barycenter of the triangle T . We know that ϕipxCq “ 1{3 for each i “ 1, 2, 3.
Then we have for t P r0, T s ż
T
fptqϕjdx « |T |
3
fpt, xCq.
We assume that the edge vivj in T is a piece of the segment M . For the integral over the
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segment M , we use the Trapezoidal Rule:ż
M
fptqϕjds “
ż
vivj
fptqϕjds « fpt, vjq
2
|vivj|.
From the above formulas for the mass matrix, stiffness matrix and load vector, it is
relatively easy to write code to set up and solve the linear system.
7.2 Simulation results
In this section, we exhibit some simulation results of the heat transmission problem across
pre-fractal interfaces of the Koch curve mixture type. See (4.117) for the formal definition
of this problem. We will consider two different thermal source terms f in the following
for comparison. All the meshes for various pre-fractal interfaces were generated by our
algorithm I on Matlab. All the simulations have been performed on COMSOL V.4.2a on a
laptop computer with a 2.4 GHz Intel Core i5 processor and a 4 GB RAM. To compute the
linear system (7.6), we choose a fixed time step ∆t “ 0.01s and set θ “ 1 for the θ-scheme
(i.e., we apply Backward Euler method). Moreover, a direct solver in COMSOL, named
PARDISO, has been used for solving the linear system (7.6). The reason why we did not
choose an iterative solver is that the CPU time is low with respect to the time required for
producing the mesh.
We first consider the case of a constant thermal source f “ f1 ” 1000 that is indepen-
dent of time. In Figure 7.1, we show the role of the pre-fractal interface – constructed by 3
iterations of the contraction sequence ξ “ p3.5, 2.2, 3.5q – in the heat transmission process
inside the domain Ω. Since the boundary of Ω is kept at a constant temperature 0 Celsius
degree, the heat produced by the thermal source tends to flow outwards through the bound-
ary. Although the constant thermal source is symmetrical with respect to the geometry of
the domain Ω, it can be seen that the temperature will not have a symmetrical distribution
with respect to the x-axis, when the temperature tends to be steady at time t “ 1.0 s. Due
to its high conductivity, the pre-fractal interface accelerates the heat diffusion not only inside
the bulk but also toward the outside of the domain. The interface behaves as a heat-sink,
through which the the heat escapes quickly away from the inside of the domain. From the
3D plot in Figure 7.1, we observe that the second order transmission condition determines
an absorption of the energy corresponding to a neighborhood of each reentrant corner.
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(a) t “ 0 s (b) t “ 0.1 s (c) t “ 0.3 s (d) t “ 1.0 s
Figure 7.1: Time evolution of the temperature with constant heat source
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(a) t “ 0 s (b) t “ 0.01 s
(c) t “ 0.03 s (d) t “ 0.05 s
(e) t “ 0.1 s
(f) t “ 0.5 s
(g) t “ 1.0 s (h) t “ 5.0 s
Figure 7.2: 3D plot of the time evolution of the temperature with constant heat source
Figure 7.3 shows a set of uniformly distributed stream lines associated to the heat flux.
The stream lines represent the path of the heat in the transmission process between the bulk
and the external environment. We see that the stream lines form a profile of the pre-fractal
curve when they get close to the interface. It is well-evident that the interface acts as a
heat-sink, playing the role of a preferred escape path for the heat.
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Figure 7.3: Stream lines at the quasi-equilibrium with constant thermal source.
Next, we consider another time-independent thermal source
f “ f2px1, x2q “ 1500
´
e´10px1´0.5q
2´10px2´0.6q2 ` e´10px1´0.5q2´10px2`0.6q2
¯
. (7.9)
Figure 7.4 shows the shape of f2, which is the sum of two gaussian curves. This source can
be imaged as two virtual flames located at p0.5, 0.6q and (0.5, -0.6). Figure 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7
show examples of the heat transmission problem with the above thermal source.
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Figure 7.4: The thermal source function f2.
(a) t “ 0 s (b) t “ 0.1 s (c) t “ 0.3 s (d) t “ 1.0 s
Figure 7.5: Time evolution of the temperature with thermal source f2.
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(a) t “ 0 s (b) t “ 0.01 s
(c) t “ 0.03 s
(d) t “ 0.05 s
(e) t “ 0.1 s (f) t “ 0.5 s
(g) t “ 1.0 s (h) t “ 5.0 s
Figure 7.6: 3D plot of the time evolution of the temperature with thermal source f2.
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Figure 7.7: Stream lines at the quasi-equilibrium with thermal source f2.
From the examples for thermal sources f1 and f2, we observe that the “growing-upwards”
pre-fractal interface drains heat mainly from the upper subdomain and maintains a distri-
bution of lower temperature therein. Note that we only consider one pre-fractal interface
constructed by the finite sequence ξ “ p3.5, 2.2, 3.5q in the previous simulations. In the
following, we wish to study how the shape of different pre-fractal interfaces would affect the
temperature distribution and influence the heat propagation.
When the fractal iteration number n is large, it is really difficult to make the simulation
for each nth-generation Koch mixture pre-fractal. Therefore, we only consider the case of
n “ 3, in which there are a total of 8 possible combinations of the contraction factor sequence
ξ “ pξ1, ξ2, ξ3q, for ξi P t3.5, 2.2u, i “ 1, 2, 3. We choose the flame function f2 as the thermal
source on the domain. In Figure 7.8 and 7.9, we show respectively the 2D and 3D plot of the
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heat transmission problem with different pre-fractal interfaces at time t “ 5s. It is intuitive
from the plot that the distribution of the temperature varies with respect to the geometry of
the interface, especially when the pre-fractal curves highly grow into the upper subdomain.
(a) p3.5, 3.5, 3.5q (b) p3.5, 3.5, 2.2q (c) p3.5, 2.2, 3.5q (d) p3.5, 2.2, 2.2q
(e) p2.2, 3.5, 3.5q (f) p2.2, 3.5, 2.2q (g) p2.2, 2.2, 3.5q (h) p2.2, 2.2, 2.2q
Figure 7.8: Different pre-fractal interfaces with thermal source f2 at t “ 5 s.
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(a) p3.5, 3.5, 3.5q (b) p3.5, 3.5, 2.2q
(c) p3.5, 2.2, 3.5q (d) p3.5, 2.2, 2.2q
(e) p2.2, 3.5, 3.5q (f) p2.2, 3.5, 2.2q
(g) p2.2, 2.2, 3.5q (h) p2.2, 2.2, 2.2q
Figure 7.9: 3D plot for different interfaces with thermal source f2 at t “ 5.0 s.
In order to have a quantitative measure of this difference, we compute the amount of the
heat propagating outwards the domain through a piece of the boundary, which is chosen to
be a very small neighborhood of the left-end point of the interface. See Figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.10: Small neighborhood of the left-end point of the interface.
The results given in Figure 7.11 shows that for each pre-fractal interface, the total amount
of heat escaping from the neighborhood of the left-end point is increasing as time goes. We
also observe in the graph that the red dash line is beyond all other lines at each time, which
tells us that the pre-fractal interface with contraction factor sequence p2.2, 3.5, 3.5q would
be the “best” in the sense that it drains the largest amount of heat from the bulk to the
outside of the domain. This consequence is partially due to the fact that the first entry of the
sequence p2.2, 3.5, 3.5q makes the “peak” of the pre-fractal interface closer to the center of the
upper flame. However, the second “best” in Figure 7.11 is the yellow line, which represents
a “flatter” pre-fractal interface with sequence p3.5, 3.5, 3.5q. Therefore, other impact factors
have to be taken into account, such as the local geometry of the interface and the behavior
of the thermal source term.
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Figure 7.11: Heat drained through the neighborhood of the left-end point.
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In the case of pre-fractal Koch interface with contraction factor equals 3, analogous
simulation results were produced. For details we refer the readers to the conference Mascot11,
11th meeting on applied scientific computing and tools (“An Optimal Mesh Generation for
Domains with Koch Type Boundaries”, M. Cefalo and M. R. Lancia).
We summarize this section by showing the fact that an appropriate path of a highly
conductive interface (heat-sink curve) could be used to efficiently drop the temperature
nearby. Our simulation results could also be usefully exploited from the point of view of
applications in electronic cooling applications (see [10, 53, 60, 42]), where optimal designs of
cooling systems are desired according to the increasing miniaturization of electronic devices
and larger heat dissipation rates,
Future Work
As the conclusion of Part III, we remark on some of the work that remains to be done. In
this dissertation, we only consider the pre-fractal case when the fractal iteration number
n P N is fixed, and we are able to get an optimal rate of convergence of the discrete solution
as the mesh size goes to zero. Although numerical simulations on very powerful computers
could help to anticipate results for large fractal iterations, a very important part that remains
incomplete is to measure how close the solutions to the pre-fractal heat transmission problem
approach the solution of the fractal heat transmission problem as nÑ 8.
In the aspect of discretizing the domain, we have taken some advantage of the nested
nature of the pre-fractal curve. A new technique using the self-similarity may save the cost
of generating the mesh and the time for solving the problem numerically. In particular, it
is useful to develop an efficient and adaptive mesh refinement procedure for a dynamically
growing per-fractal interface.
Finally, the role of pre-fractal Koch interfaces in the heat transmission process still have
to be further investigated. Additional work could be done to make a more systematic study
of how the solutions are affected by changing the parameters n and ξ. For instance, one
may be interested in maximizing the amount of heat drained outwards from the domain and
minimizing the temperature at certain location, by optimizing the shape of the pre-fractal
interface over finitely many combinations of n and ξ.
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Semigroup theory
We follow Section 7.4 in Evans [14] and introduce some definitions and theories of semigroups.
Let H be a real Hilbert space with inner product p¨, ¨qH and norm || ¨ ||H .
Definition A.1. A family of linear operators tT ptq, t ě 0u is called a semigroup on H if the
following conditions are satisfied:
(1) Each T ptq is a symmetric operator with domain DpT ptqq “ H;
(2) T p0qu “ u, u P H;
(3) T ptqT psq “ T pt` sq, t, s ě 0.
A semigroup tT ptq, t ě 0u is called contractive if
(4) pT ptqu, T ptquq ď pu, uq, t ě 0, u P H.
It is called strongly continuous if
(5) pT ptqu´ u, T ptqu´ uq Ñ 0 as tÑ 0`, u P H.
Definition A.2. The generator A of a strongly continuous semigroup tT ptq, t ě 0u on H is
defined by
Au :“ lim
tÑ0`
T ptqu´ u
t
(A.1)
on the domain DpAq :“ tu P H : Au exists as a strong limitu.
We also list some properties of the semigroup and its generator.
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Proposition A.1. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup tT ptq, t ě 0u
on H. Assume u P DpAq. Then we have
(1) T ptqu P DpAq, t ě 0;
(2) AT ptqu “ T ptqAu, t ě 0;
(3) the mapping t ÞÑ T ptqu is differentiable for each t ą 0, and d
dt
T ptqu “ AT ptqu, t ą 0;
(4) the mapping t ÞÑ T ptqu is C1 in p0,8q;
(5) DpAq is dense in H;
(6) A is a closed operator, i.e., if uk Ñ w, Auk Ñ v for uk P DpAq, then w P DpAq and
Aw “ v.
Definition A.3. Let A : DpAq Ă H Ñ H be a linear operator. The resolvent operator
Gλ : H Ñ H of A is defined by
Gλ :“ pλ´ Aq´1 (A.2)
for λ P ρpAq, where ρpAq :“ tλ P R : the operator pλ´Aq : DpAq Ñ H is one-to-one and ontou
is the resolvent set of A.
We list some properties of the resolvent operators.
Proposition A.2. Let A : DpAq Ă H Ñ H be a linear operator. Then
(1) AGλu “ GλAu, if u P DpAq, λ P ρpAq;
(2) Gλ1 ´Gλ2 “ pλ2 ´ λ1qGλ1Gλ2 and Gλ1Gλ2 “ Gλ2Gλ1, if λ1, λ2 P ρpAq;
(3) Let A be the generator of the semigroup tT ptq, t ě 0u. If λ ą 0, then λ P ρpAq,
Gλu “
ż 8
0
e´λtT ptqudt, u P H,
and so ||Gλ|| ď 1λ .
We now characterize the generators of semigroups:
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Theorem A.1 (Hille-Yosida Theorem). Let A be a closed, densely-defined linear operator
on H. A is a generator of a semigroup tT ptq, t ě 0u if and only if
p0,8q Ă ρpAq and ||Gλ|| ď 1
λ
for λ ą 0. (A.3)
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